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0

PREFACES arc
taken to be an author's pujf of his own produchon, and
consequently they are seldom remL Still at first, to be rightly understood is an
author's chief desire, and to rightly understand an author should be the first wish of
the scholar. This
view of the following pages is designed as an "Aladdin's Lamp" in the hands of the reader, without which if you are not skilled in
""JcuGc. you
feel
sometimes at a los:-;. This obseurity will eome, if
at all fl·om the
from each
and not as is usual coming from
some
eommon centre,
the remoter parts to be dimly pathed by refi·active and broken rays. Each part is so arranged as to explain itself. The princi~
out of chaos; aml ·when you understand them, in
keep as
much or as little of the old-fashioned rubbish a bout them as you please.-You will
still you have it, the prineiple .is there! Principles are at first developed, without
to any particular form for keeping books. Thus, the entries of the Day
Book are divided into five divisions and not scattered without order, as has been the
eustom in the works of all my predeeessors. Each of these divisions are govemed by
a
which acts
and apart, and which principles taken together make
up the seience. Of these
there are five, explained in the five divisions.
lst.-The first division embraces the first two months of the Day Book, January and
Ji'ebruary, and in which is illustrated a regular Merchandise account, together with
sueh entries as commonly occur in transacting business on one's own capital, in
and sales of goods. 2d.-In the second division (March) of the
will be found an illustration of such entries as arise in the purehase and
Heal
and General
of the like. 3d.-The third
the month of April, is confined to that class of entries which occur in doing
11 J

r

A BRIEF PLAN OF 'lHE WORK
a Commission business. 4th.-~In the fourth
IS illustrated such en"
tries as occur in the
of Goods on commission to be sold
or
ete.
June, the last month in the
and in company with others.
is confined to home
these five divisions will be found
w1thout
the order
of the rest, those few anomalous entries that
oceur m business and
which are as common to one branch of trade as another.
The
of the accounts which make up
densed
a rule
after the
m
and
business Forms as is customary to inelude in similar
ence,
and are modernized in
ness
herein
to be found in the works of
Jones,
ancients and
several hundred folios.
surauee of
as
ble
as you would have if you were to peruse all of the nwst
of the age.
These one hu:nclred pages frmn the first division of the work wl1ieh may he had
m a
and used
a <3choo1-hook
In the second
division of the
which is more
Clerks, there >vill be found in addition to the
Directions to the learner whcm
studying the science without the assistance of a teacher; a
, which
the
and the nature ofthe business transaction of eaeh and all
of mercantile
abbreviations and
of the
literary
u"""J"'"' ete.; also a variety of Practical Forms for
in every extent and
keeping
:Publie Addresses upon the
promercial
gress, and the science of accounts in
The better to understand the reason why these divisions are gi·;rcn to the five classes of accounts, ;vhich
form the busis uf th~J
the lea mer is requested. to reud the nuthtH·'s Public Addresses.
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l
BooK-KKEP!NG is

the

of ail
order

real or
of the

to
These
to expand the mind and

'The

Vl7.:

'l'ITE

JOlJRNAL

'l'HE LEGER,
and kept

or

its
{{;:des-book 12 nnt substituted,
rc'Jlim::nv. of merc:antUe
~f! ;:'J hsnrO n

as one

An rl. from the
whoro the
absenc~

tlWl'Cclfli:iJc:

Lhe

DAY-BO

K.•

is tnade ns~-for
are
forrns of

lNTROUtJC'!'tON.

the better to give the learner a more
and cornplex transac:tions vvith the lenst

JOUR:NAL.
This book is used for preparing and collecting;, where it IS
amounts
of the same date and concern under
see Jm1rnal, page lst, January 4th, where tlic
to the nmonnts total of the Day-book transaction, For an
collective
see praetical forms in the Clerk's n.ncl Teacher':; edition of this
r.I'he coUective forrn lYlay sornetirnes be extended to a \Vee.k or
to date.
within a lew years past, among good accountants, been
no\v generally ·when adopted, forms a bare index to the

LEGEIL
This book is used for collecting under mercantile titles and
names
sueh unsettled sums or balances ::ts arise bet-vveen individuals from busmess
tnmsactions. /\Jso your entire estate of
elaims and
real and
eaeh
· under its appropriate ti
made on the
by
is
the debit or credit there belonging,
of
opposite to each sum the balancing account;'~ or where there are more accounts
than one that form a balance, from 1vant of room on a
line to enunwraie
\hem respectively, the word Sundries is used.
N O'!'E.--.For different plans of keeping a Leger see Part 2d.

P R 0 0 F S.
JouruuL.--H you journalize correetly, the footings of the J ourna\ ancl the
book taken for any given time \Yill agree. This is the
\Ton have
of
transferred correctly the amounts hom the
·'.JournaL
and is al~vays eonsiderecl
That these books may agree in their footings (as well
t) it
en·
sometimes
care on the part of the accountant, in
tries to see that he ca.rries the amounts
from the
the on
column or the
Lr:cnm.--As often as once a montl1, all :wcounlan
trcmc
of buc:iness, or wl~o eon:;ider it
the
an1o1mt done, should take \Vk1l is called :1
cr.
lhlance consists in
all
g1vcn
of :tll snch accounts as ktvc
placing the
clcbit anr\ credit
(see e":~.m·~
pies of Trial
at the end of the
them np; when
i.vvo colmnm: wiH agree. In
if you have posted eorrectly, the iiJoiinp;s of'
· em the
cnse these eolumns do not agree, yuu pn)ceed to examine your
*Any a.ccount mny by- a bnbneing aecount to another cniTy, a8 it is the aeeount or accnunts to \Vhkh thn
re.verse of a debit or crodJt
is made, for excunp1c, \V illiam l\'Iay may 1Je clebitcd with a gi\-cn amount
of merchandise, here
is for su.id amount the babneing account~ and must consequently bo crcd~
hed for tho
and n"cc 1:ersa.
O:J'"" Bt)
not to eonfouncl balance account (for a description of \v1dch see Primary Rules) \Vith
1hi2 explanation,
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l\TRODUCTION.

If voLt do
tile error in
to find the
and
ers the

to nn en tire omission of
or to ineorreetness ir1 trans--

THE GRAND BALANCE SHEET.
adopted '\Yhieh combines so
~
·wh<Jt. is
so
of these sheets.
master

you

into
here
such
next close
rules direct
:r, be closed to tl1is tlccount.
stock
of :Profit and
to or by the account of Stoek.
balance into Stock. Then all the other balanees not
are carried
into Balance. You then elose
its balance to Bnlance "u""""'
this i!nishes the
\vhid1
your whole
counts or business
entries in aceordance
rnako
and
sheet

lJ'\l'l'RODUCTlON

fco:tlwr--~il

without. But in most
you
your trouble. Besides, by
the trouble of
a Balance a.ccmmt, ns
sheet contains the
.ouuK.·KenpJllli( •,vhere circumstances must dr::termine
plan wol1! it \Yili be of BCIYiee~

LAW OF BOOK-KEEPING, OR RULE FOR JOURNALIZING.
In amount, every Debit has a
This is tho

and th~ only
n:Hl novel'
And this
journalizing and 1-JOBting.

Credit a Debit."

RULES OF ACCOUNTS.
business, this acc1tmt receives a Credit for all the Merchant
or the
he puts into trade, and is Debited for what he owes; the
surplus
his real CRpital. It is like,;vise Credited in case you are presenteel at any time with an estate; and is Debited with the amount of any
which you
away as an estate.
Your Books
the ::wcount of stock
remains
until the final
when receives the balance of
and Loss necount,
and thus exhibits the amount you have inereased or diminished
trade, &c. when all your olhe1: accounts a·rc
th·is acconnt
ance account, which makes an entire
of yam· 1.uhole baalcs,
the
aecoun ts of those who form said Co.rnfor Stoek aeecmnt, each
Credited
investrnen t,

This account is Debited with the sum on hand at the commeneement
and to this account in doing business yon Debit all eash
give n eredit for all sums
or otherwise
of,
up you1·
it is closed

[ 17 ]

INTRODUCTION,
4nL-·BILLs REcEIVABLE.

This aecount is Credited with all Notes and Bonds you give of your O\vn
drawing, or that may be unredeerned at commencement of business
Drafts or
of Exchange which you
for a definite period, und
ed \>/ith the same vvhen taken up, This
like Bills Receivable, natured·
ly close.\
and if not found closed
1tp your bools, close to
Balance
6TH.-BANK,

This account is Debited with all
Credited with all Cash and
under nu consideration o·rni~
in favor of its adoption_

DiscouNT,

This
Bondg,
money
you bv
tion o'i·

&c.

account is Debited with the interest or discount on a11 vour
Sums you allow on Accounts Current, &c., and foi: the use
and
of whatever kind, and Credited with the li11e surns allowed
others; whether said sums accrue from the natural tenor of an oblivaotherwise. On
up your
it is closed to or by Prqfit and LJ:'ss

To this account you Debit the incidental sums
siness: sueh as clerk-hire~ store-rent,
and Credited with
sum allowed
disposed of as an expense
lt
9TH.-lNDIYIDlJAL

A.ccouNTs.

These accounts are numerous, and are lmo-vvn
names of
each individual to which are Del;ited all
sold
time
that are
not settled for; and are also Debited for
which you may
or are allow.
eel on account, and receive a. Credit for the Cash or value of
received
from time to
compensation or otherwise. They nre
under
Debited or Cre-dited ·with the amount of accommodation
'>Vith the amount of any
on. account, and for. Bills dravvn on others, The.w.( '"'"Lu,,.,,,."
your
are closed to; or by, Balance account,
[ 18 ]

1NTRODUCTION.

lOTH.-PrtoF'J:r

'ro this account, on or before
expense or loss or all such aecounts as
Debit or Credit it. as the
which )ron
shows

AND

Loss.

np your hooks, you close the gain 1
tl
expense or loss. And
ca~e
time to
with
or
and its bal~
as the case may
in
Stock.
'

real estate. or
of whatsoever
the'
or
in eonser1uence
it under its proper
and Debit
occ:ur, Acconnrs
tltis
and Loss for
or clai'ln ·J'PJWPR~'<1').1
l2nr.-lN'l'RUsTED

REAL

If
description in
it must appear on
your
in
o.ceonnt of those
it for. m1d Debits
and Credits made to as thev occur. And the
for -vvhcm1 you hold
said Real
&e. must •
be credited for its value at the tirne it
possession, and
vvhen it
fi·orn your control.
kind, that are not
closed on
up
mnst
the Gain or Loss that appear on them, to the
account of the
m· individuals
whom
hold said
Real Estate, Stocks 1
o1· Bonds; and
Balance for the
value of said property represented.
l3nr.-CoNsrGNJ',I11:NTS

to You.

If Y?U receive goods to Sell on
a copy of the invoice of salCi
JS
made on your C. I. Book, the mvner getti.ng no creel it for the
sarne at the tirne. But an necount is opened at once on your
naming
the
and Debitsj and Credits rnade to it as they occur.
the
are all sold., an Account Current is made out and remitted to the Gon·
and
,
aeeount should then be dosed for its balance to
account of said Consianer; to whose
account is debited
advanees or smns
from time
time on
or said intrusted rnerchandise. In case the
of the merehandise does not receive
sation on aceonnt
to the entire
and should
of you
to remil. the balance due on said sales when the
arB all disposed
the
account of Sales will be closed to that
title,) which you pe~y for or
instead of his personal account.
of this kind, tltat remain open
up your books, are closed
or by, Balance.

to

I4nr.-Co:\siGNJI!ENTs

send
to others for sale
to the account of the individual
account with the name of the place
or <>Consignment to
or C,"
[

by You

;\ND ADVENTUREs.

on your aecount, you do not
said
to \~'hom thev are intrusted, but open an
as "Shiprnel{t to Canton No. l,
A.,"
charge said ac,;:.om1t with the amount of
19 f

or

INTRODVCTION.
\Vhen von receive an account sa!es of said goods,
with the satne, and tho individual to whom
were
If these
with others,

have received
i;}rn .. -SPEClJLATiOl\s~

an account is
Debit Hs cost and
a credit when
these accounts are closed to or by Profit and
loss.
are made in company with others, the
m· No. 1," which account is Debited to the
adventure and each partner is Credited in account nn.,·ww.c
anti
in c~ase he falls in your debt on account of
into said
These
'Nher; entire sales are
are dosed to each
aeeount,
each to their
17Vhen others tran;:;act the business
credited \Yith
share in the
Debited ·with
amount; on return
account
who
of the.
Debited if payment is not made. Jlc~
kind
have not received the
or when a. ·whole OJ' a
'()() ..\'srcss'/IJ'II. undisposed rif, on
~tp yow
16-nr,·-COllili!ISS!ON.

To this account you Credit all sums allowed you on the sale of intrusted
and Debit the amount you allow others, On
up your
it
closed by Pnfit and Loss.

To this account, when
Credit all sums borrowed.

you Debit all sums of money lent and paid,
18nr.-SusPE!S'S.E,

To this account the comr:nisRiou mm·chant Credits the value of such
he is tm.nble to assign an oW11er, and
rt Debit to the
when Cash or othet
of your
in trade
withdrawn from your
finarl purpose, place
value
for the time being, to this acconut.

Cl·edit all
allowed you for
up your books, it closed to, or by,

ot

and Debit the amomH you v.llow

and

20TH,~·~.. DEJJEi'lTUIU::S,

this acemmt is Debited that ""'''"''""'"
goods, when

up :vou.-r books,

the Cu&tmn
Credited when

of

Il\'l'RODUCTION,
2lsT.-CoLLEUTOR OJ;' CusTO}fS.

account
Ctedit all Bonds given for duties on
irnported, anrl Debit the aan1e ·when taken
nol found
on w£n.dr:-ng
books~ close lo
'ro
receivable, and BiJls
may bo and
most generally posted the obligations refened to in
the two last accounts.
T·o

up~

22D.-DEBTS PAYABLE.

Auction anrl Commission lHerchants to avoid
to whieh thev
the amount due on
and Debit
of dates: .A.. nd often on
the Dehts. of the estn.te
a narrow

closed on -windittg up

Thia account is used fer the same convenience

,ijrHO'

books,

small act:ounts
same
paid~ 'vithnut
this accoUnt is used fOr
may be examined n.t a
ind£t,idual amount to

thP. above.

'This account is
·yvhen you are prepared to close your books,
and intend
your accounts to a. new set, and to which all accounts,
not othenvise
cJf, are elosed.
If your
merely to
your
time, and continue
on in· the same book, the ·accounts 'Nhich would be
to or by Balance in
case of a transfer, should
dosed to or by New Account, and opened to or
Old Account.

in ·which many accountants,
find themselves in

taken at cost-and Credited
of Merchanthis be done
will be the
account,

ILL USTH.ATE
in ~t0re, tl.S per
diiTerenee
the columns
lhis surn.
which gain,
lnade, and you having
~1nd the dHl'erenco

"-""'"'-'"v amount of

remaining in I'Ollr nclss:es:si<::m

,_ Re'al

INTRODUCTION,

give to Profit and Loss the gain or loss on said account for the time taken, and
then close by Balance.

be said to be two elasses of
.As a
son a!
l'ersonal
have for their title an individual name, as
F, "VV. Thomas, Samuel Eells, or the name of a company,
J. JVL & S.
Patent Arms
Co.

and Fire Ins.
I do not deem the above
learner or an accountant.
the
and should be 1vell unde~·stooc\.
hns its basis in

nz: 1st.-

ReRl
and
receivin'r anrl
the amou~t of
Gth.-Aceounts repre"
confined to

of the like.
on cmmn1sswn. 4tb.-Accounts
to others to be sold on commission.
article bought and
which nrc
and are tennecl
Accounts.
to the first
these five
\vhieh f<)rm the basis
are all
And
accounts that may
arise to f(;rm a balance to
of any of these !1\'C
·
may be either personal or
In the preceding
ticulnrizecl as rrreat a
knowledge of the learner a
them
and
yon vvm never
an account to
f()l' all accounts. with 1he
purpose or convenienc·c
of the
'and th~se
of the ti ve elasses which
as
in tbe first di dsion
and to which
may add the account of JJrofit and
used at
pleasure.
0

l\1ost authors vvho have
their
under this tit 1e
and without fear of
examples uncJ cr this
in clouds and darknGss.

in order to understand

tnnt you nmst first become
intended to be

therein expres-

vour

.
eve~-y Debit
Alsojr;r whose aceomrnodation

and vice

has been
Credited,
record. And
for the like amount
must, under your
or Credit. Alsoby, must, under
titles,
and vic~: versa.

nccoun ts
The amount which
be Debited to that

[ 23 ]

INTRODUCTION.
SYNOPSIS OF RULES.
The following synopsis of the ten
rules laid down in the >w''""'·m"
may be found to answer a
purpose,
the first ideas
object of the principal accounts, in the minds of
young pupils;
will be found very faulty, if too
a reliance
upon them.
lsT.-STOCIC.

On opening books, stock account 1s Debited with the amount you owe
Credited with the amount of all
in your fJV''''"0''"'w>.

and

2n.-JVIlmCHANDTSE.

Merchandise is Debited \Vith all

; and Credited with all sold.

3n.-·CAsH.
Cash is Debited with all money received; an([ Credited with all sums paid a\'l'ay,
or otherwise disposed of.
41'H.-BILLS RECEI\'ABLE.

Bills Receivable is Debited ·with all
and Acceptances, you receive ;
and Credited with the same when they are taken up, or disposed of.
5TH.-BlLLS PAYABLE.

Bills Payable is Credited wl1en you
of your own
drawn on you; and Debited with the same ·when taken up.

a BiLl

or

6nr.-R.\NK.

Bank Account is Debited when you deposite money ; and Credited when
drawn.

with~

7TH.--INTEREST.

Interest Account is Debited for all sums allowed as interest on
Credited with the like sums you receive from others.

&c.; and

8TH.-ExrENSE.

store-rent, and the many little expen~

Expense Account is Debited for
ses that occur about an establishment.

9Tn.-INDIVIDUAL AccouNTS.

Individuals are Debited when they become indebted to you
Credited when they make a payment.

lOnr.-PnoFrT
Profit and
on or beCore
losses; and Credited ·with a11
[ 24

AND

J

book-aceount; and

Loss.
is Debited with all expense::J

A

•

0

AND

OU

N

L~

1

J\lew Orlcani:i, January 1, 183/.
n·m•?Jf;w'lt

oj' my Property with 'l.ultich I commence
Also, of d,:[;ts I owe:
GUill.lll.ll:Yt:, US per 111 VOWC, • · ,., • ",. '" ·•" '" • ,'li\4V,U'VIJI

ll!en,:J:orts in IUerehants' Bank, ................................... .

and Lot No. 35 Canal' street,......................... .
as per Bill Book, am't to ............... .
due me on the aceounts of
Bdrnund B.
San1uel
John
..................................... ..
James H. Riee, ......... · ........................ ..
Jolm CaldweJl, ................................ ..

1 owe as
\Villimn J\lay, ............. · .... · ............ · · · ..... · · ..... · ·
(;iames & Hanlon, ...... · .. · ..... · .... ·· ............ ···
V\r5 Carr"''., .. ·., .. ··········· ·~ .......... ·· · · ····~·~· .. ·;~· ·
as 1;er Bill Book, am't to ............... · .... ..
-----!1
-~·~·~---· ~r.~··'"·--~~---

tl

\Vm. IVIay,
l hhd. 900 lbs. Sugar, ((i) lOq; ............................ $
lO firkins, 1,000 lbs. Butter, <IJ:; 14¢...................... ..
20 do. 2,000 Ills. Lard, ((i) 8q~ ....... ..
250 gs. ]\lade ira Wine, ((i)

8,700r0
I

890100
I

((i)

70¢ .............. .

2,100 00

.January 1, 18::ri.
li
1
[,

1 Sundries Dr. to Stock,

1

l\1erchanclise, ...................................................... $~0,000
CaslJ-o ................... _. ...........................................·: .... :::;ool
Mer~h:mt~' Bank, ................................................. ];j,!JOO!
Hou~e and Lot No. 35 Canal street, ...................... 10,0001
Bills Reeeivable, .............................................. · ..... 3,7001
Edmund B. Stecl111:m ,.. · ...................................... · .... 2.300
Sam uri Hewes, ...... · ...... · ............ · ............ ·.. ·· ........... 2,100['
John Holbrook, ................................................... 1,000
James H. Rice, .......................................................... 500
Jolm Cnldwcli, ........................................................ I,200
- - - - 57,800 00

l

2
3
4
.:1
5

/5
5
5
5

l Stock Dr. to Sundt·ic;:;.
6
W_illianJ JVIay, ............... · · ..... · · ..... · · ··· .. · · ... · ....... · .... $ 5001
6 Gaines &: Hanlon, .................................................... 200
6 James \V. Carr, .. · .......... · ......... · .................... ··· ....... 3,000[.
G Bills Pap ble, ...... · .. · .......... · · ..... · .................... · · ... · ... 5,~_ool
8,700 00
4

-·------

~----·

6 William May Dr.
1
To l'v.Ierchandise, ............................................ ..
- - - - - - · - - - - - - ·-

890 00

6 -----------

6 Gaines & Harclon Dr.
1
To JVIercb~mclise, ............................................. ..

I

l.

~

~·osloo.
" "'

l Merchandise Dr.
To Gaines & Harclon, .................................... ..
6
!)

[
6

Merch:mdi~e

Dr,
'I'o William

fiOO 00

'fo Samuel Hewes............. ..............................

~~,100

00

10------

5 John Holbrook Dr.
1
To :Merchandise,.................... .........................
1 J\ferchanise Dr. to Sundries,
7 Robert Trumble, ...................................... ·· ......... ·
Bills Payable, .... · ............. · .... ·· ... ·· ... ·· ... ·· ... · .... ·· .... · .. "
613 Merchants' Bank ..................................... .
'

.

r :?,7

J

!,!26 00

5,490

Orleans, January 13, 1837.

10000
150 00

Sold Benj. vV.
lVIclse. as
Rec'd in payment, my Notes of
15 and 26, 18
at :3 rno. arn't to .. . . ..................................... ..
,Robert A. Hatcher's in his fftvor, drawn
lst;
1
at 12 1110~
............................................. ..
1Check on National Bank-deposited, ............. .

joash, in

. .. ................................ ,,..... .. .....__._.. _.._···--ll

· · - - - - - - 21 .
Bartered with Silas r. Scott sundry l\1dse. :fiJr a Note at 8
mo. drawn July 12th, 1836, by Ilobert Hetmning\vay, in
favor of John H.
am't to, ................... .':'......... ..
1~·-------------··--- 25
Eleazer Porter,
10 kecrs, 1,400 1bs. Tobacco,(@ E~¢ ............ ..
2 hbfs. 65 gs. vVhiskey, (@ 70¢ ............... ..
2 hhds. 250
St. Rum, (@ .~1,30, ................... '""''"''v"''
2 pipes,
gs. Brandy,(@ ,W!2, ...................... ..

26

1,038 50

Rec'd of James H. Rice, Lewis Shafer's Note of Nov.
at 6 mo. his
f;Jr ................................. ..
Hanlon's

2
10
10
--~---·

~27

Exqlmnged Notes \vith ~ilas A. Hudson, f(n· his
tion, each draw!1 at 4:,
................................. ..

[ ;;s I

9(}0 00

1
Trumble Dr.
To Bills

W. Carr Dr.
To 1vlerchandise, .
ltJ

-----·-~·-·~·····~-.-~~~···!!

\V. Carr Dr.
To :Eleazer
Merchandise Dr.
To Bills

Dr. to
Bills Payable, ........ ·
Bills Receivable,...... " ....... .
IVIerchants' Bank, ......... · .,. .. · · ............................ ..

960 00

Receivable Dr,
To Bills

1,000 0('

Caldwell having fitiled,
Rcc'd in
.................... .
H.. lY[arston's Note of Jan.

as per mvo1ce.

iW

I

Dr.
To Merchants' Bank, ... ,. ... ., ...
---·~·~·~-------·-----

4

·~-------~~~~·----

B. Stedman Dr.
To JVIerchanchse .......

Ne·w Orleans, Februa·ry 8, 1837.
Passed my Note at 3 mo. to the Atlantic Ins. Co. for Insurance of House No. 35 Canal street,. ....................... ~ ......... .
~

20000

13

Sold James W. Carr,
I
12 ps. 360 yds. BomlJazette, fa) 30¢·· ........................ 108
5 " 150 " Bombazine, fa) 70¢ ........................... J05
2 "
70 " Blue Broad Cloth, fa) $5, .. ................. 350
do.
fa) $4, ................... 280
2 " 70 " Black

84300
15

Lent Capt. Hemy Selden Cash on his Bottomry Bond, to be
repaid to Robert ,Trumble, on my account, with 10 per
cent. prem. six days after the arrival of his ship the Alligator, in the port of Lisbon, .......................................... ..
17
Bo't of John Holbrook, 20 Cords of ·wood, fa) $5, ............ ..

1.300 00

10000

Bo't by Check, of John JVI. Lee, his set of exchange at
10 days sight, on \:Vm. L. Spooner, London; Remitted the same to Robert Trumble, on acc't, am't to
1,000
Pren1. at .20 per cent, ........................ ~ ............................. 20
Paid by Check Danforth Marble's Note, as endorser, ........... .
20
Sold James H. Rice,
6 doz. Common Blankets, fa) $18,.: ......................... $108
6 " Mackinaw do.
fa) $35, ........................... :.210
2 ps. 65 yds. Ribbed Cassimere, fa) $4, ...................... 260
2 " 60 " Plain
. do.
fa) f2.50, ................. 150
2 " 60 " Blue Broad Cloth, fa) .)il5,...................... 300

1,020 00
2,03500

1,028 00

Rec'd of James H. Rice on anc't, \IVm. H. Marshall's
Note of Jan. 1st, at 3 mo. his favor, for ...................... $800
Cash,......................................................................... 300
21
Bo't of Charles A. Miller, Mdse. as per invoice, am't
to $8,900, for which I paid him my Note at 4 mo. for $5,000
Che.ck for balance, ........ ·· .......... ·· ... ·· .... · ............... ·· ......
3,900
'
1--------------------~

22
Robert Trumble advises me, per Swiftsure, that he hasreceived on my acc't of Capt. Selden, Cash in full of his
Bottomry Bond, which he has given up as directed-am't
of Bond,.· .... , ....................................... · .... · ..... · ....... $1,300
10 per cent. prem...... , ................................................... 130
23

s,9ooK>o

1,430 00
------------~------

Sold Ezekiel L. Davis,
2 ps. 61 yds. Bla~k Broad Cloth, fa) $4.50,............ $274.50
Four per cent. discount for Cash,............ .. ............ 10.98
( 32

1,100 00

1

263 52

·~~~·==============================================w===~r=

4 House No 35 Canai street Dr.
6
To Bills Payable, .. · ··· ··. · ................................. · ..

200 00

13

6 James vV. Carr Dr.
1
To lVIerchanLlise, ............... ., ............................ ..
15 - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 Bil!s Receivable Dr
2
'fo Cash, ......... · ....... ·· .. ·. · ............ · · ...... · ........ · · ··

1--------------

1,300 00

1'/

8 Expense Dr,
5
To John
3 Sundries Dr. to Merchants' Bank,
7 Robert Trumble, ................................................. ..
9 Interest,. ................................................................... ..

100 00

00
9 Danforth Marble Dr.
3
To Merchants' Bank, ..................................... .
~-------------~---20

--------------------1

5 James H. Rice Dr.
I
To J\t(erchandise, ............. · ........................... .

2,035 00

1,028 ou

5 Sundries Dr. to James H. Rice,

4

2

Bills Receivable,.·· ............................................... .
Cash, .................................................................... ..

1,100 00
------------------· 21 -------------------

1 Merchandise Dr. to Sundries,
6 Bills Payable, ................................................. .
3 Thlercha.nts' Bank, .. · ............................................ .

8,900 00
-----

22 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7 Robert Trumble Dr. to Sundries,
4 Bills Receivable, ............................................... ..
9 Interest, ................................................................ ..

1,430 00

2 Cash Dr.
J

l1l

To 1\ferchandist'aa'j'"""''"'"'"''""""''""'"'"

263 52

J.Vew 01·leans, Feb1•uary 23, 1837.
~--~===========-=======~======--====-··================~===-~

Sold Ephraim E. Cooper sundry Mdse. as per invoice,
am't to $869.70.
.
Rec'd in payment, his Note at 3 mo. which I have sold
to J as. M. Page, broker, at 10 per cent. discount.
Cash received,......................................................... :f$782.73
Discount,. ............................... ·· .................................. 86.97

869 '"'0
24

James H.. Marston has failed to pay hi::~ Note, which I
deposited in Bank for collection, .. · ................................. ..

50000

Rec 1d of James It,· ~1~rston onr; :;.cc't, Cash,.................... $!}~
2 ps. 60 yds. Slurtmg, c@ 2oq:, .. · .................................. :15
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 25
Rec'd Danforth Marble's acceptance, bearing date Feb. 1st,
1837, at 1 1110. for .......................................................... .

2,035 00

Edmund B. Stedman to John Holbrook, as per order, ......... .

20000

!~-_;_

7000

Sold John Holbrook,
6 doz. Men's Gloves, c@ $6, .. · ............................ $ 36
12 " Women's do., c@ $5,... ..... . . .. ... .. .. .... . ...... ..... 60
2 ps. 65 yds. Blaclr Broad Cloth, c@ $5,................. 325
do.
c@ .~4, ................... 244
2 " 61 '' Brown

66500

27

Bo't of Joseph Kiffin, Mdse. as per invoice, am't to $900.
Paid him Benj. Dufield's Note of Sept. 1st, 1836, for $1,000
Interest,.· ...... ·· ........... · .................................................... 35
1,035 00

Rec'd the balance $135, in Cash.
Rec'd pursuant to order, by the 'Villiam, Furguson,
from Robert Trumble, Lisbon, Mdse. as per invoice,
an1't to ................................................................... $3,000
Bonds at 3 mo. for Duties at 25 per cent......................... 750
Paid Freight, &c. by Check, .......................................... 375
28

~-------"'"--

4,125 00

Sold to Robards & Griffith an entire lot of Silk, imported
from Lisbon, subject to debenture, the same to be exported
to Mexico am't, as per invoice, to $5,650.25.
Rec'd in payment my Bond at the Custom House, for $750~00
Their Note at 8 mo. for ........................................... 2,500.00
Cash for balance=-deposited, .................................... 2,400.25
5,650 25
Rec'd the following sums this mo. as per Cash Book,
For JVIdse.· .......... · · .... · ..... · ...................................... $2,080
" Rent of Houae No 35 Canal street-,........................450
[ IU )

'

"~"-'""••

~·--·----"-"""'"'~'""-~~-~~~--

------

~,000 00

Febt•ttat'y 23, 1837.

1 Sundries Dr. to Merchandise,
2 Oash, ............................. · · ..... · ............................. $782. 73
9 Interest, ......................... ·· ... · .................................. 86.97
86970
24

9 James R. Marston Dr.
3
To Me"hanta' Bank, ...... ·· ............. · · .............. ~

50000

~ Su~~~~~~- :.:.~·. -~~. ~~-~~~-~:.~I-~~--~~~~~~ ............................$
1

5h
Merchandise,........................ ··· ................................... 15
7000

25

4 Bills Receivable Dr.
To Danforth lVIarble, .................................. · ....
9

2,03500

5

5 Edmund B. Stedman Dr.
To John Holbrook, ............................................

20000

5 John Holbrook Dr.
To Merchandise ................................. ;.............
1

66500

27
Sundries Dr. To Sundries,
1 Merchandise, ..................................... , .................. $ 900
2 _Oash, ....................................................................... 135
To Bills Receivable, ........................................
4
Interest ........................................................
9

"

l Merchandise Dr. to Sundries,
7 Robert T1·umble, .................................................. $3,000
6 Bills Payable, .......................................................... 750
3 Merchants' Bank,...................................................... 375

I,000 00
3500

4, 125 00 .

28

1 Sundries Dr. to Merchandise,
6 Bills Payable, .................................................... $ 750.00
4 Bil'ls Receivable, ................................................. 2,500.00
3 Merchants' Bank, ............................................... 2,400.25

5,650 25
2 Oash Dr. to Sundries,
l
Merchandise, .. ... . ... . ... .. . . .... . .. .. .... .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . ... . . .. $2,080
4 House No. 35 Onna.I street,.......... .. ... .... .. ... . ......... 450

-"---

2,b3000

.................. ,,. ·············· ........... -..

~$

Balance of Gash in Bank, as per B::mk Book, ................... .
lVIarch 1, 1837.
Gwatbmey, for lO days
• States Banlc Stock, present

for Cash-deposited, to Alexander .Anderson, at
one per cent. prem. Danforth Marble's Bill of
tance of Feb. lst, .......................................... ..

Chades C. SDencer ,'iBlOO per acre for a plantation
of one hundre~l acres; situated on the Mississippi,
miles above Nevv Orleans, knovvn by the name
of
as follo\VS:
to ................................ : ........................... .
r;r ote of Dec. lOth,
for ................. ..

for balance, ...................... ,, ............................. .
;J

house No. 35 Canal St. insured by the Atlantic
Co. on the 8th ult. for $6,000, was consumed
bv fire on the 1st inst.-Rec'd of said underwriters
· Note to thera for prem ................................ ..
balance-deposited, ....................................... .
{;

to th0 University of Vermont, sundry
bo't of Edmund B. Stedman on acc't, ................... ,
9

for Cash, to Geo. vV. Grover, Benj. H.
refusal to me of 200 shares of C. S. Bank Stock, ·

fi11d by exmaination that I have gained on the acc~t
of U.S. Bank Stock,................. ~ .................................. ..
Cash in Royal street, am 't to ................................. ..
[ 36 ·1

''
:Fkbnwry
28, 1837.
2 Sundries Dr. to Cash,
8 John C. Colt, ..................................................... ,1/) <1001
5,.,. John IIolbrook, ........................ · .... · ........................... 200:
Robert "'·
.t 1 un1 bl
· e, .......... · .. · .. · .... · .. · · .. · .. ·...... · .. "· .. " .. ·.. 1,;;r;OO'

'

1

----

21Cash N
2
3 Bank N
3

9U.

Acc't Dr.
To Old Acc'f:, ... ••&•·······~~···~···········~···•+••· . ·~····
Acc't Dr.
To Old 1\.cc't,..................................................

2,100 00
3,577 25
11,878 75

,., Bank Stock Dr. March 1, 183'7.
~~.

To :Merchants' Bank, ........................... · ...... ·· ..

3

--'" 2
3 Merchants' Bank Dr. to Sundries,
4 Bills Receivable,....................................... ,; ..... $2,035.00
9 Interest, ........................................................... ·... 21J,35

100 00

2,055 3b

9 Simmons' Plantation Dr. to Sundries,
Merchandise, ........................................................ $2,000
l
4 Bills Receivable, ...................................................... 3,000:
2 Cash, ................................................................ : ...... ':;1.20011
3 Merchants' Bank, .................................................... 2;soo
I 10,000

00

4

4 Sundries Dr. to House No. 35 Canal St.
6 Bills Payable, ....................................................... $ 200/
3 Merchants' Bank; ................................... , ............... 5,800

----

6,000 00

7 Profit ood Loss Dr.
To Edmund B. Sted1nan, ...................................
5

800 00

··-·~

6

9

2 Cash Dr.
9

To

U~

S. Bank Stock, ................ ·· ......................

250 00

'
9
7

u.s.

Bank Stock Dr.
To Profit and Loss,. .........................................

150 00

-·-

2 Cash Dr.
7

To Pm!Tt and Loss, .......................................... I. l 000 00
[ 37 ]

Nmn Orleans, 1JI·arch,9, 11:§37.

7

Sold my expected Cotton Crop for this season, on Sim~
mons' Plantation, be the same more or less, to John
J, Astor, for $4,000.
Rec'd in payment my Note of Jan. 16th, to George
Cammack, for ................................................... ·$3,500.00
Interest, ..................................................... · ...... · ..... ··· 34.90
Cash for balance-deposited,..................... · ................ 465.10
4,000 00
10

Paid Arthur B. Crozier in Cash, to bind him in contract, and as part payment for one third of the steamer
Hope, valued at $10,000, which he is to deliver into
my possessiOn on her arrival in this port, or forfeit
the like stun of . .. ... . ............ .... . .. . ............ .... .... .... .. . .... .... .

500 00

11

As Executor of the estate of Mrs. Mary Clinton, T
hnve received, and hold in my possession, for the benefit of her son Edward, the following property:
House and Lot No. llO, Camp street, valued at ....... $15,500
100 shares Planters' Bank Stock, present value $115
per share, ....... · ....................................................... 11,500
Cash, deposited.............................................................. 958

----1127,958 00
13

Rec'd in Cash of Arthur B. Crozier, $500 refunded money,
also, the like sum as forfeiture, for not delivering into my
possession the steamer Hope, agreeable to contract,..........

1,000 00

Rec'd of Silas A. Hudson, Cash for his note of Jan 27th,
deposited ............................. ;.........................................

1,000 00

15

Paid James T. Hostetter, in Cash, to bind him in contract,
and as part payment for one fourth of the steamer Sun,
valued at $10,000, which he is to deliver into my possession on her arrival in this })Ol't, or forfeit the like sum of,.....

800 00

16

Rec'd on acc't of Edward Clinton, Romulus J. Bowers' Note
at 4 mo. for balance of acc't which he owes to the,estate
of the late Mary Clinton ...................... ,.................. '.........

1,400 00

Paid James T. Hostetter, for the balance due him on the
steamer Sun. as follows:
His Note of A;1g. 1st, 1836, for .................................. $1,700
Interest, .......................................................................... 74
Note at mo. fo•· ................................................

My

6

4,000

::~::d f:yb::~:'~t -~. -~ ~.· ;0:~~~~~,~·.~~.~ t~~. ·,~. ~::~~

1

9,200 00

Parry, for balance due him from the estate of the late MarY)
Clinton ................................................... ~..................... _... _ 1,2(JO 00
[ 3-S

J

Jliardt 9, 1831.
9 Sundries Dr. to Simmons' Plantation,
6 Bills Payable,. .. ·.............................. ............... $3,500.00
9 Interest, .. · ....... · .... · .... ···· ... ·· .......... ·... .. .. •........ · · ... · .. 34.90
3 ~1erchan ts' Bank................................. · ... , · ........... 465.10
--10

4,00000

----------!1

1g Steamer Hot~ ~~sh, .........................._.............................. .

500 00

11

10 Sundries Dr. to Edward Clinton,
lO House and Lot No. llO Camp street, .................... $15,500
10 Planters' Bank Stock, ........................................... 11,500
3 ~1erchants' Bank, ........................... · ....................... ··· 958
- - - - 27,958 00
13

2 Cash Dr. to Sundries,
10 Stemner liope, ....................... · ............... · · .............. $500
7 Profit and· Loss,. ......... · · ........................ · ................ .. :· 500
1,000 00

3 Merchants' Bank Dr.

4

To Bills Receivable, ........................................ .

1,000 00

15

.
~
To Cash, ......................................................... .

lO Steamer Sun Dr.

2

80000

16
1
4 Bills Receivable Dr.
.
10
To Edward Clinton, ....................................... .. 1,400 00
10 Steamer Sun Dr. to Sundries,
4 Bills Receivable,................................................... $1,700
9 Interest, .................... ·· ................................................ 74
6 Bills Payable, .. · ........................................................ 4,000
3 Merchants' Bank, .................................................... 3,4261'
__.

__

20
lOEdwai"d Clinton
6
To Billa Payable,............................ ·................. ..

pr.

[ 00 )

I

9,200 00

New Orleans,
==~~~===============-==================~==~

Rec'd from the executors of my father-in-law's estate, as fol·
lows:
Sundry Notes, amountin~ to ...................................... $~~:QQQ
A deed for 1,000 acres of Texas lands, valued at ...... .
Onsh-deposited, ..................................... · .................

w;ooo

19,500 00

Paid Henry Brown, as pP.r contract, for rebuilding my
house, No. 35, Canal st, my Note at 6 mo. for .......... ~;5,000
Check for balance, ............. · ....... ···· ....... ·· ..................... 2,500

)~/,500

00

28
Paid by Check, Danforth lVIarble's Bill of acceptance,
of Feb. 1st, sold to Alexander Anderson, March 2d,
returned protested··· .. ·.···· .. ··········· · · ·· · · .. · .......... -,]1!2,035.00
Damages at 7 per cent ... ····.· ...... · ... ·· ... ·· ...................... ]4;3.45
2,177 4b
Paid Cash prem. to Baltimore Life Im:. Oo. as msm·ance on my natural life, for their obligations in fiwor
.of my heirs, amounting to .. · .... · ........................ · .. ··$10,000
Pre1niu1n,. · · .. · ... · .. · .. · · ··· ·· ..... · · .. · · .. · · ...... · .... .. . .... . . .. . .. . . ... . 850
1--------------------~

10,850 00.

31

Rec'd the following sums this month, as per Cash Book:
For Merchandise, ......................................................... $150
" Rent of House, No. llO, Camp street, .................... ·~.300
From James R. Marston, ............................................... lOO
~····-~~----·~-

55000

---------------····--

Disposed of the following surm;:
'l'o John C. Colt,.· .. ·· .......... · .... · ... · .... -· ........ · .......... · ........1$:300
" Joseph Lrnv, ............................................................... 50
" Edward Clinton, ..... ·............................................... 250

600 00
--------~--·----·

'

~---~--------

Balance of Cash on hand, us per Cash Book, ...................... ,:,
--···~---·--------

,,427 25

.,

-·-·-···---····--

Balance of Cash in Bank, as per Bank Book,.. · ..................... 21,153 7{l

New Orleans, April l, 1837•.
Paid by Oheel~., Robert Trumble's D'ft in favor of Perdy S.
Gerald, on me at sight; .............................. :...................... ..
·----·----·--·--

3

.

.

J

Deposited the following Notes in Bank for collection:
Wm •. H. Marshall's, of Jan. 3d, due 2d inst .................. ·'S~gg\\
F. IC Martin's, of Dec. 2d, 1836, due 5th inst ............. 3,~
[ 40 ]

Dr. to

;,,,.;r.,, 7 h

Marblc Dr.
To Merchants' Ban],, ............ ..

Receivable D1·.
To Expectancies 5••

and Loss Dr.
1'o Cash ............................ ..

;,,

Trumble Dr.
To J\'Ierehants 1 Bank, ............................. .
:3

Bank Dr.
To Bills Receivable, .................................... ·
l

1

9

=-

New Orleans, A.prU 5, 1837.
. . =-====

-=·-·=~=-~=~.

Rec'd fi·om Patent Arms Co. of Paterson, by the brig Margaret, Scarborough, Mdse. as per 0. I. B. nm't to $6,000, to be
sold on their sccount.
Paid Freight, Draynge, &c. by Check, ........................ ~~ 390
Also, by Check, their D'ft at sight, in favor of Capt.
Scarborough, for ...................................................... 2,000

2,390 00

7
Rec'd of Gaines & Harclon, of this city, l\1dse. as per C.
I. B. am't to ,jS3,000, to be sold on their account.
Paid Cash for Drayage, &c .................................... .. ,1f! 6.50
In advance, by Check, ................................................ 200.00
~

206 50

~s

Sold Eleazer Porter, at 3 mo.
per C. S. B. Patent
Arms Co.'s goods, am't to ......................................... $800
Gaines & liarclon's do ..................................................... 350'

I'

1,150 00
10

Sold Thomas lVI. Kane, Jr. for his Note at 30 days,
Patent Arms Co.'s goods, as per C. S. B. a.m't to ............. .

75000

11

Sold McDonald & Kerkpatridc, for Cash, as per C. S. B.
Patent Arms Co.'s goods, am't to .............................. $300
Gaines & Rardon's do .............................................. 110
From Store, asperS. B..... , ................ .
150
J.

-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

560 00
If,;:

--·-~: ..

_ ·"-··-------1

Rec'cl from Robert Trumble, of Lisbon, per ship Friend,
Mdse. as per C. 1. B. am't to $5,760, to be sold on
'his account.
·Bonds at 3mo. for Duties at 25 per cent. ad valorem, $1,440.00
Paid Freight, Drayage, &c. by Check,.· ...... ···· .... · ... · ... 2;.,.;;)1,50
~ulton,

!<!

'.

1

1,661 50

Paid by Check, my Bond of Jan. lOth, at the Custom
l{ouse, for.· .... ·· .................. ··.............................................
15
Sold Joseph T. Shinder the remainder of Gaines &.
Rardon's goods, as per C. S. B. for his Note at 3
mo. m their favor, which I have delivered to them,.........
The whole amount of their sales is ,'lff2,2,10.50.
My com. at 5 per cent. is, ... , ........... :.....................'f; 112.02
Charges posted .11!6.50.
.
.
Balance of Sales to be closed to then· credit, ............ 2,121.98

1,780 50

------------·-----===--~

2,234 00

Paid Cash to James Bennett, he appearing to be the
owner·of this sum, which I found in Royal street
on the 9th uJt ... · ................. · .. · .... .. .. .. .... .. ... . . ... .. .. .. . .. . ... . ....

1,000 00

[ 42

1

1,000 00

w

Aprll 15,
'Rec'd from the European Man'g Co. of Calcutta, by the
ship Elizabeth, Caldwell, Mdse. as per C. L B. am't to $5,7QO,
to be sold immediately on account of Duncan c; Pel!, ~of
London.
Bonds at 4 mo. for Duties at 215 per cent ................ ,~1~440.00
Check for Freight, &c .................... · .......................... 950.25
Cash for D;·ayage, &c, .................................................. 15.38
-~······

17

,--~--~~.-----

Paid at the Orleans Bank by Check, my Note of Jan.
16th, in f~1 vor of James S. Goodrich, for ................. ,fjiS,OOO
3 1110. Interest, ......... · .............. """................................ 140
18 ~---------1 8,140 00
Total am't, as pe~ C. S. B.
Sales as sold by Edward C. Blackburn, Auctioneer, is as deposited,................ . 11,8H1 99
Blackburn's H per cent. Cash com ............... ,~178.38
Paid Cash to .Porters, &c ..................... · .......... · .... 8.50

---186.88

lYiy 3! per cent. cmn................ · ................................. 416.21
Advertising, which I pay by the year, ............................. 3.50

- 19
Sent Duncan C. Pell, pursuant to order, by the Craig, Ballenger, his acc't sales, together with bullion for balance Jue
on acc't.
Paid Cash for Premium and Insurance,................. $ 488.38
Check paid balance of bullion sent, .......................... 8,391.39

60659

-----11 9,879 71

20
Sold for Cash-deposited, to Edward Huntington, Pat••
ent Arms Co.'s goods, as per C. S. B ....................... $1 1200
Trm11ble's do ................................................................. 2,500

3 ,70U OG

21 - - - - - - - - - - - · - So1d J as. A. Johnson, T'rum ble's rroods o.s per C. S. B. $3,333.33
From Store, asperS. B .......... ~............................... l,H0.50'
- - - - - 4,443 83
Rec'd m payment Robert 'I'mmble's D'ft m his favor for
,'$5,000, drawn at lO days sight on Corwine & Starnper,
which they refu&e to accept.
Paid the balance by Check, .............................................. ..
556 17
22
Rec'd from Patent ~t\rms Co. of Paterson, by the ship Har~
vey, Case, l\1clse. as per C. L B. am't to $8,500, to be sold
on their a.cc't"
Paid Freight, Drayage, &c. in Cash, ................................... ..
430 00
Also, have paid
Check, for the honor of said Company, their
on L. Lepert, protested for non~
payment,.·· ......... · .... · ....................................... $2,801.50
My Brokerage, one-fourth per cent................................ '/.00
2,808 50
44 J
~-~·----····-----

r

Journal
D .ItS.

12 Fell's Sa£

J~ ...................

10
CRs .

6 Bills Payable, .................
2,405 63 3 Merchants' Bank, ..........
2 Cash, ............................

1,440 00
950 25
15 3R
I

6 Bills Payable, .................
9 Interest,.· ......................

8,000 00 3 Merchants' Bank, ..........
140 00

8,140 00

-

3 Merchants' Bank, ..........
12 Fell's Sales,...................

12 Fell's Sales,...................

12 Fell's Sales, ................... Il,891 99
186 88
11,891 99 2 Cash, ..............................
416 21
60559 12 Commission; ...................
8 Expense, .. · ....................
3 50

2 Cash,..............................
8,879 77 3 Merchants' Bank,............

488 31:\
8,391 39

1,200 00

3 Merchants' Bank, ..........

3,700 00 ll Patent Arms Co.'s Sales,
11 Trumble's Sales, ............

2,500 00

7 Robert Trumble, ............

l l Trumble's Sales, ............
5,000 00 l Merchandise,.................
3 Merchants' Bank, ............

3,333 33
l,llO 50
556 17

II Patent Arms Co.'s Sales
t!30 00 2 Cash ·~····~··~·~*···~•'••·····~··
ll Patent Alrms Co ............ : 2,808 50 3 Merchants' Bank,............
9 Interest, ........................

430 00
2,801 50
700

11
Sold for Cash-deposJted, the remainder of Robert
Trumble's goods as per <C. S. B. am't to ................ · ........ . 2,010 50
I now rende1· him an acc't sales, ancl t1·ansj'e1· the balance tv his Jlel'sonal ace' t.
Amount of Sales, .~7,8,13.83,
lVIy com. at 5 per cent. is ..................................... ··$392.191
Charges posted, :fil,GGl.30.
]
Balance of sales· in his fiLvor, ................................. ,~5,790.14
6,182 33
2S

·

--,

Sold for Cash to Ed vvarcl vVarren, Patent Arms Co.'s
\goods as per C. S. B ............................................... $1,5001
From Store, as per S. B......................................... ~ ..... soo

1

----,-----~---~·

2\.l

2,000

0[)

--~--------

Paid in Cash Patent Arms Co.'s D'ft in f~wor of vVm.
T. Smith on me at sight, ......................................... $1,000
Also by Check, theirs of the ll. inst. at sight in favor
of \iVm. H. January, ................................................. 2;00~!
3,00000

Rec'cl the following sums this month, as per Cash-Book:
From Merchants' Bank, ............................................. $1,000
" Jolm Holbrook, ................................................,..I,386
2,386

Disposed of the following sums:
To Merchants' Bank-deposited................................. $2,000
" John C. Colt, ........................................................... L150
" Joseph L[nv, ............................................................... 150
" Expense,·· .... ·· ............. · ............ · ... · ............................ _300
--~~---~--,--·---Balance of Cash on hand, as per Cash-Book, .................... ····

ou

2,900 00
3•i6 ll

Balance of Cash in Bank, as per Bank-Book,........................ 13,405 43
New Orleans, JVIay 1, 1837.
Shipped per brig J m:nes, Lamb, and consigned to
Robert Trumble, Lisbon, to be sold on my acc't Mdse.
from store as per I. B. am't to .......... · ........ · ... · ....... ,~3,000.00
Cash paid shipping expenses, ............................. · ........ 114.50
3,ll4 50
3

Sold for Cash to Normand Knox, at 1 per cent. prem.
my D'ft on Robert Trumble, Lisbon, for .................... ,~1,000
I-remiun1, ........ · · ... · · .... · .... .... .. .. .... ..... .... .. · · ......... · ...... · .... 10
J,IHO 00

n

3 Merchants' Bank, ........ ..
ll Trumble's Sales,.......... .

2,010 :10 ll Trumble's Sales, .......... ..
J.U<'
Qc1 3')
.
• •
• ·> ].''
"' Q Ol11l111Si':J011,
.................. ·,

(i '

'I HolJert Trumble, ...........

50
I 2,010
39219

·il

5,790 14

I'

1,500 00
500 00

ll Patent Arms Co ............ .

2 Cash, ..............................

2 Cash, ............................ .
3,000 00 3 Merchants' Bank,........... .

1,000 00
2,000 90

2,386 00 3 Niercbants' Brmk, ............
5 John Holbrook~ ..............

1,000 0 0
1,386 00

I

:::; Merchants' Bank,............
8 John 0. Colt, ................
8 Juseph Law, ....................
8 Expense, .......................
~

·I

2~000

00
450 00 2 Cash, ........ ' ............
15Ll 00
300 00
~

~

......

~,900

00

'

~~~-----~

2 Cash New Acc't, ............

34c6

n

·--

3 Bank Ne\'1' Acc't, ............. 13,·105 43[

2 Cash Old Acc't, ..............
<)

iJ

3461 1

Bank Old Acc't, .............. 13,,105 4 3

12 Shipment to Lisbon, .......

!14 50 l Merd andise, ................ .
2 Cash, ......................... , ... .

3,000,(}0
114.50

2 Cruh ............................. .

1,010 00 '7 Robert. Trumble, ........... .
9 Interest, .. · ................. · .. ..

1,000 00
1000

r . ,
.~ ~

IV'ew Orleans, ]Jla:y 5, 1837.
Bhipped per Nelso~ Delvin, :mel consigned to Robert
Tnunble, Lisbon, to be sold on my acc't as follows:
3,000 bls. Flour I@ 1$5, bought of William S. lVIcil vain,
by ChecJ,,. ........................................................ ,(~15,000.00
3,600 bushels Corn, 0) 75¢ bought of D. Sayers 01~ L.
Shafer's Note,...................................................... 2,700.00
Mdse. from Store, as per I. B. 2, am't to ................. 1,203.50
Paid Cash to the Protection Ins. Co. for prem. ofinsLlrance on e,~10,000, at 2 per cent. and Policy $1.25, .... ·201.25
Cash paid s'hipping expenses, ............................. ··· ...... 109.06

----1119,213 81
G

Sold at I per cent. prem. to James N. Reynolds,
through Charles A. Turernn.n, broker, my D'ft dnnvn
at 10 days sirrht, on Robert Trumble, for- ................ $)5,000
Also, at l pel' ~ent. my D'ft at l5 days sight, for ............ 5,000
10,000

Rec'd in payment Reynolds' Note at 30 days, for ....... ,~5,000
Cash for balance-deposited, ... :.... · .............................. 5,075
- - - 10,075 00
1 per cent. prem. is ............ $100
Tureman's ~per cent. com. Js 2!1
Gaiu, ............ : ......... '/5
----~-

8 ---·--------

Shipped per William \Vard, and consigned to Charles
Stewart, Havana, per order, and for acc't and risk of
Robert Trumble, Lisbon, Mdse. from Store, as per I.
B. 2, an1't to ................ ··· .. · .... ·· .... · .... · ........... · ....... $900.00,
Paid Shipping and Insurance, by Check, ...................... 70.00
J\'Iy 3 per cent. com ....... · ......... ·· ................................. 29.10
---·--·-~--·--·

99910

10

Rec'd Cash-deposited, from Thomas M. Kane, Jt·. Note
April lOth, ............. ·· ...... · .... ·· .............................. ·..............
750 00
I
Rec'cl an acc't sales of my tirst consignment to Robert
Trumble, Lisbon, Net am't,................ .................... ...... ... 3,705 lO
Paid by Check, Robert Trurnb\e's D'ft in iiwor of Geo.
VV. Goodhue, on me at sight, ... ·........... · .... · · · ··· .. · ......... · ...
500 00
1'

~-~-~-~-

11

Rec'd an acc't sales of my second consignment to Rob't
Trumble, Lisbon, Net am't............................................. 23 2l(l ~5
Gain
the acc't of Shipment to Lisbon, ................. ::·~: 4:587 74

on

12

.1mt1''lU:t.l.

CRS.

Das.

l

Merchants' Bank, ............ 15,000 00
Bills Receivable, .............. 2,700 00
Merchandise, ·. · .............. 1,203 50
Cash, .............................
310 :n

3
4
12 Shipment to Lisbon, ....... 19,213 81 I
2

--

I
oJ

7 Robert Trumble, ............ 10,000 00
4 Bills Recei>rable,. · ···· ·· ..... · 5,000
~Interest, ............. ;...........
75 00
oo!
3 Merchants'
Bank,.·
..........
5,07'5
•
i
'

1 Merchandise, .................
999 10 3 lVIerch?-n!s' Bank,............

7 Robert Trumble, ............

900 00
70 00

12 Comm1sswn, ................ · · ..

29 10

I

Receivable,.· ...... ·· .. ··

750 00

7 Robert Trumble, ............. 3,705 10 12 Shipment to Lisbon, .......

3,705 10

'750 00

3 Merchants' Bank, ...........

500 00 3 Merchants'

7 Robert Trumble, ............

~ank, ............

500

DO

7 Robert Trumble, ........... 23,210 05 12 Shipment to Lisbon, ...... · 23,210 95
Z:J;

12 Shipment to Lisbon, ....... 4,587 74 7 Profit and Loss, ............ · 4,587 74
r

( 40 )

Nmo Orleans, !'day 11, 1837.

13

.====================================·=-=====-===========- ==~~

~

Drcvv, as dircctcd 1 on Messrs. J. L. & S. Josephs, of
New York, for the balance due on Robert Trumble's
acc't, and sold said D'ft at ~ per cent. prem. to Alex~
ander C. Cummings for Cash-deposited, .......... $19,555.01
Pren1inm,. · ... · · · ......... · .... · ... · · .. · · · .. · · · ... · · ... · · ... · .................. 48.88

---1119,603 89

12

John Holbrook has shipped per Biddle, Leonard, and
consigned to VVm. Begg, Buenos Ayres, (Co. A) to
be sold on onr joint acc't, 1,200 bls. Flour, at $4.25, 1$5,100
10 hhcls. 1,000 gs. Molasses, at 22¢ .. · ........................... 220
5,320
JVIy half is, ....................................................................... ..

2,660 00

13

Shipped per Robinson, Hunt, and consigned to J olm Russ,
Carraccas, to be sold on his acdt and risk, vVm. Ellery
and mine, as follovvs:
Mdse. as per I. B. bo't of Robert Reed by Check, .. $3,500.00
do.
do. John Thomas, for my Note at 3 mo. 1,572:00
Wm. Ellery has put in 200 bls. Flour, at ,'ili4,.............. 800.00
He has also paid insurance to the Protection Ins. Co.
on a part of this Shipment,.· ..... · ........... · .................. 50.00
Cash paid shipping expenses, ..................... ·· ................ 98.85
Russ'
third,
Ellery's
do
My (Co.D.) do.

$2,006.95~
2,006.95 6,020.85

6,o2o s;,

2,006.95

17 - - - - - - - - John Holbrook received per the Junius, Took, an acc't sales
of our shipment to Buenos Ayres (Co. A.)
Total net
sales, $5,013.50.
.
J\1y half is, ........................................................... ~9..fiOfi.7iS
Paid by Check to said Holbrook, my half loss, ....... :~:.:1fi~.'J.F
.\
2~0000
ILbss on Shipment to Buenos Ayres, (Co. A.) ........................ I:· '153 25
.

-

19

Soid for Cas~1-deposited, at 2 per cent. prem. my D'ft
m favor of Geo. D. Prather, drawn at 10 days sight
on .John Russ, Camccas, for .................................. $2,500
Pren11Un1,- · .... · · ............. · · ... . ... .. .... . .. ... . ... . . ... . . ... . . .. .. ..... . .. 50

24
Rec'd Cash7 deposited, of vVm. Ellery, in full for bal,,ance on hHl ace't for Mdse. shipped to Oaraccas, ............. ..

rw

J

2,550 00
1,156 95

13

JournaL
Dns.

3 Merchants' Bank,............ 19,603 89 7 Robert Trumble, ............ 19,555 0 I
9 Interest, ..........................
48 88

-12

Shipment to. Buenos
A vres, Go. A ................. ·

2,660 00 5 John Holbrook, ..............

2,660 00

2,006 95 3
2,00(} 95 6
13
2,006 95 2

Merchants' Bank, ...........
Bills Payable, .................
William Ellery, ...............
Gal'lh, ..............................

3,500 0 0
1,572 0 0
850 0 0
98 8 5

5 John Holbrook, ..............

. 12
Shipment to Buenos
Ayres, Go. A..................
2,660 00
3 Merehants' Bank, ............

2,506 75
153 2fi

7 Profit and Loss, ..... ~ ........

153 25 12 IAyr~;:1~~~~~: ..~~.. ~:1eno.~

153 25

3 Merchants' Bank,............

12 John Russ, ............... · · ....
2,550 00 9 Interest,.........................

2,500 00
50 00

l

12 John Russ, .. "" ...............
13 William Ellery,...............
13 Shipment to Garaccas, Go.
D................................

I

3 Merchants' Bsnk,.. · .. · .. · ···

I

t,l56 95 13 William Ellery,

' ".,

.. '. .
~

1,156 95

1Yeu; Orlea:ns, !Jfay 26, J837.

14

Rec'( per brig America, from John Russ, Cm:accas account'
sales of Mdse. sent him on acc't Co. D.
Total net am't $7,759.11-my third is .............................. . 2,586 37
Also, received in specie-~depositecl, the balance said
Russ owes on acc't, ........... · ...... ·· ..... ·· · ....... · · · ·· · ·· ·· .. · ·..... ·· 2,093 32
Gain on account of shipment to Caraccas, Co. D ................. .
.
27
Shipped per Britton, Canadia, and consigned to Alexanc~er
Hamilton & Co. Halifax, to be sold on their acc't and riO!k,
Joseph Law's and mine, as follows:
Mdse. fi·om store, as per L B. 2, am't to..................... i/[>2,500
2,000 bls. Flour (@ $3. bought of Clark & Buckner by
Check, ................................. ·................................... 6,000
Cash paid shipping expenses, &c ... ·........... . .. .... . ... . .... .. .. 3,17

57942

8,847 001
Han~,ilton & Co's third is $2,~49,(

Law s
My (Co. E.)

do.
do.

2,949,( ,fi8,847
2,949,)
31

--------------------11

Received the following sums this month, as per Cash Book:
From Gaines & Hardon, ........................................ ,1!Jl,l56.52
Steamer Sun-acc't freight, ........................... l,500.0G
Honse No. llQ, Camp street-acc't rent-· ........ 500.00
Planter's Bank Siock-dividend,..........
. .... 345.00
3,501 52
Disposed of the following sums:
To John C. Colt,............ · .............................................. $250
" Expense ................................................................. 139
Lent Brown & Edwards-................................... .3,000
3,~)89

"·

Balance of Cash on band as per Cash Book, ...................... ..

00

597 97

Balance of Cash in Bank as per Bank Book, ........................ ' !9,411 34
New Orleans, June l, 1837,
Paid V\Tm. Goslfng by C1 , ~ck,
·
~For 100 hhds. 11,000 r {J.lVIolasses, at 27¢ (No. I,) $2,970.00.
Cash paid Drayage, & ,, ,.................. · .... ·· ......... · ......... 28.50
Sold James W. Carr,(@ 3 mo.3
<!;l>50 hhds. 5,500 gs. Molasses, at 31¢ (No.1,)............ .........

r 52 J

'

1,705 00

Jou1'JutL

113 .

I'>"' John Russ, ......................
3 Merchants' Bank,............

Shipment to dataccas,j

I

Co. D ............................
2,586 37
2,586 37
2,093 32! 12 John Russ,..................... 2,093 32

13 · Shipment to Caraccasl
Co. D..............................

7 Profit and Loss, ..............

579 42

1

579 42

-~·

2,500 00
6,000
3
Merchants'
Bank,
............
00
00
2,949
347 00
'2,949 00 2 Cash, .............................
2,949 00 I Merchandise,

13 Alexander Hamilton & Co
8 Joseph Law, ...................
13 Shipment to Halifax,Co.E.

•• ¥

..............

I········.

6 Gaines & Hardon,..........
10 Steamer Sun, ................
3,501 52 10 House No. 10, Camp St ...
lO Planters' Bank l.'ltock, ......

2 Cash,.............................
1

J

1,156 52
1,500 00
500 00
345 00

i

ool
ool

I\.,...,8 Expense,.........................
8 John C. Colt, .................

250
2 Cash,
139 01}
35or;o

Loan Account, ...............

:10

.............................

,

3,389

00

597 97
5g7 97/ 2 Cash Old Acc't, ..............
'1 Bank New Acc't, ............ , 19,£111 34! :3 Bank Old Acc't,.............. 19,411 34
~2

New Acc't,.........

.

~-·-·

-~

1,1 Molasses No. 1,...............

2,998 50 2 Cash, .............................

4 lVIerchants' Bank, ............

2,970 00
28 50

6 J arnes W. Carr,...............

1,705 00 14 Molasses,No. 1,. ., ...........

1,'705 00

I

l

tid

1

15

New Orleans, huw 6, 1837.

~===r==============================================~~=~

l3o't of Alex. C. Power by Check, on joint acc't with
Eliphas B. Hibbard, (Co. A.)
®-4,000 bls. Flour, at ,~5, .................................... ,~20,000.00
Cash paid Drayage, Cooperage, &c ............................. 22.50
20,022 50
I am to have one per cent. com. for doing the business,
and have received Eliphas B. Hibbard's Note at 30
,
days for his ha!f first cost, ................ .,,,., ......................... .. 10,000 00
7

--.....,------,~~--

~~·

'

Rec'cl Cash-deposited, money lent Brown & Edwards, .......
11

--·-,-~.

'

3,000 00

Sold for Cash-deposited, to Oliver H. P. Thomas,
<$>
50 hhds. 5,500 gs. Molasses, at 30¢ (No.l,)··· ··:& 1,650
i\>;~,000 bls. Flour, at ,~5.25, (Co. A.) ..................... 10,500
12

12,150 00

~~·

On examining Molasses aqc't, No. I, I find I have gained, .....
14

~--~,-·~-

356 50

Sold for Cash-deposited, to Edwin F'orrest,
<fi>2,000 bls. Flour, at .~5.25, (Co. A.) .................................. .. 10,500 00
16

On examining the acc't of Flour, (Co. A.) I find the
total sales arn't to .~21,000; my 1 per cent~ com. is $210.00
Charges posted $20,022.50;
210, = $20,232.50.
Leaving a nett gain of $767.50.
My half is...................................$383.7;)
Eliphas B. Hibbard's is ................... 383.75
767.50

+

977.50
19

Paid Eliphas B. Hibbard for balance due on acc't of
Flour speculation, as follows:
His Note of the 6th inst. for ............................. ,,IO,OOO.OO
Check for balance,............................................
383.75'

---1110,383 75

21

Paid by Check to Chas. A Miller, my Note of Feb. 21st, $5,000
Interest,.......................................... . . .... .. . . .. .. .... .. .. ... . . .. 100

22 ~--------------------Joined vVm. Ma v, (Co. R.) in purchase of Sugar, he is
to do the bnsiness without com. and divide the gnin
or loss equally, viz:
<$>.200 hhcls. 10 cwt.=2,000 cwt. Sugar,at $11,=$22,000.
Paid him as follows:
By balance due on acc't,........................................... $!) 110
Checlr in full,.· .... · ....................................................... '10,890
25

,____

5,100 00

n,ooo oo

Rec'd of'\Vm. May acc't sales of Sugar, (Co. R.) made
on our joint acc't-my half proceeds is ............................ 12,000 00
[ 54

1

'

.JOU'J'IUJJ.
DR~s..

15
CRs.

==~========

=======~===================~~=~========

'

lt! Flour, do. A .................. 20,022 50 4 Merchants' Bank,.......... 20,000 00
4 Bills Receivable,.· •...... · .... 10,000 00 2 Cash, ......................... ,..
22 50
14 Eliphas B. Hibbard, ....... 10,000 00

i Merchants' Bank, .. · .... · ..

3,000 00 13 Loan Account, ............... .

4 Merchants' Bank,. ........... 12,!50 00 14 Molasses, No. 1,
l4 Flour, Co. A. .. ...

.........

1,650 00
10,500 00

355 50 7 Profit and Loss,............. ·

356 50

> ~?

~

14 Molasses, No. 1, .....
~

~.

~

...

3,000 00

t t.

·~ ~

>

I • • '

"

4 Merchants' Bank, ............ 10,500 00 14 Flour, Co. A.................. 10,500 00

14 Flour, Co. A ................. .

12 Commissim1, ......... · ....... ..
977 50 7 Profit and Loss, .............. .
14 Eliphas B. Hibbard, ...... .

210 00
38375
383 75

14 Eliphas B. Hibbard, ... ···· 10,383 75 4 Bills Receivable, .............. 10,000 OU
4 Merchants' Bank,..........
383 75
I
6 Bills Payable, ............... ..
9 Interest, ...................... ..

5,ooo
oo!
IOoloo

"1 Merchants' Bank, ........... .

5,100 00

6 William May,.................
llO 00
H Sugj)H'r Co. R ..... , ............ ll,OOO 00 4 Merchants' Bank, .......... 10,890 00

6 William Mny, .................112,000 00 14 Sugar, Co. R ......... ,........ 12,000 00
1

[ 1:\5

1

l6

Nelv Orleans, ,rune 25, 1837.
,,

"'A''"'""""o acc't of SugrLr (Co. R.) I find I have gained··
1----------------------- 26
by Check to Edwin /J.., Bryson,.· ..... · · ··· · ......... · ......... · ·
of vVm. May, Cash-deposited, the full am't due
our Sugar speculation, .

28

........... ··· ..................;.......... ..

Check of Herman ,Brigs & Co.
150,000 lbs. Cotton, at 10¢ (No.

!.)·~ .............. .

Law for 6 mo. services,........................ ..

1--------·------------

30

sums this month, as per Cash Book:

'"'·'v~".u of the following sums:

Wn1. 1VIay, ....................................................... .

Expense,. ........................ ··· ....... · .......................... 121

John 0. Colt, ............... ·... · .. ·· .... · .. · ...................... ..
.Tan1es W. Carr, ........... ·· · ..... · ............................. .
of Cash on hand, as per Cash Book, ....................... ..

Cash in Bank, as per Bank Book,....................... ..
"'-""'"'"'""'w'"',., I have gained during the last

following accounts:

an examination, that there has beeu a gain
the
of Echvard Clinton, as follows:
On House No. llO, Camp street, ................................... ..
" Planters' Bank Stock, ............................................... ..
eent. ou fdjl,H.5, am't collected on Edw'd

Estate, is ...................................................... ··
[ 5\\ l

Jozwnal.

16

DRs.

j
i
I

Jsugar~
1<:t' T,mm

1,000 00

Co. R ... · ··· ... ·

Account,.··

4 :Merchants' Bank, ..

5,000 00

....

:!

and Loss,.............

1,000 0 0

Bank,.·

5,000 00

12,000 00 6 William May, ................. 12,000 00

14 Cotton, No. I,................. 15,000 00 4 Merchants' Bank,..........

4 Merchants'

15,000 00

Bank, ............

5,000 00 13 Loan .Account, .... · .... · · ....

5,000 00

8 Expense, .. ".... · · .......... · · .. ·

900 00 4 Merchants' Bank,.. · .........

900 0 0

8 Expense; ........................

600 00 8 Joseph Law,...................

600 00

2 Crtsh, .............................

5 James H. Rice, .. · .. · ·· · · ....
1,158 00 9 James R. Marston, ..........

828 00
330 00

'
6 hVilliarn May, .................
8'Expense, ........... · ............
. 8 John C. Colt, ..... · ...........
6 James W. Carr, ..........

220 oo·
121 00 2 Cash,............................
225 00
202 00

76800

936 97 2 Cash Old Acc't, ...... ·· ..... ·

936 97'

1,817 59 4 Bank Old Acc't,..............

1,817 5g

~

2,609 97
4,000 00
1,500 00

1,250 00 Li House, No. 35, Canal St.

1,250 00

2 Cash New Acc't, ......... ···'
-~

...

4 Bank New .Acc't,............
I Merchandise,.................
9 Simmons' Plantation, .....
10 Steamer Sun, ..... · ......... ··

2,609 97
L!,OOO 00 7 Profit and Loss, ...... :...
1,500 00

i Profit and Loss, ............. ·

lO House No. llO, Camp St.
10 Planters' Bank Stock, ......

10 Edward Clinton, .............
H.

800 00
345 00 10 Edward Clinton, ..........

i

57 25, 7 Profit and Loss, ............ :..
[ 57 ]

800 00

3t15 00

5'/2 5

J ou·rnal, cont1:nued.
JuNE 30, 1837.

7 Profit and Loss Dr. to Sundries,
8 John C. Colt, .................................................................... .
8 Expense, ..................................................... , ......... , .......... .

I,725 00
2,206 50

7 Sundries Dr. to Profit and Loss,
9 Interest, ............................................................................. .
12 Cmntnission, .................................................................... ..

6686
1,159 52

7 Profit and Loss Dr.
1

To Stock,........................................................ .

15 Balance Dr. to Sundries,
I JVIerchandise, .. · .................................. ·. .... . .. .. ..... . ... .. .. . .. . .... .
2 Cash,.··· .... · .... · .......... · ............ ~·...........................................
<1 I\1erchants' Bank, . ........ .... .. ........ ......................... .............
t1 House and Lot No. 35, Canal St..........................................
4 Bills Receivable, .................................................................
5 Echnund B. Stedman,.............................. .. . .... .. .. ........ ... .. ..
5 John I-Iolbrook,.. .......... ............. ..... .... ........... ... . . ......... ........
7 Eleazer Porter, .. .... .. ......... ..... ..................... .... ...... ... ...... .....
8 Joseph Law,......................................................................
9 Danforth JVIarble, ................................................................
9 Sin11nons' Plantation, ........................ ,. .................................
10 House and Lot No. llO, Camp St........................................
10 Planters' Bank Stock, ........................................................
10 Steamer Sm1,- ...................................................................
10 Texas Lands,.....................................................................
11 Patent Anns Co............. ....... ............................................
I3 Alexander Hamilton & Co .......... · ..... ..... ......... ............ .... ...
13 Shipment to Halifax, Co. E.................................................
1,1 Cotton, No. I, .......................................................... , .......

9,366 26

5,000 00
936 .97
I,817 59
10,000 00
27,300 00
825 00
2,365 00
2,038 50
2,599 00
2,177 45
10,000 00
15,500 00
11,500 00
10,000 00
5,000 00
7,808 50
2,949 00
2,949 00
'15,000 00

·\'

15 Sundries Dr. to Balance,
6 Bills Payable, ............. ·· ............................. · ................... · .. . 15,074 00
10 Ed·ward Clinton, .............................................................. . 28,995 75
11 Exp'ectancies, ........... · ...... · ...... · ......... · · ............................. . 10,000 00
ll Patent Ar1ns Co.'s Sales, .................................................. . 3,730 00
I Stock Dr.
15
To Balance, .................................................... 77,966 26

s.

A.

.. .............. !
Edrnund B. .. 5

D

It

......... 10
. '' ..... ' ... 10

Bills Itecei vable,. · · ... · ·
Bills Payable, ............ ·~

Balauee, · · · ·· · ... · ..... ·· .. I~>

.... 8
" ....... 13
Cash, .......................... 2 !,-~··~~~·~---··--·--~·---!
Caldwell John, ........... 5
Curr James vv............. {)
Colt John C............... 8
Clinton Edward, ....... 1()
............. 12

to

D .................... Ji1
to
Co.
..... '' .............. ' ... 1:3
Co. R, ........ 14

1\

D.

u.

E.
Expense, ·; ................. 8
Expectancws, .......... n
Ellery Willial}l 1 •. · · • • • · 13

U.S. Bank
0.

v.
P.

Porter
· ...... · .. 7
Flour, Co. A ............. 14 Profit and
Plnnters' Bank
10
Patent Arms Co.'s
G.
.. ' ..... '. '"' ..... 11
Oo ........ n
Gaines & Hanlon, · · · ..
.. ........... 12
& Hardon's
................ " ll 11~--·----·-~--~-1

z.

H.
House nnd Lot No.
Canal St. ................ t
.......... 5
' ..... ' ... fj

X

IL
Rice James H ............ 5
Russ John, ............... 12
The Aiphabel or Index to the

STOCK:.

1

Sundries,..,
clo~

·. · ... ·

Prqfit and

CASit
/Jr.

Cr.

.i'rlEROHANTS' BANIL

BANK.

HOUSE AND LO'f No .
.Dr.

BILLS

CANAL STREET,

HEWES.

HOLBROOK.

H. RICK

JOHN CALDWELL.

vVILLIAl\i MAY.

Co. IL ... ·
do.

J

BILLS

PAYABLJ~.

PROFIT A?'0D

8

iOSEPH LAW.

Dr.

Cr.

JOHN C. COLT.
and

D.ANFORTH

MARBLE~

Dr.

U. 8. BANK

SIJVIMONS'

STE.i\MER HOPE.

10

ElJvVAH.D ClJNTON.

HOUSE AND LOT No, 110 CAMP STREET.

Dr.

Cr.

PLANTERS' BANK STOCK.

STEA.lVLER SUN.

70 j

.EXPECT.ANCIEf:t

SALES.

J".ATENT

G.AINES

(71

co.

LEGER.

A.
[ 19]

J ou.irnal, continued.
JUNE

30, 1837,

7 Profit and Loss Dr. to Sundries,
8 John C. Colt, ................................................................... .
8 Expense, ......................................................................... ..
7 Sundries Dr. to Profit and Loss,

9 Interest, ............................................................................. .

1,725 00
2,206 50

12 Con11nission, ............................................................. · .... · · ..

6686
1,159 52

7 Profit and Loss Dr.
1
To Stock,........................................................ .

9,366 26

15 Balance D1·. to Sundries,
I J\!Ierchandise,. .................................... · .............................. ..
;:~ Cash, ......................................,........................................... .
4 Nierchants' Bank, ........................................................... ..
4 House and Lot No. 35, Canal St ........................................ ..
L1 Bills Receivable, ..................... ······ ............ · .............. · ..... · ... ·
5 Edn1und B. Stedn1an,....................................................... .
5 John 1-Iolbrook, ................................................................. ..
7 Eleazer Porter, ................. · .................. · ......... · ............... · ... .
8 Joseph Lavv, ............................................... · .... · ........ · ...... ..
!) Danforth JVIarble, ............................................................... .
0 Simn1ons' Plantation, ....................... ., ................................ ..
10 House and Lot No. llO, Camp St ...................................... ..
10 Planters' Bank Stock, ....................................................... ..
10 Steamer ~un,................................................................... .
10 Texas Lands, .................................................................... .
ll Patent Arn1s Co ........................................................... · ... ·
13 Alexander Hamilton & Co... · ...................... ·· ................. · .. .
13 Shipn1ent to
Co. E ................................................ .
IL1 Cotton, No. 1, ........................................................ .

5,00000
93697
1\817 59
10,000 00
27,300 00
825 00
2,365 00
2,038 50
2,599 00
2,177 45
10,00000
15,500 00
11,500 00
10,000 00
5,000 00
7,808 50
2,949 00
2,949 00
15,000 00

15 Sundries Dr. to Balance,
6 Bills Payable, ................................................................... . 15,074 00
10 Edward Clinton, ............................................................. .. 28,995 75
ll Exp'ectancies, .................................................................. . 10,000 00
11 Patent Anns Co.'s Sales, ................................................. .. 3,730 00

1 Stock Dr.

15

To Balance,.................................................... 77,966 26

ALPHABET TO THE LEGER.
-

r=·

A.
B.
Bills Receivable,··· .... · ··'l
Bills Payable, ......... · .... 6
Balance, ................... 15

c.

Cash, .......................... 2
Caldwell John, ........ · ... 5
Carr James W ............. 6
Colt John C............... s
Clinton Edward, ....... 10
Commission, .............. 12
Cotton,No.1 ............ 14
D.

E•

Expense, ................... 8
Expectancies, ........... 11
Ellery Williarp, ........ }3

~

s.

I.

Interest, etc............... 9 Stock, ........................ }
Stedman Edmund B. · .5
Simmons' Plantation, 9
Steamer Hope,... ··· .... 10
K.
Steamer Sun, ............ IO
Ship't to Lisbon, ....... 12
Ship't to Buenos Ayres
L.
Co. A.................... 12
Law Joseph, .............. 8 Ship't to Caraccas,
Loan Account, ....... · .. 13
Co. D.................... I3
Ship't to Halifax, Co.
E ........................... I3
M.
Sugar, Co. R ............. 1,1
Merchandrse, ............ I
Merchants' Bank, ..... 3,4
May William, .. · ......... 6
T.
1Marston James R ...... ,g Trumble Robert, ......... 7
Marble Danforth, .... · .. 9 Texas Lands, ............ 10
Molasses, No. 1, ....... 14 Trumble's Sales, ·· · .... 11
.LN •

u.

U. S. Bank Stock, ....... g

0.

v.

-.--·----------

P.
Porter Eleazer, .. ........ 7
Flour, Co. A ............. 14 Profit and Loss,··· ..... 7
Planters' Bank Stock, 10
Patent Arms Co.'s
. Sales, ................... n
G.
Gaines & Hardon, ...... Q 1 Patent Arms Co ........ 11
Gaines & Hanlon's
Pell's Sales, ....... ·· .... · 12
Sales,................... 11

w.
.,~

.

x.
Y.

I

q.
H.
House and Lot No. 35,
Canal St ................. 4
R.
Hewes Samuel, .......... 5 Rice James H ............. s
Hoi brook John, · ...... · .. 5 Russ John, ................ 12
! House and Lot No.
110, Camp St .......... 10
Hamil ton Alex. & Co. 13
Hibbard Eliphas B., .. 1'1
'==·

l uu J

z.

'l'he AI ph abet or Index to !he
Leger, ia usually kept, in real business, in a pamphlet book separate
from the Leger.

STOOlt.

l
Or.

---1
86,666j26
--=:=i

MEHOHANDISE.
Dr.

Cr.

1
..............
7 Gaines & Hanlon
9 William May,....
10 Sundries,............
16 Bills Payable,.....
Feb. llVI. Bank,............
21 Sundries,............
24 J as. R. Marston,
27 Sundries,............
· "
do..................30
June 30 Pryfit and LoJ~:

l~7

Jan.

1
2

3
<1
5

5
5
16

00 Jan. 4 William May,..... 1
00
6 Gaines & Hardon l
00
10 John Holbrook,.. I
5,49 00
13 James W. Carr, 2
ll,500 00
.16 Sundries,. ........... 2
200 00
21 Bills Receivable, 2
8,900 00
25 Eleazer Porter,
2
15 00
26 James H. Rice,
2
900 00
" John Holbrook,
2
4,125 00
28 Bills Payable,..... 3
2,609 97 Feb, 4 Ed'd B. Stedman, 3
1
8 Sundries, .. · ...... ·.. 3
I 13 James W. Carr, 4
I
20 James H. Rice,
<1
23 Cash, ....... · ...... ·.. 4
" Sundries, ......... ·.. 5
25 John Holbrook, 5
28 Sundries, ..... · ... :.. 5 /
" Cash, · · · .. · ·· · · ·.. · .. · 5
Mar. 2 S. Plantation,..... 6
31 Cash, ....... ··......... 8
Ap'1. 11 do ......... ·.......... 9
21 Robert Trumble, 10
28 Cash, ............. · .. · II
May l Ship't to Lisbon, ll
do ............... 12
· 5
8 Robert Trumble, 12
27 Sundries,.. · ...... · .. Vi
... ... 17
Jnne 30 .B a l ance, ... ...50,03&,97
55,039 97

--.- · - --- ::=======.

=

[ 61 ]

=

1

890 00
1,798 00
1,226 00
100 00
8,625 00
3,300 00
1,038 50
5,000 00
960 00
578 00
1,125 00
2,486 00
843 00
1,028 00
263 52
869 70
665 00
5,650 25
2,080 00
2,000 00
150 00
150 00
l,IIO 50
500 00
3,000 00
1,203 50
· 900 00
2,500 00
5,00 0 00

CASH.
31 Sundries,
New Acc't,

500 00
625 00
900 00

100 00
2,500 00
<1,025 00

/~

---=

Feb.

Mar.

1 Old Acc't,
8 Mdse.
20 James H. Rice,
23 Mdse.
'' do.
24 Jas. R. Marston,
27 Sunddes,
28 do,

1 Old Acc't.
9 U. S. Bank Stock,
'' Profit and Loss,
13 Sundries,
31 do.

/

6
6
6
7
8

3,577 25 Mar. 2 S. Plantation,
250 00
10 Steamer Hope,
1,000 00
15 SteamQr Sun,
1,000 00
28 Profit and Loss,
550 ·00
31 Sundries,
" New Acc't,
1
6,37725

---Apr.

May

June

Acc1t,

1 Old
1 1 Sundries,
28 do.
29 do.

/

1 Old Acc't,
3 Sundries,
31 do.

1 Old Acc't,
30 Sundries,

..

----1-1:====

3 2,,125 00 Feb. 15 Bills Receivable,
28 Sundries,
3
486 00
4
300 00
" New Acc't,
4
263 52
5
782 73
5
55 00
5
135 00
5. 2,530 00
_· 6,!:l72 25

4
6

6

6
7

7
8
8
8

1,300 00
2,100 00
3,577 25

2,20() 00
500 00
800 00
850 00
600 00
1,427 25
--6,377 2:)

·------ ==== ==

8
9
11
11

1,42'7!25 Apr. 7 Gaines & H.'s Sales,
15 Profit and Leiss,
560!00
" Pell's Sales,
z,ooo•oo
18
do.
2,380 00
19
do.
22 Pat. Arms Co's Sales,
29
do.
" Sundries,
" New Acc't,

11
11
14

340 11 May 1 Ship't to Lisbon,
1,010 00
· 5
do.
3,501 52
13 Sundries,
27
do.
31
do.
" New Acc't,

6 50
9
9 ·1,000 00
15 38
10
186 88
10
488 38
10
430 00
10
11 1,000 00
11 •2,900 00
34611
11

_...... 16

~
June 30 Balance,
[ 62 ]

17

936 97

- - - ! = :::::=====

1')

MERCHANTS' BANK.

•'

Or.

10 Mdse ................ .
31 New Acc't ......... .

Feb. 1 Old Acc't ........... 3 19,010 00 Feb. 1 Mdse ·················
6 Bills Receivable, 3
500 00
6 Sundries ......... · ..
28 Mdse ... ···· ..... · .... · 5 2,,100 25
17
do·· ........... ·
" Danforth Marble,
2l.Mdse.·· ............ ..
I
24 James H. Marston
·
27 Mdse ................ .
28 New Acc't......... .
Ivi:ar. 1 OlclAcc't ........... 6 U,878 75 :Mar.
2 Sundries,............ 6 2,055 35
4 House No. 35 Canal St. 6 5,800 00
9 S. Plantation, .... · 7
L16~ lO
11 Edward Clinton, 7 · 958 00
13 Bills Receivable, 7. 1,000 00
27;Stoclr, .. · ......... ·· · 8 10,000 00
- - ~1_32,1{)2 20
Apr. I Old Acc't. .......... 8 21,153 75 Apr.
3 Bills Receivable, 8 · 4,300 00
18 Fell's Sales, ....... lO ll,891 99
20 Sundries, ............ 10 3 700 00
26 Trumble's Sales, ll 2:010 50
29 Cash, ........ ; ..... ·· 11 2;090 00
1

200 00
2,001 50
1,020 00
2,035 00
3,900 00

4
4
5

51

500 00
375 00

I

21,910 ;;l5

6ll,878 75

I U.S. Bank Stoci/G\=100 00
2 S. Plantation,..... 6. 2,800 00
16 Steamer Sun, .... · 71 . 3,<126 00
House No. 35 Ga.nal St. 8 2,5££ OQ
2 Danforth Marble, 8 2,1 1 1 4o
3 New Acc't ........ 8 21,153 75
·

21

1

1

Robert Trumble, 8
Sundries,- .... · ... ·.. 9
Gaines &Harclon, 9
Trumble's Sales, 9
JA Bills Payable, .... · 9
15 Pell's Sales, ....... 10
17 Sundries,. ........... 101
19 Fell's Sales, .... · ... Hl
21 Robert Trumble, 10
22 Patent Arms Co. 10
29
do ...... · ........ 11
" Cash, .. ·· .... · ..... · .. ll
"New Acc't. · ...... 11

4,000 00
2,390 00
200 00
221 50
1,000 00
950 25
8,140 01}

1

8,39139
556 17
2,801 50
2,000 00
1,000 00
13,;!05 43

May I Old Acc't ...........· 11 13,405 43 May 5 Ship't to Lisbon,
6 Sundries,. .. ····· .... 12 5,0~/5 00
8 Robert Trumble, 12,
10 Bills Receivable, 12'
750 00
10
do .............. 121
500 00
ll Sundries, ............ 13119,603 89
1:3 Sundries, ............ 13 3,500 00
19 do ................. 13 2,550 00
17 John Holbrook,·· 13
153 25
2<! William Ellery,·· 13 1,156 95
27 Sundries, ............ l4j. 6,000 00
26 John Russ, .......... 14 2,093 32
31 New Acc't ......... H1·1 19,411 34
=4<!,634 59
I44,6M 59
1

1
-1-~--

=

[ as J

~ ~J~-

MERCHANTS' BANK,

Dr.
June 1 Old Acc't ..........
7 Loan Acc't. · ... · ..
ll Sundries,. ...........
14 Flour; Co. A .......
26 William May, .....
28 Loan Acc't ..... · ..

14
15
15
15
16
16

19,411 34
3,000 00
12 150 00
10:500 00
12,000 00
5,000 00

I

1 Molasses, No. I, .. 14i 2,970 00
6 Flour Co. A ...... 15; 20,000 00
19 E. B. :Hibbard, · · 15:
383 75
21 Sundnes, .... · .... · .. 15J 5,100 00
22 Sugar Co. R ..... · rs; 10,890 00
26 Loan Acc't ....... · 16: 5,000 00
28 Cotton No. 1. .... · 16: 15,000 00
900 00
" Expense, ............ 16
30 New Acc't........ 16!. 1,817 59
/62,061

1,~2 59
--,-1

30 Balance,···· ....... · 17,1.

=

HOUS:FJ AND LOT No. 35, CANAL STREE'r.

Dr.

=

l 10,000 00! Feb. 28 Cash, ................ 5
.. 4
200 00' Mar· 4 Sundries,. .. ·........ 6
6,450
Mar 27 Sundries,............ 8 7,500 00 J tme 30 Pnzfit ancl .Loss.•• 16

,70 ~1 00
117
---1--17 700
•

~~~Balance, ..
-

17
1
II

450 00
6,000 00
1,250100

~~~~~

BILLS RECEIVABLE.
Jan.

1 Stock, .... ;........... l
eb. 6 M. Bank,............ 3
9 Samuel Hewes,.. I
22 Robert Trumble, 4
16 Mdse. .. .......... ·· 2
27 Sundries,···......... 5
21
do ............... 2
ar. 2M. Bank,............ 6
" S. Plantation,..... 6
25 James H. Rice, 2
27 Bills Payable, .... · :2
13 M. Bank,............ 7
"John Caldwell, .. 3
500 00
16 Steamer Sun,..... 7
Feb. 15 Cash, ................ 4 1,300 00 Apr. 3 1\'f. Bank,............ 8
800 00 lVIay 5 Ship't to Lisbon, 12
20 J. R. Marston, .. 4
25 Danforth Marble, 5 2,035 00
10M. Bank,. ........... 12
28 Mdse. .. .. · ... .... .. 5 2,500 00 June 19 E. B. Hibbard, 15
Mar. 16 Edward Clinton, 7 1. . ~0(~ 00
30 Balance,, ....... ~: ~ 17
27 Stock................. 8 4 :::; , 00
28 Expectancies, .... ·
ro;ooo 00
Apr. 10 Patent Arms Co's Sales, 9'
750 00
May 6 Sunclrie~,. ........ · ·· 121 5,000 00
June 6 E. B. Hibbardz5;;~ 15110,00~ 00

0

55,585 00

2

500 00
00
1,000 00
2,035 00
3,000 00
· 1,000 00
1,700 00
4,300 00
2,700 00
750 00
10,000 00
27,300 00
1,~00

EDlVIUND B. S'l'EDMAN
Or.

SAMUEL HEWES.

Dr.

Or.

JOHN HOLBROOK.
Cr.

Jan. 1 Stock ............... 1
10 Mdse.................. 1
·26
do.............. 2
Feb. 25
do ............... 5
28 Cash, . . . .. . .. .. ... .. .. 6
n.r
1""1 S un d.·
.1.uay
nes .......... · · 13

1,000 00 Feb. 17 Expense, ............
1,226 00
25 E. B. Stedman,
950 00 Apr. 29 Cash, .................
665 00 May 12Ship.toB.Ayres,
200 00 J

.

":<~, 660 OO une 30

I

6,7ll

4
5
11
13

4 346
B l
_
•
a ance, ............ 11

10000
20000
1,386 00
2,660 00
2,365 00

- - - . 6,711100

JAMES H. RICE.

Dr.
I Stock, ............... 1
:iVIdse•.-............... 2
do................. 4

5,000 00
1,028 00
1

---

JOHN CALDWELL.

Dr.

18371

-1

_6,5281~

26 Sundries,······...... 2
31 Cash, .... · · ..... ·.... · 3
20 Sundries,............ 4
June 30 Cash ................. }6
'

~

Jan.~-~ Stock,
I

( 65 }

4,100 00
50000
1,100 00
82800

00

WILLIAM l\IIA Y.

6

Dr.
Jan. 4 Mdse. .. ·.......... · l . 890 00 Jan. l Stock, ... ............
9 Mdse.................
June :25 Sugar Co. R ..... · I;) i2..000 00
'220 00 June .'J2
Co. R ......
30 do.
do.
16
..........

l
1
15
16

l::f,Tiij 00
---1--1 - - - -

GAINES & HARDON.

Dr.

Or

I I'

I

I

1837 6 Mclse ................. l 1,798 00 Jan.
tb37 1 Stock, .............. 1
Jan.
200 [}0
26 James H. Rice,
2
500 00
7 Mdse ............... · 1
800 00
Apr. 7 M. Bank, .......... D 1 200JOO Apr. 15 Gaines &Hardon'sSl's 9\ 2,12198
15 Gaines &Hardons SPs 191'! 1,780150 May 31 Cash, ......... · ....... 1-:i i 1,156 52
L1,278 50
4,278 50
---==.
I=·
=I=
JAMES W. CA]1R.

Dr.
183'7
Jan. 13 .lVIdse ................
l6 Eleazer Porter,
Feb. l3lVIdse ........ ... :....
JJ.mel 3 Molasses No. l,
Cash, .................

130

2
2
4
14

16

li~~:

I Stock, ..............

100 00
150 00
843001
1,705 00,

_20r01

--~000001

-

'/
-

I

3,000 00

-113,009 00

BILLS PAYABLE.

Dr.

C1·.

Jan. 16 l\1dse .... · · ... · ...... ·
28 Sundries, .......... ..
~'
.Feb. 6 M. Bank ......... .. d,
8 Mdse ... :.......... .
r:.'
28
do .............. . 01
Mar. 4 House No. 35 Canal St. 61
9 S. Plantation,..... 71
Apr. 14 M. Bank,............ 91
17
do .............. 10
June 21
do ....... · .... · 15

3,000 00 Jan.
1.000 00
2;ooo 00
2,000 00
750 00
200 Oo
3,500 00 Feb.
1,000 00
8,000 00
5,000 00 Mar~
i.G,45{)
... OO
30 Balance, ........ · ... 17 15
0 14
· '
Ap'l.

1 Stock,................ 1
lO Mdse................. 1
13 l{obert Trumble, 2
16 Mdse. .............. 2
27 Bills Receivable, 2
28 Bills
3
8 House No.
St. 4
21 Mdse. .............. 4
'67 do. .. .... .. .... ... .. 5
16 Steamer Sun,..... 71
2~ Edward Clinton, 7
2i HouseNo.36 Canal St. 8,
12 Trumble's
9
15 Fell's Sales, ....... lO
May 13 Sundriesf ...........
13
411524

4:

/"

/

/

/'

oo

1

1-'''-::=::i=:::::: - ,

r m1 1

5,000 00
1,000 00
2;ooo 00
11,500 00
1,000 00
422 oo
200 00
5,000 00
750 00
4,000 00
1,200 00
5,000 00
1.440 1)0
1;440 00
1.572100
I

4] ,524

oo

I=

HOBERT TRUMBLB, LISBON,

Dr·.

7
Cr.

Jan. 10 Mdse................. 1 4,000 00
Feb. 27 do ................... 5 3,000 00
Apr. 26 Trumble's
II 5,790 l4
May 3 Cash, ................. 11 l,UOO 00
6 Sundries, ............ 12 IO,UIJO 00
11 lVI. Bank,. .. .... . . . .. 13 lB,555 01

ELEAZER PORTER ..

PROFIT AND LOSS.

Dr.
Jan. 27 John Caldwell, ··
Mar. 6 E. B. Stedman,..
28 Cash, ................
Apr. 15 do ...................
May 17 Sh'ptto B. Ayres Co. A.
June 30 House No. 35

3
6

9 U. 8. Bank Stock, 6
" Cash,.......... ...... 6
13 do .................... '7

8

9
13
lG

4,65:1.25

" John C.

... 1'7 1,'725 00
" E:vpense, ............ 17 2.206 50
" Stock, ........ ·.... ·· 17 9;366 26

[ti7J

ll Shp't to :Lisbon, 12
20 Shp't toCal'r..ccnsCo"D.
12 Molasses No. l.
10 FlourCo. A ...... ..

25 Sngar Oo.R.···:···
8l5:;.7.41
30 1Vlerchandise1 .... 16
" S. Plantation, ..... 16
" Steanwr· Sun, ..... 16
" Edwanl Clinton, Hi
JG,7Z.J.63
" Interest, ............ 17
" Commission~........ 17

15000
1,000 00

50000

74

383 75
1,000 00
2,600 97
"1,000 00

1,500 00
5725
1"":=~71

8

JOSEPH LAW.

Dr.

Or.

Jan. 31 Cash, · · .. · ..... · ··· .. ·
JVIar. 31
do.···· ........ ..
Apt'.•.29
do ............ .
May 127Sundries, ............ Vi
3,199

JOHN C. COLT.

Dr.

do ................... 16

1837
IOD 00 June 30 PTqfit and Loss, 17
40000
30000
45000
25000
225 00

1,7251

--~-~00

EXPENSE.
50 00 Apr.
100 00
300 00

139 00
900 00
GOO 00

12100

[ 68

l

Pell's Sales, .......
Prqfit and L?s;;,

1,725 00

tN'rEREST, DISCOUNT, BROKERAGE, PREMIUM, PROTEST, &c. 9
Or

Dr.

'l.S37

837

eb. 6 M. Bank, ...........
do ................
17
23 Mdse. ..............
M ar. 9 S. Plantation, .....
A pr. 17 M. Bank, ............
do •...............
J une 21

1 50
20 00
86 97
3L.1 90
V10 00
100 00
66 86

3
4
5
7

10
15

383):17

30 Prqfit and Loss, 17
~-

---

-

t150 23

~~

Feb. 22 Robert Trumble,
27 Sundries,............
Mar. 2 lVI. Bank, ............
16 Steamer Sun, .....
Apr. 22 Patent Arms Co.
May 3 Cash, .................
6 Sundries, .. ···· ......
ll lVI. Bank, ............
19 do.·················
4.50)23

--

-

130 00
35 00
20 35
74 00

4
5
6
7
lO

7 00
10 00

ll

12
13
13

75 00

48 88

50 00
~ 23

---

~-

-

DANFORTH MARBLE.
Cr.

Dr.

1837

11837

Feb. 17 M.Bank, ............ tll 2,035 00 Feb. 25 Billa Receivable,

-

,~-

Mar 28 M.Bank,
-

··········

I
~II 2,111 451June\30\Balauce, ...........

I

I-

5 · 2,035100

:~;

12,l77.•15

JAMES R. MARSTON.

Dr.
1837
Feb. 24 M. Bank, ............ 5

~I

1837
70 00
500 00 Feb. 24 Sundries ............
JOO 00
Mar. 31 Cash, .................
June 30 do. ............, .... 116 1 . :;~ ~~
00
-------- --

-- - -sao

-

U. S. BANK STOCK.

Dr.

1837

100100
150 00
250 00
--- --- -

Mar. IM. Bank, ............ 6
9 Profit and Loss, 6

-

k~:l~l

9 Cash, ................

'

I=

61

250 00
--· - - - -

SIMMONS' PLANTATION.

Cr.

Dr.

1837

I

Mar. 2 Sundries, ..... · ... ··· 6
June 30jPrqfit and Loss.., 16

·='

250 00

=

,oo~l~o
IO,OOTO
MO'. 9 Sundries, ......... · .. ·7 4
,000
00
10
Balance,
.........
·
..
17
30
4,,000 00 June

1

1

--- 14,0()0 00

1837

==I;
[ 69

J

----·--

14,000 00

::=:==::::=:

=

S'I'EAMER HOPE,

10

EDWARD CLINTON.
1,200 0 · !far. 11 Sundries,............
250 0
16 Bills Receivable,
29,358
11450
June 30 Prqjit and Loss, 16
57 2 une 30 Fim~!eNu.IlO Camp St.
"Balance, ............ l7i 28,995 75
" Planters' Bank Stock, ..
I 30,503
Mar. 20 Bills Payable,..... 7
31 Cash, ............... · · 8

7 27,958 00
7 1,400 00
16
800 00
Hi
3"15 00

HOUSE AND .LOT No. llO CAMP STREET.
Dt·.

Gr•

I I

. 1837 I
I
. 1837
Mar. 11 Edward Clinton, 7 15,500 ool Mar. 31 Cash, ................. 8
Tune 30 do ................. 16
800
May 31 do ..... :··· .......... 14
1

ooj

,--

300 00
500 00

'~117

- .··-IIJune 30 Balance, ..........
I=

- - -11 16,300!00

Dr.

00

- - - 1="==:::.-1

PLANTERS' BANK STOCK.
Gr.

STEAMER SUN.
Dr.

II

1837
Mar. 15 Cash,................. 7
16 Sundries,............ 7

June 30 Prqfit and

-

Dr.

Lo;~r; 16

CY".

1837
800 00 JVIay 31 Cash, ................. 14 1,500 00
9,200 00. June 30 Balance, ............ 17 10,000 00
I

1,500 oo'l

fu,so~l~

_

--/-__ _ 1I,soo,oo

TEXAS LANDS.
Gr.

( '70

J

EXPECTANCIES.
Dr.

Cr .

ll

.f~~~3o]Balance, ........... ·117Jj!_o,oo2joo]i~!~)28/Bills ~eceivable 1 J~Jj IO,ooo/o~
PATENT ARMS CO.'S SALES.
ll:i::17 I .
.
Tli~~- i1Ul371 I -~~I II
I
Apr. 5/M. Bank, ........... · . 9 · 3\JO 00 'Apr. 8 Eleazer Porter,.. 91
80000
22 Cash, ................. 10
430 OUI
10 Biils Receivable, 9
75000
30000
3,730 00
ll Cash, · · · .......... "·· 9
Jun. 30 Balance, · ........ -~~
20 M. Bank, ............ 10 1,200 00
28 Cash, ................. II 1,500 00

17

{,660

4,550100

--P A'fENT ARMS CO.

Dr.
Apr. 51\'J:. Bank,............ 9
22 Sundries, ............ lO

29

do ................ ll
1,@B.50

=

-

2,000 00 June 30 Balance, .......... ..
2,808 50
3,00.OJOO

-~·-·-

-!

7,808 501

1

GAINES & HARDON'S SALES.

Dr.

Or.

Apr. 7 Cash,................. 9
15 Sundries,............ 9

Dr.

350 00

llO 00

'!'RUMBLE'S SALES

Apr. 12 Sundries,............ 9
·26
do ................. 11

Apr 20 M. Bank, ........ .
21 Robett Trumble,
26 l\'[. Bank, ...... · · ..

[ 71 )

2,500 00
3,333 33
2,010 50
7,843183

GOlVIlVHSSIUN,

Dr.
and

SA.L£f:L

Dr.

SFHPJVIENT TO LISBON.

JOHN

''I

f<;l

Y.

WJLLJAM

HA.MILTON &
Cr.

ACCOUNT.

J

78

1

ELlPHAS

\. '14
c

HIBBARD.

BALANCE,

15

TRIAL BALANCE FOH THE l'viONTH OF JANUARY, 183/,

Canal SL ·

BALANCB FOll 'I'HE

Bills

Tiobert

................................................... ..

John C. Colt, ..................................................... ..

FOR THE IVlONTH OF

FOR THE MON1'H OF

TH1AL R'\LANCE FOR THE .:'I:IONTH OF'

J}iU8 Reeei:;ntbl~, .. ····· ........... ,. ............ ..
l~ames & 11anton, . . .
........ ..
Bills
.... : .... ., ...................... ..

BALANCE FOR THE MONTH OF

f

'

~6~

'f R l A L B A LA j)JC E F 0 R THE LA S T SIX M 0 NTH S) TAKEN
JUNE 30th~ 1837,

Simmons'
Edward
House and
Planters' Bank

&Co$

""'·'·'uJ.<.c.-.., Co,

1f

.L

Whole amonnt of Credits in mv
vVhole amount of Debts I owe;
my net

0
'The boob of a

l

p

SI

COMP.A

Y

HUSlNf.<JS
advanced difJorent amount;;.
to
the

there w:1s
instments
tbi:::
seidom appear upon

or

them.

I

1
--·--·--·----·
·----------

Auxiliary books and
ness are so exceedingly simple that it requires hardly an
following

are

when connected with
earried to an extent sufficient to
or
out.

I

I

I

IL

s

c IV

all monevs received and
'
at the
extent of the establishand

form here
to the illnstra tion of the
than

to
and
edition.
up the C:.tsh-Book at

CASH.

the
surns
lli',ffiOUllt

von have
of moiiey in Banko

or
Dollars

B

N

0

K.

This is simply a lV.Lemorandum-Book, on which the Receiving Clerk of the
Bank enters the amounts of money you deposit, at the time of saicl. deposit.
And as often as abollt Olll':e a month, a Clerk of the Bank Enters upon it the
separate amounts you may have dra\vn thereli·om, and balanc>Js the same;
which is called, writi:O,f up and balancing.

MERCHANTS' BANK.
Dr.
Jan.

fl'eb.

Cr.

l Deposited,
lfj
do ................. .
31
do ............... ..

490 00
19,010 00

119~~

l Balance, ................ . 19,010 00
8 Deposited, ..... _ ..... ..

26

do................. ..

500 GO
2,·i00.50

I

fOltM OF A BILL.
NEw 0P:LE.U>~!!, January 5, 18S'i
!\.fr. Richard Pulen
Bought of J. S. Triest,
1 2 boxes Raifiin;, 11 $3
$36 00
6
"
300 ih:J. Sper& Candles, a 30 c.
90 00
1,000 lbs. Chees..>, a 10 c.
100 00
200 " Loaf Sugar, a 14 c.
28 00
1.000 " Orleans do. a 9 c.
90 00
. "' hhds. 1.169 gs. Molasses, a 20 C·
233 80
l 0 bls. Flour, a $4 50
45 00
6 bush. Salt, a 60 c.
3 60
50 "
Apple~, a 70
35 00

OI

lN

OOI{
AND

C

Tht:ISSIO

~INVOIC

-B

0

'l'hese books are used variously in diHerent establishments, and with equal
propriety. In one you will find the Invoice-Book used for copying all bills of
goods as purchased. In another, such goods as ::ue received for sale on account
of others. And in some establishments the distinct branches are entered in one
book. The Commission-Invoice-Book, when kept, is usually confined to the
eopying of the Invoices of such goods as are intrusted to your care for sale.
Some file their In voices without copvinrr them; others have blank Books
made and paste their Invoices in them; to' sa~e the trouble of copying and fiiing.

Invoice of 42 Pipes \llfine, shipped per Frances Mary, Vietor, bound to New
Orieans, on account and risk of John C. Colt, Merchant there, and to r1im eon
signed, pursuant to his order.
4

22 Pipes Lisbon Wine, 2,500 gs. GJ 75¢ ............................ ..
20 " Madeira do. 2,L130 gs. (@ 82¢ ............................ .
Charges.

Drayage, Wharfage, and Shipping ............................ .
Commission at 2~ per cent. on $3,867.60 .................. ..
Lisbon, December 5th, 1836.
(Signed)

RoBE:RT

Tnunmu:.

Invoice of Sundries sent by Gaines & Hardon to John C. Colt, Merchm::
of this eity' to be sold on account.

"

l,!lfiO gs. St. Rum,(@ :{!; L .................................. ..
2,335 Q'S.
faJ 2{)ci! .......... · .. ··.. •............... ..

gs.

· 65
Whiskey, 0J '70¢ .................................. .
625 gs. H. Gin, (@ $L50 ................................... .
N evv Orleans, April

1837.

"

"
H

t::1

"

~{

~

,.

B

0

do.
~'

"
"

"

20 .... -,.

<~

1:2 do.
12 i!o.
200 Gun
Pistol

'.)

·~

rlo.

l

'
Ufl.

2

do.

i3

d.o.

183'7J
T'.

u.

Q

~

L..)

B

I

u

-I

A

0 I

-B

0

D. B.
page9.

G doz~ J\Ien"s
l:J "
-1

D, B.
P· n.

:3 "
·i "

'7'0
1::!0

125

4. "
2 '4

G~

"

In voice of Sundries
to Robert
20
2800 lbs.
~2,5

D. B.
p. lL

170

~350

1750-l~iO =

"
bbls.

GDSO-JO.JO =~
((i)

Coopern.Q·e, -~e ........................................ .
Policy, ~'lnd Biils of
................. .

FORIVr OF AN ACCOUNT-SALES.

VVhen C:oods lccc:cin;,l on Cu!rttnission are sold, 11 1s customary 1or the ine·
trusted agent to make out, for the inspection of the eonsigner, an aeeount in
detail of' the sales of said goods; togetlwr with such ehnrges as have been made,
on moneys aclvanced ot· p:ti<l on the same aeconnt. See formula.

Account Sales of Sundries per ship. :Friend, :Fulton, from Lisbon, and sold
by J. 0. Colt, by order, and on acG<.><r~lt and risk of Mr. Robert Trumble.

is:r71

-

_. ·. ·

-

--

~

I

Apl.I20By Echvard Huntmgton-Cash.
~~; pipes, 500 gs. Li,sbon Wi.Le, <@ $1. ................ Iff; 500
n
"
750 '' J\'[adeira '' <@ ,~2 .................... 1,500
'I
"
500 ''
do.
" (5) ,'!f;l. .... ,. ..... ..... .... :300

2,GOOOO

21 By James A. Johnston-Robert 'l'Tnmble's Draft on C. & S .
. Sl pipes, 10,101 gs. Malaga vVine (damaged)<@ 33¢ .....

;~,33333

''

,,

26 By .T olm Hickm::uJ-Cash.
G doz. Men's Gloves. <@ .'f;G............................ ,9; 36.00
12 " 'Women's do.'<@ ·*'5 .................... · ......... " 60.00
4 ps. 1:30 yds. Blr:dc Broadcloth, <@ ~S5.00.. .... . f);)O.OO
G •; If)() "
Hlue
do. <@ fii.;t. .. ..... ..... ... 720.00'
:i " 70 " Brown do. (0) .~/L50,.. .... .. .. .. 315.00
4 " 120 "
JVfuslin Prints,<@ $:1. · ......... .... 120.00
4 " 125 "
do.
do. · <@ 'f5¢ · ........ ..... 93.75
2 '' o:i"
Calieo,<@.25¢ ......................... 15.75

II

I

I

2,0I05fl
-:-;;-~;:;r:::>
/'(')"._f:t)IOci

I
I

Charges.
Du1ties, .......................................................... $1,440.00
Bond and Permit, .. ... ... .. .... ..... . .. . .. .. . .. . .... . .. ..
1.25
Drayage nnd Lahorers, ............................... ..
8.75
Advertising, ............................................... ..
3.GO
Freight, ..................................................... .
208.00
Com. on .~p,st:i.S'3 <@ 5 per cent. ............... ..
302. Hl

2,05:1\>9

Balance of Sales carried to your Credit, ................. 1 5,790 14
New Orleans, Apt·il "3/tlt, 1837. ·
(!'~.E.)

[ D4

1

l\1

cc;

u

~cu

Bet>veen Houses of extensive
that Keep running accounts, there
eount-Current made out by one of tho parties; usually the one
It is as you will see in the forrnulns given, simply a detail
with or without interest being ealeulated on each
out the account.

"

as
am't of my cno

E

au

before
until the

:20 Cords of \Y ooll, at
I 1!{hnund n. ~tedm~n 7 s
~~ Cat;h.,
'~ ?t'ly one half co::t of I\Ids~. shipped tv Buenos _;.)_y!!'eM~
:..• Ha1a.n..ce dtu: m~

'' Gash paid loss on Shipme:1t

New Odea.ns, June 30th, 1837.

J. G. COLT,

P&ii\, J.

La'~~.

F

FA

c

RENT

0
Dates

\:Vhen
received

J?rorn whon1

On what

ur to whom.

r:teeount

do..

commission merenant&.

EI

0

book is in common use and is
for taking
evidence of there
been an interchange
fen· :1
nnd specified purpose, bet>veen

lllld

J, C.

hvo

1837, from

Recmved New Orleans. Feb.
dollars on account.'
$200.

D. B.

Remarl;;&.

do.

hook is seldom used

B.

\Vherr; frnm <Jr
where 1.u.

JOHN HoLBROOK.

Received Ne-,v
2. two hundred and

from J\Jr. John C. Co!t 9

Received
Orleans, June
18B'7, from
J. C. Colt, nine
16 hundred dolhlrs in full f(Jr six months rent of Store No. 13 Camp. St.
:jji!JOO.
& Co.

New
thousand

June
l8~l7,-l owe Messrs. John Peters & Co. on€1
to be paid on the 30th ins t:an t.
J. C. CoLT.

Received from Messrs. J. & J.
1837.
New Orleans, Juno 'J8th, 18:37.

one hundred dollars to be

J. C •. Cor,T.

30th~ 1837,--Reeeived of Messrs. Lemont
Anderin part of their ao~.ount,
J. C. Cor.,T.

r n1

J

IME~

OK.

======="""'
This book is in extensive use among mar.nfi:wturers.

Spinning·

Nn.

L

visiL

are considered a month.

Names

Rema.rlu:

Remarks

Thos.

New v"''""'""'l
To Messrs,

lsL 1837.
Biddle & Co.

BIL

s
Remarks.

better when sober"

Drinks loo much
times,

watching.

not know but
honest.

at

IGH

Cineinnatil' Buchanan &
do.
do.
do.
Cody & Le>ves
do.
!Sands & Brorher
do.
R. Wood & Co.
do.
Smith & Birldlo
do.
j David B. Carroll
do.
!Buchanan&
L{misvillc.l D'Wolf &_Brown

!

do.
de.
do.

Co.

!

I
clo.
IDavis & Wobb

I

do.

do.:

!Fredric

do.
dG,

jFretl. How
Wrn.

N Orleans
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
Vicksburg
do.
N. Orleans.
do.
do.
1

I
Am't. of Cash
Am't Debited to

(E. E.)
·

New Orlear1s,

Total,
1837.

Per

ANDREW

J.

Pn"'~'"'' 0

-BO

'J'

p

Steamer Sun, Trip No. 5; frorn Ciueinnati to I'iew

l8:rr.
On.

May

".

...
II

>!

Am't for Freight,

" "
Arn't of Debts contracted.
Cash paid,
,

1''1> Mersar.ii!. Caldwell, York & Co.
( 102 ]

$ 83.12
652.6.')

FOR

B~1ellall<l1.l

OF

Pr,
du.
do.

do.
rlo.
do.
do .
do,
do.
do.

do .

do,
.Bnehtulan &
do.
elf &
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do,
do,
do.
do.

de•.
do.

Freet Hyett 1
FreeL ITo'.ve 7
d(•,

1

SAM L

.B"".

BATE!!,

Clerk.

B

0
J\Iessrs. Bueh:man

'l'n Sten.rner
lbs.

For F·reight on 81
"
"~
500 Bbls.
"

,,

·'

,;

200

100 "

ey,
do.
Pork,

Dr.

'2'2.20

([i)
((j)
((j)

2:)0.00

0)

75.00

From Cincinnati.
N. 0. Ivfr1v
Rec'rl

100.00

00
of all orders received for Merchandi3f?.,

This Ilook is for taking

lYI

D

0

note or mercan ti.le af!l.tirs of
This Book is used for
occur, or which you wish to
have occurred, or are
etc.
are often
some rnovemet1t of
own,
rnerehan t~ uncl other
poses nbou t an
--~,.,;"nee sake, carry one in their

s

X

-BOO

This Book is for keeping in detail the summary
rJ(.;curring about an establishment. It is usually kept
Cash

and

i~

for its

that arc;
ahou t the

amount 1vri Uen up n nd

ET
Letters nassinz between
iil brief '
,_,

business men.
rnueh, rttld

Ill!

EN

SC

OOL

I

I

there will be found in Part 2d of the
and Clerks'
directions for the ""'<'-"·'."' when pursuing
the study of Book-lweping, without the assistance
a teacher, a Key
explaining the manner of Journalizing the
entries~ with
to the Rules
which they fi1ll, and
nature of the busi~
nec;s transactions; a Vocabulary of 1\'Iercantile
and Phrases;
m
extent and variety
; Public
[ 105 ]

[ 100

1

tirst Ten Rules of accounts. Then
and
the samej and
at the entl of the

and
as before,.
In addition to

Nos. 11 and 12.
of March. Post as before,
Nos. 13 and 16 these will be of
the month of
in addition to
June, the last
IS
in Rule
You will
the
cation of
rules in vour own
are correet; vvhiei{ £:n·
in actual business
you have 0x.amined
applieation of your

whid1 vou have
study the two next
" f<n· these in journalizing the month
to acquaint
vvith Rules
in the month of
In
will have

to enable :ron to make a
and trust entirely to the

If you meet with technical terms with which 'lfOU are not
find an
in the
Also to ~mderstand the nature
the
to
of a, eornmun
the 1ronble and expense of

to von the
of the sci.Hnee;
·
ir as often as may be neces

t<lke a

survey of the in·

the seience as laid dv<.vn in the ti,rst part ot
books,
te the Prnctieal formg Dx
100 J

DfREGTlONS TO THE LEARNER.

You will find these forms both easy to be understood and complete in
It may be
to examine the
after
gone over the main
the 'work once or twice, for the
of
to
pursuit. You vvill find that
books in most
·
to
of Double

two

method of
Should you con·
till he seems to

not a real
be
Journal
rules alone~

r no]

A.
wntten o'F

and
of an individual.

a bilL
the dnuoee iends his name for the
benefit of

Account

an exhibit in rletail of the Debits and Credits of a running ac
count between two
. Account
an exhibit of the sales of lviereh:mdise disposed of on eornmission
Ad
without end,.
.Ad
at
estate.
merchandise on the first co!lt,
on
and for a. lien on
centum
a certain value.
to a·'1J.istance to be sold on commission.
one
to transact business for another.
belore noon, in the
of the world •

.Amt. o1·

a dillerencc of opinion left to persons chosen

the

ested.
transferred to another.
to m:nHl.Q'e the aflhirs of a bankrupt,
n1·nn.<>rtv

leg~1lly execntAd

B.
B. B. Bill Book,
one unable to
dillerencc

the
of an account.
"A''"·"'""'" of one commodity for another.
draft<; and notes.
r 111 1

inter

VOCABULARY.

Bill

entered at custom·l10use.
bet\Neen the
of a vessel and

Bill

Bill
Bill

for

to sea ship

of rnoney.
one house

trJ

or lean npon a vesseL
a money and stock trader.
a per
allowed or received on the
monev and stocks.
·
bushel.
desk.

to

on

at

and !ila!es of

C. cent or een ts,
the

and ex-portation of
and the Ui1ited States
of more than two thirds
this trade of the who 1e commercial world.
It is secured
the direct and indirect laws of these politic governments.
Stock in trade.
Carle
terms.
C. B. Cash
L B. Uormnisson Invoice Book.
Charter
between the owner of a
who engages
whole ves;,cl {or the
of
to another f(}r an amount
Circular
notieo issued bv a house relative to
C>J~ton1-house all

law>

in husines!l"

on the other
of war
as
the union of two

Ol'

to other vessels~
more persons united for the purpose of

one to whom merchandise is
a revocation of a forrner
of attendants.

in others.
who collect duties on

D.

.D.
time allowed for the payment of a Bill after the same becomes
banks of the United States
three

D. B. Day
and afterwards

a draw hack on duties ·when
to law.
that is in debt.
a

beyond the time specified in

·when a vessel has
the limits prescrib)"d in an
underwriters from all obligations.

(haft.
"-'''"''[J,_J.. an aniount dcaueted on the

of' a bill.

shares in
for vesse-ls~

Dr. debi:o!'.
a bill drawn on :mother for rnoney.
the author of a bill.
·
the person on 1vlwro r1 hill is dra:wn.
,,.r"'"''fl'''-· sums allowed from othe fulfilment oC certain conditions or subsequen1

and 1mported
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VOCA.BULARY

E. B. eh ~'''"''"'"., Errors
Ed. editor.
ote.-the whole or a

of
an insurn.nee on

Bill; see

r

OI

ones debts.
the person to whom it is made

the purpose
of rnerchundise.

G.

;,,,,,--:,_;
~,~·)

VOC5iiHULAJl 't.

to

means

or distant

from a

to

be

the urnountofhis debts.
times upon stocks or

debts~

of money,

the

takes an account of

the credit
embarrassment

VOCABULARY
lVL

t:raHic.
Bill hJs due.
of any article.

to traffie

power or
or
articles of corlnnerce.
])fr. Mister.
]lifntual Debts and
a ~et-off oC one debt or a credit for

between

t'iVO

Mittu.al
an
ecrtnin acts.

to fulfil

between two

N,
the

or demand.
to tnke note of the
of
ete. which .is ealled
also to attest deeds
money~

memorandum.

Oct. October.
one or more individuals to

pay to a person cel'tain rnonies or

O.t.. ounee.
[ 11!\

eerta1n

VOCABULARY,

P.

with other coun:·

money 1vhen

to those who own stock m vessels >vith others.,

unjLu'""·'"'

an instrument drawn
the
fire and other losses.
sums paid
a
in running his vessel.

who

the amount or amounts of any business transaction to the

: sums allowed on the
'their
value.
of merc.lmndise
their market value.
lent or
sum

of paper) as Pro Forma
the signer or

to pay a certain

declaring a bill was not paid ·when it fell dueo

a
sometimes
also certain duties imposed on

'"'IJ.tn·'l/'1'11'/!lf<.

a vec;sel on her

in port,

VOCABULARY,

the per centum above or belovv

par

of

11

Sales

sums nllo'.'ved wreckers for
""v"''"'" of
article of

of

of merchandise or other

not liable to
m.
!JlOl'e than OJLe.
one bound :f;:npay-rneni

'';'I,UUIJ'IIcS.

:Hwther's r.lehis.

r1

Bill of

mer~

']~.

which merchandise
kinds of merch::mdise,

otners'l

v.
;t,

\Vay

Vice versa) tho

of the

Y.
{)11-.

1837.
lst. Under this date you will find an exhibit :Jf your
of which Credit or value you intend to do business.
You
on
that Sundries is made debtor to Stock that
Stock is io be c:rcdiicd for the whole amount
and the
the accounts which
are to he debited
its
Look to the
of
each of these aeeounts form a
and
thus
of, The individual nanws
are explained in
under this date there is an exhibit
ine Debts you (I'>YC. On
Stock is made debtor to
for the whole at;10unt
lst. The individual accounts are credited
Ilule 9th, and

R. 5.
to the explan:ltion given in each of the rul;;s abovo roferl'cd lo 1 you

Your Books being opened
:aro prepared to commence

sale of Merchandise on a
Debited,
toR. Oth.
find th!~ leng;th of time
understand it to he a mere

See

This is a simple
Debited, as per It

and the individual to whom
Mdse.
as directed

in this class of entries where ~rerHt
memot·andtun.

to th~

under the 4th instant.

Merchandise on nceount.
.

gh~en

uncl the individun.l of whom you

J\l[ercimndise must be
the
must

be Credited, as per R. 9th.

under the 7th instant.

This
in fdl for
owes
per R. 4th. and Hewe'

received a Note of Mr* Hewel'l
Receivable must he

See

You
across
narnee

R.. 5th.

Front this transaetion it
amount of
vour tho tJrd.er
fron1 the

.Here vou nass
Debited ·~vitl{ thc

R. 5th.

under the

held agains~
against :von. The surn $2,000 appears to be Lhe am't of a note
to Bills Heceivable1
Mr. Hatcher, which he turns out as part
this
m you
R. 4th. He
you a Cheek on the National
own, J.\!Ierehan ts l'iank, lt. {)lh. and Cash t<Jr the

Here you sell a quantity or JVIdse .. lor a
for the amount of the noie you receive, IL
the amount of
of', R. 2d.

Bi1ls Receivable rnust be Debited
and Merehandize eredited with

under the 4th instant.

Sec

under the 4th instant.

Mr, Rice pays you on account n Note he holds against
Bills Receiva~
ble must be Debited ~crith its mn't, R. tith. Also, at1 Order drawn on vou
Gaines & Harclon, they must be Debited ·with this, R. 9th, and he giV'es you
Cash, which must be likewise Debited, TL 8d. Rice~ of course,
credit for
the total um't.,
per R. 9th,
e:xpianntion under the 4th instant.

ln this entry you perceive that
which Bills I'ayable nwst be C
Hudson's for the same
for which
This is an
merchants
are hard
usually
Lhrown into
your i1eighlJor's credit to meet your
·-

'-

a Note of your own dnnvincr, for

Jl. 5th, and ill COnsideration re~eiVf3
Receivable must be Debited, R. 4th.
that

occurs among
Notes
received arFmeans money raised upon

~

It appears horn this
tlwt you consent to recm ve frorn Cald w·eU
one-half of what he owes you, and thuiJ make a full setilemel'lt of accounts.
You receive
which mn.,:t be Deb1ted, R. 4th; a
fm· which Bills Re·
eeivable must be
R. 3d, nnd you consent to lose the balance $600;
this goes to Profit and
as per R. lOth, and Caldwell must he Credited with
the full am't
1~':300) that
owes you.

in this transaction that you have taken up your note of
l}ayable must be Debited,]{. 5th. In paying for this
Credit Merchandise for this
R. 2d, and Credit Bills
the amount of the new
R. 5th.
]

KEY
January 3L --~-~-·

It appears from this entry, that
!'!10nth, and entered them

have received these surns of money this
and they not having been r)osted,
you bring them i:o your
in a collected J(mn, in order to give Credit to
each respective account,
amount iht•rcof Lelonging ; and likewise to Debit Cash
with the whok amount reeeived this
which has not l.>c:fore been posted.
Here is a collection from
Cash-Book of moneys dispflsc:d of, or paid out
the month. and which
not
been carried to yonr Leger: they are
h w , ,•. ,..
• eolleeted form for
Eaeh aecmmt is Debited with
and Cttsh Credited
from the Cash-Book, is,
one of the auxiliary books
the pnpil's n1ind its
to do ·with tl1is or anv
!hey will be found

is customary for merchants to H thro\Y 11 their Bank~ Book into
this entry fs made in pursnance tlwreof. You then balance
Thus yoU have a constant check and exposure of frauds upon

=================~·

FEBRUARY

-- -================
ls'.r, 1837.

Check on the Bank for the amount of which it must be
must be Debited, as it is done as security against the loss

R. 2d.
4
See explanation under the 4th of January.

r

12a 1

ImY.

amount of wh.ieh it
(}reditefi vvith the s:tnH:,

\Yhich

under the

of

nsc of vonr store,

course n1us1 be Credit-

it 1;an

i::

the worsi only

The Bnnk ~.nust
believing that yon
in nc.eount with the

nnder the .Jtb

.T nn.11ary,

ntnst be Credited with tbe surn
Recei\':tble rnnsi. be Debited

s you snndries on aeconn L.
'\hb. You rPceivo a

R. 4th; also

I\Jereba ndise rnus t

Bills
and j'vfen.:hants'

It would
Bond for
the
You will
Credited vvith th'

you had remitted to Robert Tnmtble a
the n.c~t of tl'!1SL. and 110\Y
our onler.. infm·n~s You of the
. [ills ree~ivable must be
ncnv
; rmd Inter

nr".,,,,.,,,,,.' ed

to take off 4 per
eent.

what vou re~
fiw the
of the
Credit ?dereh:-~.ndise \Vith the ]j],e amount,

'I'he n.mcnlnt of tf1,c; .Note is th0
that
lmd taken bad

of

the

r~ireum::::tnncc~s

ln

n.ttP-r:ding

to !'rtid (~ir

KEY.

24----·
James R. :!Harston, having failed to pay his Note, must be Debited in account.
R. 6th and 9th., and the Bank must be Credited with the like amount, R. 6th.
You receive of Marston .$70 on account, give him Credit, R. 9th. Debit
Cash with $55, the amount of money received, R. 3d, and Merchandise with
$15, the value of the shirting, R. 2d.
25

You receive an Acceptance, Bills Receivable must be Debited with the same,

R. 4th. It is on account of Marble, give him Credit, R. 9th.
See explanation and entry under date of January 16th, 1837.
See explanation under January 4th, 1837.
27 - - ·
1t appears from this transaction that you purchase 31:erchandise to tl'te

amount of ,~900, which of course must be Debited, R. 2d. In paying for this
Mdse. you dispose of a Note; Bills Recei;rable must be Credited with its £::we,
$1,000, R. 4th., and in disposing of this Note, you dispose of the Interest on the
Note up to this date, consequently give this account Credit with its ,~35, R. '7th.
Now you perceive that you have overpaid for this Mdse. by $135, which Killin
settles by paying Ca;;:h; the account of Cash must Debited with the same, R. 3d.
You see that there is in this entry four accounts of the Leger effecter]; two accounts to be Debited, and two
to be Credited, ami that on the Journal it is-thus expressed, "Sundries Dr. to Sundries." There are many
accountants who object to this expression, when the Journal is kept after this form, all!! with some plausibili·
ty. They may, I believe, be confuted with reason, and the above is a easo in point. There is a Wlty of
Joumalizing this entry, and others of n similar nature, without using the expression of Sundnes to Swndries:
as thus.

Merchandise Dt·.
To Bills Receivable ............................................................... $90(}
Cash Dr. to Sundries,
Bills Receivable· ....... · .. · ......... ···· ... · .... · .... ·· ... ·· ·$100
Interest ... · ··· · ··· · .. · .... · · ····· .. · ............ ··· ... · ......... · .. 35··· .... ·· ...... · ............... l3b
Now you psrceh•a from this form of Journalizing, that it requires one more posting to the Leger, than tha
othm· form, whieh renders it objectionable; not more from the fact of your having divided an amount, thau
your having- gi1•en yourself more writing, in gating the amounts of the Day-Book to the Leger, than was ne,
csssary. To conclude, 1 would recommend in ttl! cases'~' whon by using the expression ''Sundries to Sun
dries," you may avoid dividing any one of the amounts of all entry, to make use of it, but under no other cir
cumstanr.es, is it admiRsiblo.

See the second explanation under January lOth.
[ 126 ]

KEY.

Merchandise must be Credited for the whole ilmount of goods sold, R. 2d.
'l'hat which you receive in payment must he Debited. Debit Bills Pavab\e with
.the amount of your Bonds, R. 5th. Debit Bills Receivable for the, ~mount of
their Note, R, 11th, and Merchants' Bank for the amount of money you received
und deposited, R. 6th.
You perceive something peculiar about this entry. You receive in part payment for these goods your
bonds on them for the duliea. This Merchandise is sold as subject to Debenture. You see by this that the
individuals who take the Merchandise which is subject to Debenture from the country, save to themselves the
amount of Custom House duties. This privilege of Gove1·nment is granted that we, as a people, may enjoy
what is called tho "Gnl'l'ying rfrnde.B l:'or jf the traders in our nf'ighboring nations can purchase articles of
foreign manufacture as cheap from us as they can where these articles are prorluced, by the difference only
of the transportation and a slight commission, thoy, not wanting large supplies of said articles, will be more
likely to come here to trade, than to go a g1'enter distance from home. 'l'he advnntage to be clerlverl in thus
eecurini( ct part of their trarle, is, that wo are lil;cly to engross the whole. This is the pmsent relation
which the Merchants of the Unitcrl States 110w hear towards the Merchants in Mexico, Sollth America, an~
the truders beyond the Rocky l\lountains.
,

For the explanation of the four last entries of this month, see the explanations of the four last entries of the month of .T anuary.
l\ft~.RGH

1st., l83i.

This United States' Bank Stock conditionally becomes yours, therefore It
must be Debited with what it has cost to bring about this condition, R. 11th.
Merchants' Bank must be Credited -with the amount of money withdrawn, R.
6ili.
.
------------------------ 2
Merchants' Bank must be debited for the $2,055,35 deposited, and Bills Receivable Credited with $2,035, this Bill being disposed of, R. 4th, and Interest,
etc. Credited with the Premium, R. 7tb.
You purchase a piece of Rea1 Estate, known by the name of '' Simmons'
Plantation," which must be debited with the full cost (,j'!ilO,OOO))R. lith. You
paY: for the plantatio_n by turning o~lt JVIercl~nndise to the amou~1t of ~2,000,
wluch must be Credited, R. 2d. Brlls Recmvable must be Credited w1th the
amount .of Bouhmum's Note, R. 4th. Cash !11L1St be Credited for $2,200, R
3d, and Merchants' Bank Credited for $2,800, R. 6th.

In this entry you perceive tlm~ H_ouse No. 35, Canal street, m~tst be ~redi~ed
with the ~6,000, R. 11th. You hqmclate your Note of $200, for whrch Bills
Payable n~ust be Debited, R. 5th. You pbt money into Bank which must be
Debited, R. 6th.

This present to t,he University of Vermont is an entire loss, for which am't.
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Profit and Lm;s ll!USI: bo Debtl:ed, R. 10th. StednHw must he Credited for th~J
value of the books
un ::ec:onnt, R. Dth.

refusnl
:.WO share~ of U. S. Hank
which rnust be Ored·
nncl1he nceount of
mnst be .Debited with the amount of money

H.. ikt

LL S. Bunk Stoek fur the mnount oi' its
and Lo:'is (1reclil: liJr the ~arne amount, lL .lOth.

R.

Lth. and

ad.

Cash must bn Debited with the :unount of money
Profit tend Loss lmt~t be Credited R.

Crediteci with the

; DelJit Bills
cent. allowed on
Bank must he

Profit

and it

~. tb~
Y-ou taJte
with its amount)
R. /th. nnd

1nake a nan.
to this sum; R.

and
Li

!i]chvard C!in ton ·s
House
Planters' Bank
Debit;ed \Vith the :m1onnt of

Credited fiJr the whole
be De1Jited with
value

for '\Ylt1ch suru
1nust be
is refunded on account of Stemnnr
remainder
a
which

Here you
received in

R 4th.

and 1\Ierehants'

3d.,
must
ViJU

t0

KEY.

out, R. 3d. Debit Steamer Sun with the
of this Stock, It. llih.

a
Debit Bills
R 4th. It
he must be Credited -with tlte same amount~ H,.

balance due on Steamer Sun: Debit it with the
Hostetter takes up his own
J()r which
Interest cte.1or
IL 7th. Credit Bills

R. 5th. and

Bank for the

arnount Credit Bilis
Clinton, he should be

Here is an estate which is
to you, and becomes a part of
Your aceount of Stock mnst he Credited with the whole
R.
n.rnorm t of Notes yon receive must be Debited to Bills Receivable, R. 4th
The lands Debited to tl10 title of" Texas Lands," R. lith. and :Merchants' Bank
lkbited with the
deposit, R. f:ith.
wotdd
entry to the Credit of Profit and Lnss. lfthe sum \VftS
few
Doilars, as it wnulcl make no lliatel'inJ diH'ercncc~ it
rio to dispose of it
th.is
B·u a:; it numbers
it rnol:lt
shoHicl bH
oftn the aceuuntof Stock. It is
t.U1 CRt:<U e
not 7 frum any
of your own, fOrm a
lt is an
not front any tn\de or speeuh.tion
not,
being a
and Loss, for the rrecount of
is intended to Bhow ;,vhat you

etc.

nmst be Debited with the amount
must be Credited with vour Note
the rnoney withdravvn, R. ·Gth.

more
out
ori·
Bank must be Credited with
129

Cretliled with ihe

month see the

of

[

last four entries

amount
Sa:es rnust

Your comm!sswn is
must he Credited yvith the scnne~ l{ule 16th.
~
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the

introclnced here to show how
to be (~losed to their
the ·whole arrwt1nt

<:,!

be

James
must be
now be v'-""'·"'''

to be the owner of this money which vou
had a Credit f()r this sum ~vhen
·
it must
lOth, and C:1sh Credited with the money paid out, R. :3d.

Pelt's Sules must be Debited with the who 1e
the
Bills
must be
lL 5th. Bunk must be Crcclited ·with
out, R. 3d.
---------~---

17

Jt appears fmrn this transaction, that
a Cheek on the Bank with
do
to
a
vours held
the Orleans Bunk,
account n1ust he Credited with tJi;,l amount
money
R. 6th, Bills
Debited with the
the 1;1ce of the
'
ete.
the sum allowed on said

·which
Your

Bank aceount: has
Debited lin· the
Fell's SaJes must be
the
R. l3th.

and must be

he

R. 13th.
attendant on selling
for this sum ex:
the
of

Fell's Sales must be Debited with
13th. Cash must he Credited with

of
Bank

must be Credited with

R. 6th. Credit. Patent Arms Co/s
R. 13th.

Debit Bank with

Sales with $1,200,

Debited
be Credited
disc Crediled

withdrawn; and

that .T ohnson held a Draft
to exonerate. You
take such and such
Tnun bl e must be
Snles must
IV!erchan"

7,

r 182 1

KEY.

JTJl)ney

7tn"

and Credit Trumble's
Credit Commission with
IL
and Debit the

Debit Ban;;: 1,vith
Sales with the same
R. J Gth. Credit
the whole amount,

undt>r the 1.5th of this mouth,

The better tn under5tanrl,this enti'Y; it may
\::.·here a,) jliustratlon of cloeing an r1ccount sales is more fully
~-~~~~---

28

---~---~-~--~----

Credit Patent Arms Co-'s
R. 2d.

Patent A.rms Co. must be Debited with
with
money
out, lL
6th:

I-L 9th. Cash must be Credited
Bank with ,~2000, money

For the explanation of the four last entries of this month, see the explana·
nation of the four last entries of the month of January, each in order.

l\•L_y 1st,
Shipment to Lisbon must be Debited with the ·whole amount, $3,144.50, It
Uth. Credit :vierchandise with
R.
and Credit Cash with
14.50.
R. 3d.

Debit Cash with the ·whole amount (l,OIO,) of
Credit Trumble with the amount of the Draft, ($1,000,) R.
terest; etc. with the
IL 7th.

Debit Shipment to Lisbon with the whole amount
R. 14th.
Credit :Mere han ts' Bnn k with 15,000, the amonnt of
Gth. Credit Bilb Receivable
.9;~,700, the
4th, Credit l\ferchandise \Vitb 1,~?.-03 . 50,
frorn
Credited for
expenses,
8cl.
133 1

received, R.
and Credit In-

or

sent,

KEY
6------~~~

Debit Ito bert 'Trumble with tho
•<u>J)L'"''·"· ol' on his account, H.
~~d.
Bank for the mnouni.
Commission Credit vvith your per

r:.

Debit Bank with the money
with
the mnounl ;)f

and

Rcceivable

R. 4t!Io

Debit Trumble 'IVith the net n,mount that these
f(n·
and
to Lisbon Credit for the sarne amount, R. 14th;
Debit Trumble with the amount of his Draft which you
Bank Credit for the money
Gth.

and

·-·-·---11

the

tmder the lOth oi' this month,

Debit
to Lisbon vvith this
with the same amount, R. lOth.
Merchants' .lknk
Robert Trumb1e
terest etc,

and Ore eli t Profit and

Gth.
rmd

and

Credit
In-

Hol-

KEY.

for this

:md also Credit Cash ·with

he must he Debitefl
in. y--Ou~
for C1o exp1mses

loss
be

Credited '"·it:h

Grh,

and Pro.'

must be Credited with
with the same, R. lOth.

fit

Hl

rt.

and Credit

on account of
Credit for the
IL
and

v~ith

Each of

D. must be Debited with its
the srrme rrmount, R. 10th.

must
under the

to the
Credit Merehcu1(l
with '"""'"·''·~.
IL
and Credit Cash

see the four last

l

and

after the same D)J'Jl1
of this
R.
l\ferehnnts' Bank with

31
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R.

to R. 15th. Credit Bank
Cash Credit >vith

Debit Molasses No. l with
with

referenee lo

Debit Carr with
amount, R., 15th.

mrulzs on
are li<tble
ree:pective

No. I, Credit for the same

R. 9th, and g1ve

-~-------,~--

thf~

6

Debit Plour Co. A. with
IL l!)th. Credit Merehants' Bank with
$20,000, R. Gth, and ulso
with
Bills Heceivable must be
i()l· the amount of this Note you
R.
4th, and Hibbard must be Credited for the like amount; R.. 9th. ·
__________,_ _ _ '7

IL

and

Loan

Credit

when vou lent it. to t!1e
c.lose s;cid account, and open your
if you are much in the habit of
. w·ill can Loan Book~ .and let

monev nTlte
will a¥void the

borrows:
Bv this means you
which l have introdueed here to illustratO the 1;rineinle of
l\iE>lllO•ra!1tClum Book or
\Yhielt is
st~bstit-:Jted
fhct~ and the ~"·treumstnnces if necessurv.

¥

. .viH be an easy

11

K 6th. Credit
sums, H.. 15th.

Debit Bank with the whole amount of
Moiasses No. I. and Flour Co. A., each with

Debit Molasses No. i, with '""~'"'""'V
the same nmonn t, R. ll th.

and Credit Profit and Loss with
14 .

Debit Dank with .~10,500, money
with the same amount, R. 15th. ·

H.. 6th, and Credit

Fl·.)ur Go. A. mnst l;e Debited ·with
and Credit Profit

E.

R. 15th.

r 100

R. 15th.

Co. A.

Credit Commission
and

vvith your half net

Kli:Y.

have settled with Fiibbard iclr the bahmce
his account. Debit him
the whole amount you
TL Oth. Credit Bills Receivatlw amount of his..
settled
and
money

R.

Also Debit

with !1,000, the one half first cost, R, 15th. Credit
towards
;,vhieh sum he owes you on
Bank with
cost of the Sn~mr, R. 9th,
which pnys the biiJance, R. 6th.
- - - - 25 - · - - - - · - - - - - - -

Debit Wm.
same

with

.~12,000,

Co. R. with tht>

R. 15th, and Credit

R. must be Debited for its gain, and Profit and Loss Credited with
the sctme amount, IL 15th.

Loan
must be Debited with this amount of money
and Bank Credited with tbe same sum
R. 6th.

Bank J;x ihe !Tloney
R.
amonnt, which he pays you on account,

must be DecJited with its cost, R.
arnonnt of money withdrawn·, R. f:ith.

R,

and Credit 'Wm

9th.

and Merchants' Bank

Debited for this sum deposited, It 6th, and Loan
same
R. 17th. -

is Debited for the rent of Store, R. 8th, and l\{erchants' Bank
with the amount of money withdrawn, R. 6th.

KEY.
is debited for Clerk hire, R. 8th, and Law must be Credited for the
amount you owe him, R. Uth.
June.~--~~---

Foran
last entries

of these four last
the month of January.

see the

uuuuvu

for the four

These two entries arise from the
Hnv~
ing taken olr your Trial Balance f(H
last
arnine such aecoun ts us have a double closure.
Taking the
in Sto;-e at ,~H5,00G,
to the rule len·
of $2,Gmi.!l7.
.must be Debited with this
an'~l Loss Credited, R. Hhh. You next take SitnnJons'
and Steamer Sun, valued eaeb. at ;7;10,000, and by the same method
that you obtain the gain on Merdmnd[se
(according to the rule for
closmg Books,) you vv·ill obtain the
here stated; which
is disposed of
as in Merchandise account:

Valuing House No.
Canal street, at .'JI; l 0,000, you
closing Books, that
lost on said
"Profit and Loss
be Debited, and House

as per rule foi
•.vhich nrnount
street

By taking this Clinton Estate at its original valuation, and by the same rule,
as you ascertain the gain on
property accounts, there
pears to be a gain to Clinton
the amount of -\'111,145, for which he
must be Debited with $BOO, and
be Credited. House No. 110 Camp
l)lanters' Bank Stock must he Debited
:fi;iJ,f5, each to them belonging,
which makes the sum.

Clinton must be Debited with
ment of his property, R. 9th,
same amount, R. lOth.

Commission for attending to the manageProfit and Loss must be Credited with the

June i50th, 1837.
These accounts that you see here Journalised nre taken from the Grand
Balance Sheet. Profit ltnd Loss is first made Debit to those accounts that are
an expense, etc. The account of ".L C, Colt"
understand to be yom
expense aceoun t, and
be closed to Profit and
1:)r the same reasons tbat you close
Interest, etc. and Commission' are next
as
represent a
by their respeetive sur:1-;,
[ 138

l

Profit and Loss is then closed to Stock for
net
in businesss,
Balanee is then made Debtor to the next
accounts; and then
the
Credited
those that follovv.
'Stock is
with what you are
balance Credited
which makes an entire finish
your Books,
with the same .
N, B. Look to tlw RG!es
of.

the hear! nf which these aeeo unts f111l, anr! you will see that they shonlct b'>

Bn)ance She6t ciosel:,-.

[ 139
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ILLU~TRATION OF SIMPLg PRACTICAL FORMS, FOR KimPING BOOKS
BY DOUBLE ENTRY, IN TRADING HOUSES Or' THE NARROWEST OPER
•\TIONS, AND THOSE OF THE MOS'l' UNLIMIT.ED EXTENT.

In part first of this
most efl:leient and

all has been so arranged as to give the pupil the
of those aeconnts that make up the main
forms for
the original entries
whieh are now in use, and a full
of commer
cia]
that arise among every
each peculiar form
of entry of the leading houses of trade by itself, classified as much, perhaps, as
it is aclvisabie, that the pupil may obtain with ease a knowledge of the various
of entries usect in different honses, without troubling hhnsclf with an
unnecessary rememl.n·ance of such divisions, and subdivisions, as
be
in
in complete order every
of entry that may be conceived of or occur in business. In a word, Part Fir:;:t 1s arranged for giving
the pupil an
of the science.
then that you are
master of the main body of the work and qualified for
into active busi.
we will next proceed to
such business Formulas and Elxas will render the science acceptable to every
high and
who may be
in commercial
And the more so, we befron1 the
that ;:mthors, who have heretofore published works, seem to
have
overlooked tbis part of the
of Book-keeping, or have regarded it as the least
of their attention.
fi is mmeccssary to
master of the following
you '>lrill not
fr:,ree your business trau:snetions to
to anv
one of them, but rather
adopt, under vario11s
that form which best coincides with your
after
to your O\VB
of the application
of the principles of the science under the circumstances that may exist.
143 ·1

PRACTICAL FORMS,

to describe this set, vrhich is
"'"'"''"'o, let us understand
forms to suit diflerent branches
unnecessary

to the most limited

Before

of

" not more from its
confined
""'""'"'"'Hit from others. You will
that it contains in
an account of
merclmnclise sold tc different individuals on a eredit. Entries of this kiucl com.
[rom one lbmth to one half of the sales of
in what
de nomabout three quarters of the tra"lietail Store;;;" whielt ":iores
For all entries of this
them irt order to
the amounts to the
Each man's name is tlw proper title of his ac ..
count. and he has
you will
the
folio on the
; whieh
that you ha.ve carried to the individ·
ual account on the
, the total amount of
in the entry (cl
which the number of the
page is annexed.

then have each of the accounts debited with their

tll110Ullb.

Bnt
dit.

of

it is to confine it
no cliJference in

of the whole sales c<uried forward JlJr the time tahen.
your
(imn this
oftener for the amount of

order,
with

Dou-

hle

that

r !44

1

FHAC'i'!CA!,

Anwunt carried forward) ......................................... ····· ·· ···· ·

I
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PHACTICAL FOHMI:i.

Jimuary 5, 183 7.
4:ll il

26
()112

42

43

1'7

in fervor of John M.

2]

14

r

~~

J?RACTIC'AL

FORM~:>.

is an illustration of
account of all moneys

111ark.

You see
this book the
":Mdse. Sales" nuder each
date. This inelucles ::tll the moneys received for that
f.(H' the
of
,
wi·nch money
into the
at
is cou:nted out and
transferred to the
when this entry is made. This am.onnt goes to the Debit
column of
flS well ns Rll the other moneys received; hut like all other
to the
be carried to the credit
account.
the amounts that appear on the
to the Debit of their ''"''''''"'"'n
you will have but one
for all
sold t!J r cash
vUUU•0''' you may
ornit to post the
.Merchandise until the end of a week or
when you may make a
for the time tr1.ken, and
Merchandise Credit fiJr
tion of all
gate amount of said. eol1eeted sums.
Once a
once
1nonth, you must be careful to
to the cash
account of the
the whole amount of the money received ancl
fJUt
as will a.ppear from
the
Hoo'k;
the time
earef1ll,
not to include the olrl balance of the account;
that this
amonnt has
credit in thls
but the 1nonth
balance of yonr Ca.sh account, and dose it frorrt tirne to
of said received and
out
be
account
be careful not to include at any time
You sec that I have not balanced the Cash account in
ll1e end of 'he week. Yon may run ovet· the Cnsh Book
!o see if the
as appears from yonr Cash
or

r

!17

~~

_PltACJ'J'lCi\L I'OHiVlf).

with the amount of Cash on hand. Hut J would 110t reeom ..
uu''"'''"o''' to ma1w an aetual closure of tbis ucc·ouut d::1!y;
out ancl roeeiyed are not u1mwrous, llor the amounts
HOt nece~s:ny, as in an extm1sive
examination f()r the sake of
mistn kes of
situn.tion.

Tria I Bala nee of
tim total aruouut of Cnsh
as appears from the Cash

1837.

Colt ........................................... , ....... .
of \Vm. T. Smith on account ......... ..
Glezen and
.............. .
do ..... , ......... .
Dr. James lhcknal
David B. Carroll for .Mdse ................... ..
of Robert Full on on account .......... .

' " ' ' ' ' " 7'"'.-t

''
"

in favor of
on the above
at 7
of Cash on hand .. ,. .. · ...... ·

,,

f_,

8

ar1;:;e

may

that it may be
or 1m

a.clvisable to

as appears from. ihis hook.
on the
of 1nerchandise tCn·
the month.
lVIelnoranclnin

to this or
yon are
work. A. hint to him who has studied the
of the
!Jetter than labored
and unnecess:1ry illustrations,
a.CJ

PHACTlCAL FORMS.

Cinc·innati, Jct1Hun·y
5

5

25

Q,

183 7.

Dr. to James I3rown
For Goods, as per
Ill'. to Bills
For 1ny Note passed to Saml. F'.
for
Goods,
per
.............................. ..
5

JS
5'2

Buck Dr. to Horace Alden
As per am't of his
.. · ............... .
7

Dr. to Dills

16

accepted, .......................... ..

25

:c;G
42

Receivable Dr. to Shayes & Shepard
For their Note in full of acc't.,......................................

..

Cincinnati, Janurwy 2, 1837.
mn't to ................. ..

of Jarnes Brown, :Mdse. as per
my Note at 3 mo. to

Samue~

F. Bates f(Jr }\<1dse.

5

Horace Aidcn, as per Order, ........ · ............. · ..... ·
7
Draft on me at 10

Rec'd

for ......... ..

Note in full of acc't. .. · .......... · .. ·

r

t5o

J

Cincinnati, Janum·y

1837.

that the
exammmg the
Book contams
three colmuns for dollars
nerms entries.
for all entries that arise
( Drs. JilL ) The third for the
is an illustration to
which
I think in most
houses
and as you will dif'covcr frorn
hore
this
should Le omitted. The miscellaneous
pura
a hook after one of the
1n
set, nncl
it would be
if your business
n~ltnre a;; to cause nmny such entries as are here illustrated.
You will foot up the columns ior the
and
and
Debit or Creclit merchandise for the total amount of all
at the <'md of each week or month.
It is rmnecessary to say that each of these accounts ·will be
for its res..
to the
from this book
to answer well in stores where
are
sold. ·while the
of merchandise
as well
in that store where the merchant
sot will be found to answer best in
his
r•nrnnlfOfp this set, take the Cash Book of the
wbich if intro
\vonld be the same
it there lllnstrated.
the two lVfemo
rnndum Books ref'3lTed to D.t
end of said
and tllnt will render this
it
u.uCL\,JlG!.LL for any suitable business to which yon

[ 152]

PRACTICAL FORMS.

James Ewin,
1980 Jbs. N. 0.
ithram :-vlnrrv,
z bls. o'l gs. ·:yr.
200 lbs. Bntter. (ct) l

5" "

130

a

4100

Am't carried forward, ............ ·
v

r 153
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PRACTICAL FOHlV!S.

January 5, 1

PRACTICAL

FOlU\l~.

'The
nal in
The Journal is intended as here
!iJl' a book to collect the
amounts
of the diJTereut accounts that have been eflected
the time taken. The
of
to
to
the Journal
of the Cash Book.
The manner I ~mve conducted this .Journal, excludes
uf the business
and
appears but the
amounts.
but hate unnecessary labor.
I love
are in the habit of
aecountants in extensive
title upon the
of the business transactions under the
leave in most cases to ilifier from t 11em in the
had
oceasion to admire their
is
accmmtant a nroncwnc
as I would have all my
as much
business will
when put into
I avoid many
under certain circumstances
as the most

made to contain ali rnercautile
quer and
But if thus '"Ac~''·"""'
boumls of common
upon the whole
vrhieh would e:u1se many to shrink from
when
would be
seen to
to
about one establisbnH:mt
throw a doubt and distrust upon the
so
il[ustrated Rnd easy of
m
houses.
the
and.
of
In houses of very extensive
that several aecountan!s siwuld be
nnmerous books are used; hut in their nse and the num[ 1155 ]

PRACTICAL FOH.:VIS.

ocr of bands employed to execute the
without
aimed at beyond the convenience or inconvenience
of
before the chief of such an
in abbreviated
thereof.
balances and
amounts. And the books
entries contain too much of
finaucier OJ' din:ctor has to
in
that may
nflect movements, which to
sooner he
in snell '1onses the Jourmt!
for the benefit of the
to tlw
of them in extensive
and ·willuot admil,

books
I am
men of natural tact
I may co1Jelnde these remarks in abont a.~ a
Elocutionist finished his remarks to his
when he told him
books to
action to the
and the word to the action." I may say, suit
and the business to the books.
the
In houses where tlwre but one or two accountants
the hus1
ness JS
anc1
not of the most extensive kind, the
rnay be
found to ans\ver well; and in very many instances it may be much
when
You
in the Day Book
entries of "Merebandise
" reference
to a Sales Book (S.
There are many houses where
the business is ·well ca:cnlated to exclude
these entries from the Day
Book; ns it will be found that with less trouble you may post
fi.·orn the
Sales Hook.
illustrations, you will know when,
to add snd1 other books to this set as to make it
for your
business.
in mind that although it may
a set of books best cnkulated for your
you will find
fwm the facilities
yon may derive frmn first
a
iu Lhc numwr of
the record of your affairs.
In some lwnses where the Journal is
have an extra eo,unm on ihe
f(n·
of the book from
Ls taken;
~;o as to save
in cnse you wish to inform
of
first to the .Journal.

156 ]

PRAC'!'W\L FORMS.

:JVIdse. S. B ...................................... .
3 mo. in fuJI of acc't ..... · ... · ....... · ·

my Note at 30 days for

1

1

mo. fot" Mdse.
Am't e<nried

!"

157 "]

'PRACTICAL FORM.S.

execute the
witlwut
to
the convenience or inconvenience
in abbreviated
before the chief of such an
thereof.
ao-'''O'T"'" amonnts. And the books
[(n· the time which the principal
en tries contain too
financier or director has to
in
at all times the
that rnay
affect movements, wl1ieh to
soonur be
than exeeuted.
in such houses
beco.mcs a book for transcribing and
Jor the benefit of the
to tlw
and not from any other "'J'"'·"'""'
of thern in extensi\·c
'J'he nnm.her of books
and the
and wi1lnol
houses,
in small
clear
nsed to
And as I am
men of natural tact
as the
I may conclude these remarks in al;ont ns a
a
Elocutionist iinished his rernarks to his
·when he told lrirn lo "snit the
action to the
and the word to ihe action." I may say, snit the books to
and the business to fhe books.
the
In houses ·where there but one or two aeeountants
anc1 lllll bw'1
ness is
not of the most extensive
the
may be
found to Dns,ver well; and in very many instances it may be much simplified
You see in the Day Book frequent entries of "JVIerclmndise
'' referenee
to a Sales Book (S. B.) There are many houses ·where
the business is well calculated to exclude entirely these entries from the
Book; as it ·will be found that with less trou1Jlo you may
ii·orn the
Sales Book.
By
tbe
illustrations; you will know
and how, to add such other books to this set as to rnake it
bnsiuess.
in mind that although it may
•·nc'""" 17 a set of books best c.akulated for your
yon will find
frorn the fc1cilities
yon rnay derive ii·om first
in the nu:tmwr nf
keeping the reeord of yonr afii:tirs.
have an extra co,mnn on the
In some h01.1ses where the Journal is
fi1r
the page of the book from which the
in ease you wish to inform
the
first to the .T ournal.
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PHACTlCAL FOltl\10.

Louis, Janum·y
l

5 5 1837.

brought forward,-· ... · .... · ............... · ................................... .

per Steamm· Sun, from Hank t)· Banett, :Mdse. I. B. .
Burg:ess & Crane's Bill on me at clays sight, J~cvor
J. & N. Florer .... · ........ · .............. · ....... · .......... .

Fales, Mdse. S. B ............................................... .
Wm. Bayott, Mdse. S. B ................................................ .
6

of Chark;s JVL Doolittle, JVIdse. I. B ........ · .... ·· .. ·· ............. · ·
l

John Taylor, Mdse. S. B ... · ..... · ........................................... .

l

John Burk, JV[dse. S. B ....... · ..... · ....

.. ....................... ..

vf Bates & Wales, Mdse. I. H. ........................... .
Mdse. I. B. for David S. Holuek's Note of Oct.

lVIdse. S. B ..... · .... · .. · ........ · ........

7

Samuel Colt ior balance due on his
sold suicl
10 days on acc't, to James A. James, at one per
l

l
l

(Ci)

1

158

one mo.· ..

i--,

''

8t.

CASH
Jan:um·y, 1837.

of Old Account ............................. '" .................. ··
of
Alden on account····· ·· · · · ··· · · .............. .
do.
. ........................... .

I.LI··'·"'"'~·'"

of Old Account .. ··· .. · .... ·· ... ···· .. ·· .. · .... ·· ...... ··· .... ·· .... ·
of Nath'l
in full of his Note ....... ···· ............. ..
3 1110. Interest ......................................................... .
of .John L. Talbott in full of account ... · ................. .
lVIdsc. Sales .. ·· .................. · .... · ............................. ..

of Old Account .................. '.................... . ......... .
of Matthew A. H. Niles on account ··. · .... ·· · ·......... ·
John Easterbrook......... . .................................. .
Oliver L.
in full of account · · .. · ... · ......... ·
Sales... ......................... ................. .. .............. .

.<h\.1\Hlvv

l-'-''"'"'·'v" of Old Account· .. ·

Sales ........ :......... .

of Old Account .. · .... · .... · .... ·· .... · ..... ···· ..... · · ........ ..
of John P. Van
on his Note of Dec. 1836 ..... .
Sales ................................................... .
of Samuel 1N.
account ....... ..

J.mlttll'"'"

r 160 J
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Jan.
of account· ......... · · ·· .... · ..... · ·
Cincinnati .... ·· .. · .. ····· .. ·· .. · .. ··
from Louisville
for
on M~dse. pm·
fi~om Louisville· .... · ...... ··· ..... ·· ... · .. .
of Cash on
.............................. ..

do.
do.
.L'"'·""''··~·.>

"

"

"
"

"

Cyrus Davenport in fnll of account· .... · .. · .. · ............... ..
my
of'William Colles' Draft· .................... .
my Noie of
to Thomas J. Mathews ..... ·
Interest .... ·· .......................... ·· ..... ·· ..... ·· ...... · ............ ..
.To11n C. Colt ............................................................ .
Arnos i\J. Bolton on account ..................................... ·
for
· ................................... ..
of Cash on hand ......... ·.... · · .. · ................. · ............ · ·

A brarn G·.

vu.tcutv.:o

"

Andrew Hervie f()r Mdse ........................................ .
my
of Richard J\'forecraffs Draft·

"

"

E9CpCl1SC " ............ ''" ' ................................... ..

"
"

"
"

Augustus vVattles in full of account · · .. · .... ·· .. ·· ... ·
Balance of Cash on hand ........... ·· .. · .... · ..... · ................ ·

Jan.
"

on account of Samuel Leslie · · .. · · ... · ·

on
from New Orleans ... "' .................... .
Garah Markland from Natches · ... · ...... · · ..... · · ..
•Tohn \V.
in full of ac<:ount ......................... ..
Intere:3t allowed on the above .................................... .
of Cash on hand · .... .. ... .. ..... .... .... ... .. ................ ..

[ lG!l

J

PRACTICAL FORMS.

Mcrcbandisc.

Ja1ncs Clark ............ " ..................................... .
Bi!ls
.......................
.. ........... .
Interest........................................... . ............ ..
Di11smore & Neville ........ · .. · · .. · ·· ........ · .............. .
James 13. Colt ....................................... .
G
D. Selden ................................................ .
John
Jr.............
.. ............................. .
~'idan1s & Shaw·· .. ········· ...... · .. · ... ····· .......... ·· ..... ··
Bills Receivable .............. ,. ............................... ..
Ghest ...................................
. ...... ., .... .
Fales· .... · ............................................ ·

Thornas Barrett .............................................. ..
Selves .................................................... .
Interest · · ......................................................... · ·

, .. uculul''"'

Dr. to Sundries.
and Crane .................................... .

& Co ....................................... ..
Bm:rett .. · ........... · · .. ,, ·
Ghnrlcs JYL Doolittle· ............ ··· ..
Bates \Vales
...................... ..
Hills H.eeeivable
Intr:re;;t .. · · .... · ... · ... · · ... · .... · · ............... · · .... ·
Hills
Receivable Dr. to Sundries.
J:-:unes

-vv.

......... "'., ..,,

Edward Atwater......
_.::~\..

· ............. ..

JT~tlsll·················· .... , ..... ~~~~ 7 ·,.~~···~~······

caniecl. forward ....

PRAC'1'll..iAL

fo r\v ,u·d ................ " .. . ................... .
. tu Bills
.:\.twater ............................................... .

L:twrence & Co.
.. ..................... ..
and Crane .................................... .
Co.
A. Jarnes Dr. to Sundries.
Samuel Colt·
Premiunt. · .......

Dr. to Sundries.
A1den .......................................... .

5th,
Gth,
7th,

do.
do.
do.
do.

Bills R.eceivable .. · .. · · .... · .. · ............ · · · · ·
do.
do.
Interest · · · · · · · · .... · · · · · · .. · · · · .. · · · .. · · .. · · .. · .. · · .. · .. · · · ·
John L. Talbot in full ............................... ..
Matthew A. H. Niles ·· ·· ·
" John Easterbrook........... . ...................... ·
............... · .... ·
" Oliver L. Leonard in full ·
Samuel W. vVheeler..
.. ................. .
AJbert. Picket in full .... · .. · ..... · ·· · · ...... · ·· ...... ..
Da.vid Dolph ........................................... .

"

Dr. to Cash.
Zcl, Thomas Moylin ...............
" Charles B. McKee in full ·

.. .............. .

carried forward· .... · ............. · .. · ... · .. ·· .. ··········

153

1

.

forward-. ....................................... .
Sundries Dr. to Cash.
Merchandise .. · · ....
· .. · .. · · · · · .. · ..
"
do.
. ................................... ·
do.
do.
do,
Frederick Prescott

"
3d,

in fun ......................... .

do.
Interest................ . .....
do. .. ............... ., ...................... ·
H

...... ., ...........

co

au.•.'"'

John C. CoJt .......................................... · ... ·
.Amos 1\I. Bolton .... · .. · · · .. · ··
·Hh;
in
................ ..
San1nel Leslie .. · .. · · .. · ... · .. ·· ..... ·· · ·· .. ..
"

"

Garah Markland······························
.Tohn \1\T. Hopkins, in

7th, J'ohn Ranldin .... · .... · ......... · .................. ··· ·· · ·
" Abiel Foster ... " ................ ,. ... .

"

A.

in

....... ,. ... " .. ·

"
[ 164]

'I'IONS

The illustrations
sets, of tha uHcul.''"'·
order to iorm
suilicient for most mercantile houses to be '"".,"''''nt'n
as will bel found to combine
or method of
their
and couvenience in their conunercial
Hut that the vol
ume may not want
and the learner
a few other
intended in most cases l'ather to an:mse than
valuable infonnati.on; as most such schemes appear much
than
are found to be useful or convenient in •··"~"''""'>o

PLAN OF UNITING THEM IN ONE
wi!.l

The

busi~

in this manner, wiwre the business seems well n.u.r"+'"'"'
of the month of June from
1st. of this work
as an illustrationo
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PRACTICAL FORMS.

1, l8f37.

my half

.... · · · .. ·$383.7 5
... do ....................... 383.75

PRAC'l'ICAI,

1837.

···Check paid balance clue on his
account .. · ·· · · ..... ·· · .. · · ··· ·

.. check in
1

establi.shments which unite, in connexion with
sometimes adopt the
1 of
from
filled up with small sums, which otherwise exhibits
hundreds and thousands of dollars.
Debited
Take
is called a "
Sheet;" write upon it the :fi.rst
with .Merchandise
you will
and put
from yom: books of original
store,
their
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PHACTICAL FORMS.

the amount annexed under it; so on to each individual
·vvhen
name occurs that you have
011 your
the amount that may be
annexed it under the amount before taken. After
up the surn.s
you
will then
from this sheet. In the same manner take the Debits of ]\iei··
then let the miscellaneous entries follow. On the Journal
the ntml~
ber of entries that it took to make the
amount which is annexed to each
accounL

a J ournalJ will show your
l'he
or monthly
or for any
of time you choose to extend it.
Let your Journal be mled on the inner and outer side of each page with double
columns for do liars and cems.
left hand of which is
to be used Debi:t
and the
hand as Credit. The outer column on each side is
to be used to
the
amount of
expense and loss ;
if you were
to tRke up yoLlr note of
with the interest on said note, say
eash; Cash (clr the whol.e amolmt,
would be
of on the inner
column of the
hand side of the page; and Bills Payable for
the
inner column of the left hand
and Interest, on the outer eolmnn
hand side. If an individual was to take up his note, these entries wou~d become
reversed ; and the Interest
a
instead of an expense, would full on
the outer colnmn of the
This
be fonnd to answer best
merchandise
sometirnes be uLtw.ot.ut,
but on tho contra~
main

which may be
caleuJ.ated on each amount; of
It w-ill also be found to answer well in
in a business of reguWlwn yon desire to
what amount you may lmve made in
u.dd up the tw-o onter columns of the Deb1t and Credit
and
the amount
that the Credit side
that of the
so much you have
; and

the diflcrence between their
with the difference of

will

the outer

columns~

usuaL

entries

J

PH.ACTICA L FORMS.

PRACTICAL FORVIS.

a ounml will be i\-:mnd to save numerous
nd_ Cash.
yonr .lonrrwl ho rnlccl with three
for Dollam aud
l!mcr awl outer
of each Jlagc.
hand columns
to the

be

used for

the left lu1nd columns for Debits. Oue of
to Merchandise and one on eaob
to C.<.sl1 ; n.nd
.AU the d1:L>its of
chamliso must he put into the c_obit column
of J\1,:rchnwlist: likewise to the credit column.
of c:ash. 'flw
surns,

carrieclmto t:IC eolutnn ior the debit ruJcl crecllt
\vill add up

or Sundries.

}d

the close of every

lJHilllWl'

other ac-

of the
one or

PRACTlUAL FO.RMS.

l
:JJoloo
I

PRACTiCAL FOHl\IS.

The plan of appropriating colurnns upon the Journal for the
aceounts
which your business calls into the most common use, may be enrried to any
extent yon
add to the
itt nos. 3
4, eolmnn;, for
Bills
etc. etc.
may be so cliversified as to have a very
appearance in an
'LS to
a fixvorable
to the easual observer.

There

for
from that iaid down in
Old fhBhioned accountants even now m11kc use of the words
an account: to another account or sundries, and
Others omit
the account whieh forms the hal~
anee ior each sum
bnt tlle dates and
c:ean Hllll beautiful clppmtrunce, and
amounts. 'J'hi.s
may answer \'veil with extensive dealers nnd commission JnerehnH!s. Some omit
the~e balances in their
accounts, and retain tbem in their PeTsoual
but a
accounts, etc.-Others
upon it. I have found this latter
answeT well at a
to conllne those accounts of the hands ·who were
this
we
had on hand a bill in detail of all al'tieles
had
You will find it to answer well under similar cireurnst:mees
Once month the total amounts of this Petit
to the " Great Hoole"
the
; and will now~ lecwf'
your mind iiJr its cnvn
uf this work.
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FORMS

DUE-BILLS.

$300

Due
in Colton

store,
value

ll1

$20

$500
to Messrs.
4, }
Non;.-Interesl

adams & Brush

not admissible on a Due-bill

rmnrs oF

NI•1W

with

FORMS

FORMS OF
00

On

with
value received.

I ,000

I
to
value received.

pay

00
months from
H.cic:hrcsler, One Ilunrlrecl

valne

H.lCH.~lOND,

pny to the order of Sam'l I
1.be

10

HCC0111l1..

Conn.

N
to :VJessr.'. Lr.\vi~ and
at
S.
and
tho same to tho account of Nicho-

JAMES l'vi ARVIN E
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FORMS OF

PRELTJYITNARY RElVf ARKS.

to
ments in which he
And
w our

\ve
to
bcr of illust.r~ttions 1han we shonld be otherwise
not oblain ibe illformalion de.;ired

school books upon this branch.
to see tb e vast:
when our

State the per cent. interest as the ckcimal of one
it. The
will be the answer.
126
'What is the interest of
26 for one
';
year, at 7
cent.
$8.75
164 40
What
the interest of $164 40 for
year,
.06
at 6 per cent ?

and

the

J

l

cents and four

Nine

Nm·E.-·In rnnliiplying for interest, dollars prod neB dollars and

interest.
as short a
cent. of interest.
\Vhat is the interest of 82i5H from July
per cent.

to January

at 7

25(:)

y

Mo.

D.

1839

0

10

183'7

6

25

5

15

Time

; and cents prod nee mills.

1

X

.0'1

t
i

17.92

"
"

t

~

Interest for

24,88

"
"

4
1

10
5

$26.13,31 Ans.
thirteen cents and three mills.
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year.
months.
month.

COMMERCIAL CALCULATIONS.

Non:.--If
pared Interest
that you will be
There
several excell<;nt ones ir1 usc.
II. To find the rate
RuLE.~Outain the
and dimcle the interest
t·ate
ceut.
vvhat rate per cent. umst
L
250
01

f)

will find
from

be put on interest to
m years
1
per cent. Ans.

Time

l2.50

A. is worth
must he
his

are $1
a year. At what per cenL
an income that shall meet his expenses and no

j

200.00
1 'fhue

zoo.oo
III. To find the tirne when the
RuLE.- Obtoin the interest
mterest
the interest o!Jta·ined ; the
be the
How
must $375 be on interest at 8 per cent. to amount
4;W

8

375

30.00 Int. for one

interesL

interest?
1.00
7
87.50
7;00

00

Time
14·.00
i!.60

17'.50 Int.

or $1

l7if

r

J

COMM:F~RCIAL

TIONS.

ascertain 'what

and

011

solcL
subtraction.

see what the

is to the

01'

pe1·

cent~

I

9 cts.

per lb.

per
2

100

100
200

per

cenL

do I

sell it at

buy cotton cloth at 10 cts.
per cent.'?
" 10
10
9
for.

cts. per

!00

100

Lost per
10 per cent.

Am>,

at what price merchandise must be
to

1.00,

to

lose

into the cost

make

and wish

per cent., what

3~ 75
1~28
1

30.00

per cent.

lose
R.uLEc-~Subtmct

to lose 4 per
96 Per cent. to be lost

11.52
4·8
12.00

Ans. 12 cts.
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COMMERCIAL CALCULATIONS.
BANK

OR INTE:HEST.

obtaiilcd from banks on endorsed

dravvn at !30, 60 or
include the interest on the ote for three
These three
are understood as
g·race.
at: the time of making the advance on
rwte.
discount is the same as in
interest
or interest on a Note for
at 6 per cent. for

500
El

6
30.00 Int. for one year.

6) 30.00 Int. for one year.

2.50 Int. for 30
25 " 13
grace.

75 Dis. on
500
G

5.00 Int. for
25 '' 3

for 33
rec'cl on a
Do.
do.
Do.
do.

no
grace.

Dis. on
for GB
for 3:J dys. 500~:2.
.2[1
for 60 dys. 500~5.25=1·94·.75
for 90 dys. 500~7.75='L92.25

Int. for one yem:.

7.50 Int. for 90
25 " 3
grace.
Discount on
"

3

"

"

3
3

"
"

"
"
"

"

of the interest on said note.

grace on a note of 30
"
"
60

3

"

90

"
"

"

5

lUO.,

£3

mo.,

"
"
"
and so on.

OR COMMISSION.
u.nd
his

600.00
100.00
Ans.
2. A. sells for B. 50 shares
and
!!hare; what is A's
at ~ per cent.?
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at 15 pez

COMJVIEHCIAL CALCULATIONS,

50

1\ns~

28/75

INSURANCE AND POLICIES.
limwance is a
such

!o~es

a certain per cent. to be indemnified

as are

is the name of the instrument
which the contract or
ts
efl"ected between the
The rule for
the premium is the ~arne as in interest aud discount
L vVhat is the premium for

per cent.

at

151.20
37.80

Ans.
taken out

z.

To wbat amount must a
nremium is 8 per cent. ?

92)4·,600.00(5.000
460

to cover :114,600, when the

Ans.

000
8 per cent is already taken out, it is evident that the sum covered must be

If a

be taken out for

at 10 per cent. ; what

the amount

covered?
2d

8,000
10

1st

90

800.00

NOT!.J,·~It

100)7,·200.00

is evident if 10 per cent be taken from any sum that 90 per cent. will be left.

EQUATION OF DIVIDENDS.
or loss b11

trade.

one's

share
and

each '"'''""'''''

The quotients will be the gain or loss 1"P'"""'''""a
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capital

COMMERCIAL, CALCULATION'S.
to
investment
sells for

of Flour for
on each one's

1.
share the

500

Totn1loss.
's investment.

500 Total loss.
600 'Total loss.
800 B's investment.

80

500

'I'ota] losa.
C's m vestment

C's loss

190

B's loss.
500
Total loss.
D's investment.

f'100 A's.

l RO P'R

Proof~

;)
'···
1 0

u

to New Orleans.
The return sales show a

Of this sum
gain of

2800 Total
3000
investment

L200 O's investment.

560
investment.

TION OF PAj7 MENTS.
rwy1ncnts,
ExAlllPLE

to show at what time several sums

I.

its time, and d£vicle the sum

vJz'll be the

or
day.

A owes B
mont1Js ; and $180
accommodation. to
IJQ.Y " ' " " '

?

'

tho par-

which is due as follows--;~100 in one month; $160 in three
five months and $70 in six months.
1vishes for B's
him his
note. At vvhat time is the note to be made

[

wax 1= 100
X

22

3

180 5=900
70x

100
Fraction.

10

to more than ono-hal£ the Divisor, you should include it

"

20
6

IV!: arch

at different dates and on different
wishes Lo make one
of the whole
become clue ?
from book account.
Amount.
Time of
Due.
3 months.
10.
2 do,
20.
100
do.
June
6.
·WO
500
6 do.
5.
The statement

Due.

,,...

March

A

10

June

The
the 15th

6

,J.QO
500

<1•200

21

31200
()9000

X
X

made in

from
you are tiler(: by

}jablo to

~

error~

to

per agreement.

~;tate

the tinle

n~

COMJYJE1:\CLAL CALCULATIONS.
of
on

is tbe
first

day

for the whole
of agrceiBent,

on;;;

COl\IPOUND EUUA'I'ION.

HuLB.~-·lsl.

between t!w dates
Then d£vide
thus
bettm:en !he debt! and cn:d'lt
c:f the account, and the

udo I he smallesi

time
BACK

calculation.
earliest date is
the EAHLIEST date j

am.mmt:, the time is counted

to the

'/j' the

I~AIWGST

LATEST

date be

the last date;

FORWAllD

balance. of the account becomes due.

Ik
1st.

0. P.

~>:300

bGOO Dne

of cquatt:d JKtyment hero stated you l1nr11 as exeroplJfied in the

From July 1st to
Amt. of Cr. 600
"
500
100

Balance

1st.

m·nceer!<no·

forrnulan: ir

Smallest amount.
500

100

the balance

155
of account
The
same
sum to Lhc cadiesl date

the

Dr.
Due J

500 Due

1st 8fi00
From July 1st to
Amt. of Dr. 600
"
Cr. 500
100

Smallest amount
500
500

Balance

100
1.00)155.00

r

1

1st is 31

1

L
tht$
iect high m

one

feet

squR:~e

'iTJultiply the leng·rh by the breadth.

-.;;van of

contained in the

aml that
D.nd
length in

feet
; you

that

~hall

IV.

the

should be

185

about

the

of

from

C0.1VIMEJWIAL CALCULATIONS.

V.

CO[VLlVIEHCIAL CALCULATIONS .

•

'Per eenl.
5 to 12
r; to :JO
10 to 12
6 lo 10
3

1.0 to 12
12

3 to 5
3 to lt)

'I'RET OR DRAFT.
This is an allowance on the gros~
P!llowance is rnade for T'a:r"e,
lbs.
On 1 cwt
1
From 1 to 2
2
3
to a

for waste, and is deducted before an
Ibs

4

From 3 to l 0 cwt.
" 10 to 18 "
Over 18

'7
9

lVIEASURES.
The measures, long, dry, and !£quid, nsecl in the United States and Texas, are
the same or
the same of those used in Great Britain and her Provinces; and
nations.
differ from ail

TABLE OF COINS.
their relative valne in the United States, according to the laws of
and June, 1834.
UNITED S'I'A'I'ES.

D.

D.

Ml

10.
3!, 1834,

10.

15. 53, 5
L 81, 2
z. ~2G, 7
4, 02, 1

5

7

9
G

BAVAIUA.

BRAZIL

M.

COLUMBA.
Doubloons,

IDucat,
Dueat·

AUSTRIAN DOM.TNIONS

BERNE.

c.

;2. 26) '1
DENMARK

FOREIGN GOLD.

or I\'Iaxhnilian:

CLOGNE.

5 DucaL

Christian)

EAS'l' INDIES,

I

7. 09, 6
7. ll
l. 'l9J 8

I Rupee,

Rupee,

4. 955 7 Pogoda) sinr,
:3. ;n, B
z. 27, 5

5. 07,
4. 8'1, 6
L 69, fi

6
?.

5.

'70, 6 Don hie Louis coined

80. 1 Louis,
.
"
!7. 06 < Double Loms, comcd smce
' : 11 ,ouisj
n
u
G.
~ IDoHhle Napoleon, or •iO francs,
,) Napt)ll•on, ur

4.

;l,

r

!Dnco.t,

1

20

9.
>L
5.

7
6

4.
7.
3.

z

ct

PH/\ NKFORT ON THE MAINE.

2. 27,

:1

6
l

COl\iiVlERUIAL CALCULATIONS.
GENEVA.
old,
nc\v)

GEI\OA.
Sequin;
Ducat, dnubit.l in

i
1

;)tEXICO.

1\IH.-AN.

PORTUGAL.

2.

189

0

E

I

UBL

DELIVERED BEFORE A

an.

the

man
but with that
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; but in that
etlueation tends to inerease
of our

there must

PUBLIC .A.DDHESSES
.le some record or
best form of
the
rmmner

or your

to
and
is like a mirror which
full
for upon it are delineated his whole business
which the laws even pay
a
uot
ocular eYirlence
to
statement.
the laws of nature to accnrnulate r.iches;
nu~ hnvs
of
accumulated
cup
'
smiles of those who me
to thank
his
renders himself most
consumes the wants and luxuries of
life.
rent called upon, both
the laws of God and rnan, to
that
whieh tends to

accumulation of wealth
f:Clir means becomes in
of that
which

so much for the advancement of the
of it eannot ae<·

n1ark the orttline of

\Yhich nrc in the

of a

1nercinl

v~:odd

oue of the
in 1notiorL

1nust ever have
:rnan, or the statute-lH!Ok upon the

coward
mtr
It unloads the n;ind frotn
and minor
and lean·s it to

fool

PUBLIC ADDRESSES.
ofien a eheck~mate
record to

wise would be hazardous ;
upon

the help of

memo~

The
continued suceession
that whieh was onee
of
That man who lH1S rt'Yeiled in the
and
will tell you it is a science which concerns
And ihe
when made
and its
wonilers that it has not
book of common~school instruetion.

There is
in it but one fundamental law oe

it

this :
and uice versa,
rule of all entries made upon the
which there \vould be but little confidence
in the diYicled
amounts which fill up the diilerent accounts.
of every transaction
to this rule;
upon yom
and if violated in the minutest amount, some account of the
lS JnCOtn•
or incorrect in the result of its representation. The
machine seen
to have lost
equilibrium ; you are warned of a
and called upon to
correct the error.

In
anse

the best
two or three
\A/hile on the other hand, the pupil
make it in the

so fastens it upon his
it as his own, and uses it at
given, cannot
and has at last to be shmvn and
much In lJor to the
as

of
the course is
av'''-'"'w'"" to do as well as the teacher.
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; conse-

1 have been

fre-~

PUBLIC ADDRESSES.
quently asked why I did not instruct Book~keeping by public Lectures ; this
would be very popular, &c. To give general notions of the science by publicLectures, would certainly be a very easy task, and perhaps more pleasing and
amusing to the thoughtless hearer. But then to the learner, ·what would it
amount to 1 In my opinion, but little more than words. He would perhaps be
edified for the moment, but after a week had passed, without a more thorough
attention, he would nnd that he knew not even enough of the science to con~
verse upon it as an accomplishment, much less capable of putting it in practice;
and discover, when too late, that his time had been wasted, and money thrown
away.
This plan of learning Book-keeping, this way of doing the real work, provesa substantial benefit. The clerk and mechanic may learn as well how to put in
practiee this science, by a repetition of writing out business operations, which
are supposed to have taken plaee, as if they had actually occurred. Yea, in
learning Book-keeping, as in learning Arithmetic, the lecture-room is the proper
place. If one was to say that the school-room was not a place to leam practical mathematics, he would he laughed at and ridiculed. There is as much
reason for chiding one for saying that a like place of instruction is not a proper
plaee for learning Book-keeping. Then to learn Book-keeping so as to have it
of real praetical service, you must labor; yes, make all those common and eli-vei'sified entries which are hourly occurring in every city of the Union; divide
and combine amounts of the Day-book entries under Leger titles upon the
Journal ; open the Leger according to the rules of the science; post methodi- .
cally ; prove your works by your Trial Balances ; and close your books accord- •
ing to the rules of practised accountants. But this is work; ah ! Gentlemen,·
the real work itself, and consequently of real and lasting benefit. This is the
only way to acquire a thorough and complete knowledge of the science of
Book-keeping.
The most laborious part to the young pupil, is copying the Day-Book But
I woulrl not discourage those from learning, that have not had much practice in
copying. To copy fast, and write well, requires but little practice, but mod~
erate attention; yet I would certainly have you understand that much depends
upon your own exertion, as well in learning Book~keeping as any other science.
I am thus particular, because many at the present impulsive age of unbounded
improvements, seem solicitous of plans which require no exertion, and schemes
that require no thought to comprehend. The course I have laid dmvn for the
pupil, ·which
a full and complete knowledge of the science through
all its variet-y and extent, both in theory and practice, is not so difficult as perhaps you may now be led to infer. But certainly you >vill perceive that much
depends upon previous education. The Day-Book copying amounts to about
one-fourth of the labor. I have had pul)ils do this part of the work in three
days' time ; others would be a week, some a fortnight. Scholars of the best
[ 194 J
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English and classical education, and men who could, when they commenced,
scarcely write their names; yet all that had the same determination, met with
equal success.
Gentlemen, I am not rounding periods of declamation, but speaking of a
science, which, in its nature and great beauty, yields itself alike important,
when adopted, to the farmer, mechanic, and houses of limited operations, on~
ward to those of thousands and tens of thousands of dollar movements, of the
cunning· merchant, or artful Jew.
Many persons say that there is no use in learning Book-keeping, because
there are not two merchants in the country >vho keep their books alike. This
is the old story-- false, foul, and cheating- originating with those who have
come into commercial pursuits edgewise ; who never acquired a knowledge of
business from the common routine of the counting-house ; a set of traders raised
above themselves by the mere accident of living in a country that, from its
newness alone, gives whole bounties for half industry. And it is the false impression thus produced that cause great numbers of young men to become disheartened in their apprenticeships, and lead them to wander about, styling
themselves clerks, often in the most pitiful circumstances, and still more pitiful
acquirement'> of commercial knowledge.
Do not, howeYer, for a moment suppose me to be inclined to condemn or
excuse a man in his pursuits, because he has not been regularly trained to that
knowledge which tends to elevate him above, rather than leave him below, the
common leveL There are many bright examples among this class of men,
whose close observatim) and industry have made up in a few years their deficiencies when starting in business, and elevated them to a station above the sluggishness of fairer opportunities and greater prospects. And these are perhaps
the very first who take pride in seeing a young man, when he leaves their
establishment,. master of the modes of trade, of commercial science, and fearless
of competition.
Books kept by Double Entry are essentially the same throughout the country;
and that man who once learns Book-keeping thoroughly as a science, never
will meet with any new principles, nor new forms of entry, when changing
from one establishment to another ; for in learning the science properly, you
learn all those forms used in different houses of trade. And there will always
be, from the nature of business tran~actions, and the different channels and extent of trade of various commercial houses, different forms of entries used; and,
most assuredly, this must be to you one of the strong·est reasons why a merchant
llhould thoroughly learn the science. Further : scarcely a week passes, when,
from the union of comniercial operations, he is not called upon to examine some
record, or finds himself !·eeordetl in a dltferent operating house from his own, in
~- trf:msaction whid., to under.<;taml by reading himselt~ would be much .more
195 J
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satisfactory than the explanations of the recorder. Besides, in this age of com~
mon acquirements, ·who must not feel upon his cheek, when put to the
the
tinge of regret, perhaps shame, to be found lacking in that knowledge whicl1,
from the very nature of our pursuits, every one should possess?
The taste and fancy of different accountants not unfreguently alter the ap~
pearances of books, when kept upon the same principles in various commercial
houses. But in none of these are the rules of the science violated. Indeed, I
should pity any man >vho was so much a slave as to adopt particular forms,
without consulting his own peculiar trade, because he had seen those forms in
print, or because somebody lmd told him they were the best. You rob the science of h~lf its beauty, when you limit it to such restrictions, and blunt the
accountant's judgment, by binding him to the opinion of others.
The difference that appears on the examination of books in various establish~
ments, and out of which those who desire to keep young men ignorant of the
science contrive to raise their bugbear stories, extend about as far as I will now
show, and no farther.
In some houses it is a custom to detail all business transactions directly upon
the Day-Book. Others keep Blotters, and afterward take a fair copy upon the
Day-Book and Journal. Some keep the Day-Book and Journal both as copybooks and books of original entry. Some keep a Sales-Book and a Day-Book,
which form the books of original entry. We may add to these many memorandum books kept in every establishment for different purposes, and carried to
nrious extent, which are frequently books of original entry, and take their
name from the judgment or caprice of the director. Thus various are the books
of original entry now in common use, and all of which are so exceedingly sim- ·
ple that a boy ten years of age may be easily learned their practical use and
importance.
The manner of keeping your Journal is also various, without inroads being
made upon principles. In one house you find the Journal a full and complete
copy of the Day-Book entries detailed under Leger titles. Others will abbreviate the explanations down to about one half, under Leger titles. Others give
the Leger titles with the sum total, without any of the detailed explanations•
Still again, we find accountants using a collecting sheet between the Day~Book
and Journal, so as to carry the operations of a week or month in aggregate,
amounts to the Lege!!. And most collect more or less, ·when Journalizing, as
su·its the business they are engaged in.
Jr!F,he whole variety of these forms is adapted to suit the business view of the
accountant in the various circumstances under which he is placed. And among
all the varieties l have named, or you may discover, there are in each set the
same rules of operation constantly governing the proceedings, which enable all
versed in the science to understand and adopt at pleasure. Were it not so, ac~
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countants would not be able to change their situations, and move on with that
success in di!ferent houses which we see almost daily occurring.
The Leger, the "Great Book" on which a man's affairs are brought to a single
comprehensive vie\v, is distinct, concise, and mathematical; and, with scarcely
a difference in form, is one and the same thing throughout the commercial
;vorl d.
The science of Book-keeping is made up of accounts. These accounts repre:ent business operations, each under its respective title, and may be divided into
•.wo classes. One class denoting a peculiar kind of property, gain, expense,
'oss, or claim ; belonging to
or others, and kept under its title for a
specific purpose. These, for the sake of classing, may be termed Representaaccounts of the individuals with whom
tive accounts. Others are the
you transact business, and show the balance of ,unsettled trade, etc., under the
respective names of those concerned; and are properly called Personal accounts. The two classes, Personal and Representative, embrace the only kind
of accounts which form the science.
Bennett, in his system of Book-keeping, will tell you that an account is
either Personal or Fictitious. Gentlemen, I have never been able to find on
any set of books a fictitious account. True, I might conceive of
imaginary, false, counterfeit, not real, not t?·ue, allegorical; but a merchant's
books are directly to the reverse of all this. To be more c!ear, by way of il~
lustration : Agreeably to Bennett's language, his Profit and Loss account is a
fictitious account. But Profit and Loss account represents all losses; consequently, if one of you,
should be so unfortunate as to be robbed
here to-night of a thousand dollars, you would go home and debit Profit and
Loss with the loss. But no, this would be a sad mistake, for should you put
your loss here,
to Bennett's terms, logically carried out in the com~
manly-understood
of the English language, the fact of your
robbed would appear not to be true, but only imaginary.
I beg, however,
to be excused from criticisms, as I have not come
here for that purpose this evening.
The pe1·sonal accounts are the most numerous, and are, under the same cir~
cumstances,
alike; consequently, if you are acquainted with the nature of one, you are master of all. The representative accounts seldom exceed
ten Ot' twelve in any rcgul ar business. And there are very few commercial
transactions in which some one or more Qf the representatiYe accounts are not
repe~
affected. And it is from the fewness of these accounts, and their
tition, together with the similarity of the personal accounts, which enables the
learner to make himself so easily master of the science.
Then, say you, there is a very great difference between learning a science
and pulling it in practice. Gentlemen, I agree with you. But do not infer
from this, that a man cannot pnt in practice what is learned in theory. I am
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of opinion that he can with nine-tenths less trouble than without a theoretical
knowledge. I know he can the science of Book-keeping without further assistance, for I have seen it frequently proven. But, say you, let him learn it as
he puts it in practice. I understand by this, in learning Book-keeping, that
you would have the clerk grope along in the dark for at least one year (as
merchants seldom close their books oftener than that), to obtain a knowledge of
the few entries common to the branch of business in ·which he ·was e~fgaged.
This seems to be " paying dear for the whistle." That a man should spend one
year in gaining a superficial knowledge of a science J;hat he may make himself
master of in one month's time, seems to be rather behind the age of improvement. Indeed, I know of 110 respectable house that will suffer a young man to
commence managing a set of books, until he has acquired some knowledge of
accounts; as the first efforts of every accountant must be more m· less filled
with errors. There must be a commencement in learning everything. And in
learning Book-keeping, the very best plan
for one to keep first a set of books
of his own, according to the rules of practiserl <1Ccountants. And should he
1iot study the science so thoroughly as to become an expert accountant, he ceJ'tainly must be a very stupid fellow to after having written out a complete set
of books, he is not able to understand how his private afrairs should be managed, and capable of holding a respectable argument upon the nature of accounts in general. And this knowledge is as much as three-fourlhs of the
clerks want; and this much, I believe you 1vill all agree with me, is certainly ·
worth knowing, as it would inevitably add much to their respectability.
'
I would say to no man, learn Book-keeping for the special purpose of standing at the desk, but that he may know how his affairs are, or should be,
represented.
I ·would say to that man who has money to do business on, learn Book-keepmg, but let some one else keep the lJooks.
I would say to that clerk who has his talents alone to raise himself upon, that
his certain road to wealth and respectability is in acquiring a complete and thorough knowledge of the science of accounts;
a frequent repetition of writing
out the entries of the best
he could obtain, under the direction of an
able teacher. It is but this repetition of an accountant's writing over entries,
which makes him a proficient in practice. And the proficiency of the best
practising accountant in the country may he acquired, from the pupil's repeat:ing his work by himself, after having gone through the task of forming and
keeping a complete set of books from correct instruction.
There are many who object to tbe science, from a mistaken idea that there is
much trouble in keeping books by Double Entry. These notions spring from
a class of men who have gained a littie smattering of k~JOwledge by groping
along for a time over a set of books under the direction of some half-bred ae~
countant. If they make an entry correctly, it is by tlint of repetition, not from
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any reasoning principles they have acquired, which will enable them to explain
satisfactorily the reason why an entry has been made after a certain form. One
learning the science thus by halves, seldom gains to himself much credit. And
such will ninety-and-nine times out of a hundred, if you make inquiries, lead
you to believe, if you would make yourself master of it, that you have to climb
a mountain instead of a mole-hill.
A man who omits to learn the first principles of any branch of knowledge,
works against himself in his efforts to apply said branch. I care not what his
ingenuity may be, he will find the wisdom of the many quite equal, and most
likely a little surpassing, his undigested schemes, and save to himself both time
and money in learnii1g the first principles of the science or the art he \vishes to
put in practice.
I am of the same opinion of many accountants, that no man can have a per
feet and satisfactory knowledge of the science of Book-keeping, in its minutest
parts, until he has once regularly closed a set of books; at which time only, he
sees how the
machine is ·wound up, and the bearing each part has upon
the whole. And clerks may often, yea, often do, practice in stores for ~heir
whole lives, and not have this to do.
As yet, there has been no plan devised which gives so complete, concise, and
definite lmowledge of one's affairs, with so little writing, as Book-keeping by
Double Entry. By learning Book-keeping by Double Entry, you readily understand Single Entry. But a man that has thoroughly learned Book-keeping by
Double Entry never adopts any other plan. As for Book-keeping by Single
Entry, it will bear neither the name of art nor science, for it is nothing more nor
less, when adopted in the transactions of a commercial house, than a bad memorandum. The Leger of a set of Single Entry books never tells but half the
story; of itself admits of no proof; is always out of balance, and consequently
incorrect. It is a sort of get-along-way, adopted only by the inexperiencecl,
and approved of only by those who do not understand the science. And in the
end you will find that it requires more time to keep a set of Singlethan Double
Entry books; and in the one case you are sure of
right, while in the
other you are almost certain of
wrong.
Gentlemen, I am fearful of intruding too long upon your time, or I would say
much more U})Oil Book-keeping by Single Entry, as it is called.
But then it is
not worth t11e breatb. All reasoning makes against its adoption, at least in
commercial houses of much importance.
The time will come when Book-keeping will be taught in every common
school in the country. The mechanic transacts business to a greater or less
degree ; and it is quite as important for him to keep a correct record of his
affairs, as the merchant. He is as liable to be wronged, and wrong himself, as
any other man of business. The lawyer, whose profession leads to a general
knowledge, will find that'Book~keeping is one of the most beautiful and interest~
.
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ing sciences with which he can inform himself; and may, in his professional
pursuits, turn it to much profit.
For the ordinary purposes of life, apart from the diversified movements of the
merchant, an adult may acquire sufficient knowledge in a month or six weeks'
. time.
The reason must be obvious to you all, vvhy every man of property should
]earn, and put in practice this science, as each species.of property, claim, or
debt, has its special title by ·which it is known upon the Leger. For instance:
if you hold notes or bonds against others, your Bills Receivable tells the story;
and there is no possibility of the executor of an estate slipping a few thousand
one side, should he be so disposed, \Vitholft being discovered; neither pretend to
have paid a few thousand more, without being alike exposed by your Bills Pey~
able. Gentlemen, these things are ·worth looking to; they are worthy of the
deepest consideration.
If you have Bank Stock, Insurance Stock, Steamboat Stock, Real Estate, etc.,
each of its kind has its separate account, and debits and credits made to them
as they occur. Thus you are enabled to tell from day to day the actu~l gain em
each particular kind of property; and thus from year to year, the precise manner of each gain. or loss of your estate, in language so clear as not to be mistaken, nor misconstrued.
This is the healing balm of all unfortunate men of business. It restores their
credit, and enables them t6 go on again.
vVithout this record, commerce would be restrained to a fourth part of its
present magnitude.
The merchant, when stepping upon the very pinnacle of his ambition, is
hurled, perhaps, from his station, by the edict of some usurper through his specie circula1·; and not being able to show how he climbed to his enviable situation, he has not only to bear up with the reverse of fortune, but, having no
records to sustain his movements, however honest, he must feel, in the bitter
sting of every glance, silent contempt, and in every utterance, the 1Jrancling
word of l'illain.'-''
The agent, the clerk too, however industrious his habits and honest his efforts,
not unfrequently receives looks of distrust, and words of half dissatisfaction;
which
most generally, from his employer's not being pleased with his
amount of gain, and unable to account for his losses.
Where there is not a regular set of hooks kept in an establishment, the clerk
not unfrequently treads upon dangerous ground ; the merchant not unfrequently
fmds himself unexpectedly upon the brink of ruin; and both, at times, are seen

"'This sentence has reference to the specie circular issued under the seventh President.
lyzing effect to commerce of this edict was afi.erward most bitterly regretted.
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to sink- one with half the loss of his reputatio~, the other \Vi til th~ Jhfire io~~ '
of both property and reputation.
A well-kept set of books in an establishment inay not always prevent catastrophes. Yet, when the storm is past, although it may have swept the decks,
the compass is yet sound; an honest hand has kdpt a true record upon the logboolc; yon are enabled to tell where you are ; a new sail is contrived to be
raised : and you start anew with the advantage of past experience, and the g!iin
of a double confidence from all who have examined the ship and found her
sound at the hull.
The present distress of our country has unfolded to the most unobserving,in
very many instances, the proud station a merchant may acquire. Who would
have supposed, five-and-twenty years ago, when the Josephs, now of New Yoric,
were boys, engaged in selling pins and needles by the paper, that they were to
become one of the moving-springs of trade, destined to keep the commerce of
half the world in motion !
Gentlemen, you must aim high, if you would ~ttain a respectable point. It
may he said that a knowledge of commercial science tends to expand credjt too
much. As for the general good, I will not take time to argue the point ; but.
as for individual benefit, most will say that they must have credit that they may
thrive.
If you would excel in any pursuit, acquire all the knowledge that has an intimate connection with that pursuit. If you would excel in trade, expand your ·
minds in acquiring a knowledge of the records of trade.

AN ADDRESS
ON

BOOK-KEEPING BY DOUBLE EN'I'RY,
DELIVERED BEFORE A PUBLIC

MEETING AT DAYTON, OHIO.

GENTLEMEN: Perhaps no subject could be started which one might presu~e
to address a public audience upon, that is calculated of itself to excite so little
interest as that of Book-keeping by Double Entry; a science to wl1icll. agehalr
given respect, and the success of its principles has vindicated its adoption, yet
2A
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slumbers like a pool stagnant in its waters, unnavigated but by him whom acm
dent may bind to the shore. Its advocates being few, and it<> denouncers many,
I would not, without some respect for either side- wl1ich I may hope will tend
to sanction the support of the one, as well as paL'B.te the prejudice of the otherventure upon an argument. And with all, as this will probably be the first ad:.
dress most of you have ever heard upon the subject, I may fairly expect that
you will not undervalue the merits of the science from any want of skill on my
part in unfolding its principles to the full of your expectations.
The science of Book-keeping by Double Entry is considered, by men ·who·
have been educated in old established mercantile houses, as a branch of education indispensable to the success of any man intending to make trade his pursuit ; "While, on the other hand, men ·who have but a limited knowledge of
commercial operations, that have commenced trade more by accident than education, denounce the science in toto, ilS a useless incumbrance in business. Both
are actuated by the same honest views: the dictates of their judgment. But
the one is the creature of education; the other, the painful object suffering in
his struggles for the want of that education. The one, like the galley-slave
who knows not how to read, conceives such acqnirements but trifles; the other
like the master, without his education, feels that he must soon becon'le the
slave.
To know the value of a thing, I would take the opinion of him who knows
its operation and has enjoyed its advantages, if advantages there be, rather than
the judgment of those who seem to be entirely ignorant of the principles of the
thing which they condemn. In a word, Gentlemen, I believe it is a safe criterion
to follow in the steps of those .,who are the most successful in any business in
which we are about to embark and take such as our examples, rather than the
opinion, of those who seem to hobble disjointedly through the world.
Now, who are the men that advocate the science of Book-keeping, both in ·~
precept and in practice 1 Are they not those who form the very impulse to the
hum of business which crowds. the streets of our cities with the laden car and
bustling populace; who trade by thousands, and keep thousands trading; ·whose
homes are swelling with the magnificence of ancient and modem art, and boards
crowded with the luxuries of every clime; who are the able supporters and
constant fi·iends of the mechanic and artisan; who find a market for the planter's produce, and give him the luxuries of every climate and soil in return~
Yes, Gentlemen, these are the advocates of commercial knowledge and scienee,
and look upon Book-keeping as an ostensible part of that knowledge. The
record of their affairs becomes their daily and constant study; and they learn
from it the power they possess to move upon the commercial orb as though it
were a sybil betokening a good or bad omen, even m operatiOns not of to-day,
but of remote effect. These men, Gentlemen, are the strong advocates of
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Book-keeping. They teach it to their sons, their clerks, and recommend it to
all their fi·iends who purpose embarking in business.
Who are they that denounce the science ? Such men as have fallen victims
to unpracticable books and ignorant expounders·; men whci never served an apprenticeship with the masters of trade, and dreamed, perhaps, of the first gain
on the disposal of property, by the sheer luck of being the first accidental possessors of a piece of new and valuable land.
Book-keeping has been taught in your schools. But how has it been taught?
Does the pu11il coming fi·om the hands of the teacher advocate the science ?
Put him to the test, will he give that satisfactory explanation that he does
of his arithmetic, grammar, geography, history, and other branches of >'ihich
he has been a disciple? Certainly not.
Now, then, the question arises,
where is the fault? I will leave you to answer yourselves at the sequel of my
argument.
On examining the main body of the science as illustrated and laid down by
different authors from its earliest period to the present time, there appears to be
but little or no difference in the view each author has taken of it; and ~imul
taneously in this part of their illustration they have followed in the same beaten.
and undeviating
Gradual improvement, however, has been made in the
manner of expressing the form of original entry, till the language seems now
to be peenliarly mereantile, and requires some study to understand its technical
terms, abbreviations, and the method of applying its language, which, when
well understood, must appear remarkably beautiful, clear, and concise.
As if in a position at the counting-house desk, each author has drawn out his
Day-Book entries as though they were a record of busy commerciaUife passing
in its multifarious forms at his feet; varying only in the diversity of their entries, from the height of their position, or the knowledge they may have acquired of the extent of comn1ercial operations. And strange as it may appear.
the greater the knowledge of the author, the farther has he withdrawn the
from the reach of the common mind, and its application to common
branches of business. From this reason, that no classification has been given
to entries that involve a different method of disposing of accounts upon the common basis or principle of the science; eonsequently, it must be evident, that the
greater the variety, the more confusion results to the pupil; the more irksome ·
the task in study; the more frequent the failures. in pursuit; and a degeneracy
in the estimate of the real value of a knowledge of its principles, to all posor desiring to possess wealth.
lVIost sciences have order, method, and arrangement given them by common
consent ; and we are instructed, in mastering any one branch, to seize upon its
parts till we engross the whole. We all know the feasibility of these premises,
and the soundness of the doctrine in giving order or method to the pursuit in
the acquirement of any branch of knowledge. If Book-keeping, then, renders
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~om~non advan,t3;g~s to th\3 possessor, why not give

it the same common chance
scie;1ces' that ai:e
useful in their adoption? In its original
its ingre~lie11t parts,
is quite variety sufficient for a diver~
foqu of eqtries~
sity of illllstrations. A,nd perhaps in the minds of those who have thought of
Classing the accm~llts, i~ aqy there be_, here has been the rub, in supposing that
to give that arrapgement ~vhich is usually given to sciences, would fill a volume
never-ending divisions and subdivisions of rules. But be this as it may, I
wquld take the science from its very foundation, root up its settled prejudices,
and give it that order which a judicious arrangement may devise; and -..:vhen,
avoitling on the one hand a multiplicity of divisions of rules and exceptions, I
would on the other hand cleave from it a clouded, heterogeneous compound, and
leave it to appea_r in its natural, prominent features~ shorn of its useless
branches, and unf~ttered by art.
Although there is in Book-keeping a common principle which governs the
entries when d,isposecl of to the Leger, which is the simple principle of equilibrium; yet, there are principles or rules governing the accountant in disposing
of his entries, which, although governed by a general rule, yet vary in themseh'es, and have modes
or rules separate from one anothel\· that belong
peeuliarly to their own operations. And it is among the distinct actions of the
common principle of disposing of accounts, that I would draw the lines, and
~ai·k for the benefit of the learner those prominent features of the science ; and
thus render
· heretofore difficult to learn, as easy of Requirement as the
more simple
And this I will, or rather have accomplished, by
the Day-Book or original entries, as I will now proceed to describe ; and with
the reason ";hy I would prefer this plan of explaining the science, in contradistinction from the plan of all works heretofore published.
[In houses that do a regular Merchandising business- to be better understood,
I should say, in
where the merchant or company transacts business exclusively on their acco';lnt, in regular running merchandise sales and
they uniformly
what is called a Merchandise account. To this account
they,debit the cost of all goods bought, and, from time to time,
a credit
for all sold. This forms the main or most important account of a
lVIer~
chandising
And it is upon this account they expect to make their
profits, and is always so kept as to show the gross gain or loss in busu:tes:s,
or in other words, the amount they may hRve sold their goods for abov'e or be~
low the original cost. Here, then, is a peculiar feature of the science, and it is
confined exclusively to about one-half of the trading houses ·where books are
kept by Double Entry. And as it involves in its operation the main principle
or primary basis of the science, is of more common use than any of the other
branches; and if it can be said that there is a natural simplicity of one branch
of the science over another, the preference would most generally be
to this.
I have laid down as the first study of the pupil, this peculiar feature or Illustra•
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tion. And for two reasons: the one, that he may have a knowledge of the
manner of disposing of the original entries to the Leger in a regular met·chan~
clising house; and the other, that he may easily embrace the general principle
of Debtor and Creditor, or the operation of the general leading rule or principle of equilibrium that forms the primary basis of the science.
It must be evident by confining the learner to that class of entries which
occur in business to make up merchandise account, he will more readily become
familiar with them, as well as embrace the all-governing rule, necessary to be
thoroughly understood in its
action, before material progress is made,
than if he had promiscuously laid before him different. entries involving different
actions of the same common principle.
This is one of the divisions that I have given in illustrating the science. It
is a strong featme, embracing in its operation the whole primary principle of
Double Entey Book-keeping; and, for reasons stated, I would make it the iirst
lltucly of the pupil.
In a commission-house, there is a class of accounts that take the place of merchandise accounts. These are denominated their "Sales Accounts," and belong
each to the ind:,viduals who consign the goods. The peculiartitle varies a little
in different houses. Some number their sales, as No. 1, 2, 3. Others mention
for a Leger-title the consigner's name, as, for instance, Smith's Sales, Blannerhassett's Sales; both
are synonymously used, and are equally
well understood by all accountants. In houses exclusively
the
sales accounts are frequently
numerous, and the accountant's task becomes
an arduous one, from the fact that instead of one merchandise account, as you
have in a regular merchandising house, there are substituted as many mer·
chandising accounts as there may be individuals who have consigned the goods
to be sold; for you understand that a sales account is but a merchandising ac. count of peculiar construction, and which you keep as the merchandising account of the individual who consigns the goods, and not as your own.
It is not many years since the form of keeping a sales account has been incorporated into,the Double Entry plan and brought into use; and in the opinion
of those versed in the subject, it forms one of its most beautiful features.
There is a wider difference between a regular Merchandise Account in a reguQ
lar Merchandising house, and a Sales Account in a commission-house, than perhaps you may now infer. And it consequently renders each feature more peculiarly striking, and may perhaps confirm our opinion as to the importance of
classing the accounts, by
more into the detail of their peculiar management, than if we should here rest the point. Allow me, then, more particularly
to describe the difference.
In 11 regular merchandisinr~ business, for the cost of all goods when delivered
in the place where said business is comlucted, the account of merchandise is
debited; and, from time to time, this account is credited with the amount of
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goods sold; so that, by taking an account of stock on hand, you may tell at
any time, agreeably to the rules laid down, the amount you may ha,,e sold your
goods for above or below the original cost.
In a Sales Account, although substituted for a regular Merchandise Account,
you do not debit it ·with the cost of the goods received on sale; for in fact you
may be kept entirely ignorant of the original cost of the goods by the consigner But then you do debit it with all the expenses that may be incurred in
handling or prepar:ing said goods for sale ; and in all cases give each Sales Account credit for the amount of sales thereto belonging, precisely as you would
under other circumstances your regular Merchandise Account. "When the goods
are all disposed of, you may still be ignorant vvhether there has been anything
made on the trade. For the lig·ht that you stand in to the consigner; is, that
you have received his goods, disposed of them, have the proceeds of the sale,
and are bound to him for the credit balanr.e of his Sales Account; which Sales
Account is usually closed to the personal account of said consigner.
Th~s you perceive fi·om the marked difference in the operation of the accounts in a commission establishment and that of a regular merchandising house,*
that the original entries must be different as well as the Leger-titles; although
governed by the same common law of Book-keeping. Consequently, the success of the pupil in mastering these differences must be far more certain and
with less trouble, when studying them as separate rules, than when crowded
confusedly upon the mind.
\¥ e come now to a third prominent feature of the science, or class of entries,
distinct from the two preceding ; which is the consignment of goods to be sold
on commission, or adventures, as they may sometimes be termed. In operations
of this kind, you intrust.a second person to dispose of your goods. But, at the
time you intrust the goods, you. do not debit the individual with their value
or cost, for he is only your agent, and can only be held responsible for the·
amount he 'sells them for. Yet the goods have gone out of your possession, and
there should be an account which takes cognizance of this disposal; an account
showing what you may make or lose by employing said factor; and for another
purpose, which is tha o.f keeping yom Leger in balance. For this convenience
you create a class of accounts, which you debit with the actual cost of the
goods and shipment. These accounts usually bear the title of the name of the
place where the goods may be consigned. As, fbr instance: if you were to
send goods to New Orleans to be sold on your account, your title for the goods
sent on account would be " Shipment to New Orleans," or "Consignment to
New Orleans." "No . 1, 2, or 3 ;'' or "Co. A. B. or C." And to this account as stated, you would debit the cost of the goods sent; and to this account
• " A regular merchm1dising house" is understood to be a firm that does business on its private
cttpital alone, in regular purchases and sales.
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scwnce or class of entries that I have now eonsid~
ered in their
that arise from keeping books by Double
and ihe acc.nnnts coineident to their
with a few miseellathai: occur m
and that an; as common to one
ernbrace in their
the whole
of entries that
business of whatsoever ],ind. The wholn ·
and Jlmndation of the
action be well and distinctly nn'"'''"'"'"i
[ 2n;·

to pass himself off as an accountant; else J,e \Yill hE•come the vietim of his o"'rt
imprudence, by
his books
false statements, his works en~
and himself the cnsnarecl creature of his presumption.]

sciences as a

m

~m

this method above the old aud Gommon
And,
wi11 alike coneur with the view I have taken of the

of other
of accounts
young men from

I

belien~

you

[n contra-distinc:tion from the
I have
of the
all authors have
or
Now, since the
different rules in its various
is it not
evident to you ail, that the pupil will lllake much more r8pid
progress in his
if his mind be con\ined for a reasonable time to a
than if its various actions
upon his memory and reason
at once ? In a
the
~would
much
more
of tho science
to that class of
entries which arise from
merch<lllrlise account; next,
those of a
on, than if he take them
a merchandise account, then an
then a
then a
and so on, 'Without orde1·,
·ration in each
?
From this you will
that I start with the
that an
as \Vith other scientifie men, in order to make suecessful progress in his pursuit,
must do his work from the settled
of the science. Admitting the
premises, I lhiuk
of reason has been adduced to bring us to one opinion
as to the proper manner of
those principles.

sciem1e of

gone
the fh·e
features of the
distinct classes of accounts, upon whieh the seience of
basis ; we come now to
and that are eommon to them all ; as well as the
of these ftve dasses
rules or eAPhttwtucm" of the various aeeounts which fcm11 the science.
is founded upon the
, it has its
evineed in the use of the

of it

of

to
the

r :ws J
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m amount every Debit must have a
Credit a Debit. A_nd it is thi;;
of
immutable and inherent
which will render it as

vice

r.e,•n1llw•~ ; and ils balances
of each tnmsacLion in due justice

or

m

of the .five

will now
and form a balance to these fire classes of accounts.
arc such as._

occur from
are termed Individual or Personal
names of each individua.l;
as your Bills
Bills
etc. But these accounts arc more or less com~
mon to aU business transactions. It matters not Y<'hetlwr an individual ber:omes
indebted to you for metchandise which you
to sell on a
running
Merehandise
or whether said merchandise has been
to you
to he sold on
said individual must be debited in account with the
amount
be does not settle
cash or some other medium. It
matters not which of the five classes of accounts are affected in a bnsiness operation where you
your note; your account of Bills
is always governed
the sarne
nde. It matters not which of the five classes of
aceounts are allected in a business transaction where you
or receive cash;
the aecount of Cash has
the same simple
rule. A.. nd so it
may iJe
that all the aceounts that may arise to
form a balance to the business operation of either of the five classes of acprinciple of
alike
their
business.

where authors have
rules of aecounts

very ft:w in number), it seems to me a.,;

did not think that they
their works for the benefit of those who had
to learn the
accountants. And in some eases it rnay be f.:ur to
""'"'''-D" that those who were to
the work would
science than himself; as there are instances where
appears, from what is
that the writer did not
understand the
1n GlJr

Bennett
,.,.._,,,~"'''"L'

which
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Lectures
better
and

no
do but load the memory, and
sufficieui: powers
to t(lrm fur himself dc:finite
of
before; he can make progress in his
or
himsdf the trouble of
ease of action among

versed in ihe
the
material whether au i11m;tration be correet or

understand the rules
which he \Yorks; as from
exist or Rrise in
illustration.
detec:t any errors that
are
calculated to fix the rules of action upon the mind;
it is from the
the definite and defined
be r<Olied upon.
And so far am I from
the ilrst
that should
the last.

vVhen in the
th~;

know]-

He

pages?

and
of

anS\Yers,

there musl remain in the rnind of
of action ; theref()!'C the
teacher, who

i nstruetion the
accom~

PL'
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that

been

substitute m a 1vork

too much upon the
into the ddails of Go1lrlanl's \vork
to anv,, with which I

tinet
tion;
and
alike comrnon to each of the
rule under ai, circumstances-- it
of rules in
first to lix ddini te

of the
all author:; have ceased their labors.
mneh more inforrnation than this.
when he has made himself
tical
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tion of the rules of the i'r:tenee;

imbibed the erroneous notion thai where
there must be an accountant
em~
f(Jr their own
invite their attention to
will find that it is less troulJle in the
that the
that a clerk
in most cases,
erro ..
neous.

and ridiculous notions exist

I think I am
other than a favorable Yiew upon the
to the
YaiLs
it. The seience has been
not sufl1eient
attaehed io it
those \Yho
want of
of the kind that shaE exhibit to them their commercial oper ..
ations in a 1Jrief nncl
fonn,
heard in detail rny views
you can conclude in your own minds whether the
"-'fllcuw'"f', the
are worth a
and
For our
in
be said,
from the same
point that all men of seienee do who reason fi,om eause to
it would be an
easy matter to show that
is a branch of
as
sable to the
as mathematir:s is to the military man, or the dead lan,.
guages to those of the learned
and to be polite and ehaste in litera ..
ture. The efTect upon the mind is the same m all cases. The e1Tect is an
of the
and
upon that which we wish
It tends the mind to
and
it powers of
at \Vest
mathemalios form
chief and
At your
: from this reason, that all movements of armies
almost entire
to mathematical calculation. And even to that
upon the battle-field are
art
of
war now
that the
of the
state of
is the

when neeessary, to their
to their
and of
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being thoroughly studied by tbe youug
mcrcl1:11ll, must i1wvitably haYe a tendency to prorlucc upon his mind the same
gene1·al and d~sired elfeel tlmt tbe diffl•rent sciences which are peculiarly adapted
to the cli1Terent professions do upon the mind of those pursuing them.
Book-kerping forms anrl embraces the fnntlamental branch of commercial
Tt is a science f(mnded upon and made up of the combined records
of commelTic·tl operations. \Vill you say lhat the youlh
can trace upon his record the produce of his own immetlia.te neighborhood to
some seapmt mart, thence to a di~tant country for disbursement, without feeling
an exp:msion of thought ? Is !here nothing in the ciT(•ct prorlucetl upon the
commercial mind in seeing the result of a bad and umvisc speculation'? Is there
nothing in the dTect prodnc<cd by seeing the iinal adjustrnent of one's operations
in business i~lr a
tirne, prescnting a gain or loss in his movements, as a
·whole'? If you show that there is not, then upon the same
and the
same process of reasoning, it would be an easy matter to show that your milit:uy institution is a mere lmmbug, am! your collegiate eourse a paltry farce.
" But ah," says one, more wise Hmn all the rest, "I know of a man who has
learned Book-keeping antl keeps books, and all he malces is about a thousand
dollars a year, and another man, who never learned Book-keeping;, yet does
business and makes twice that sum." This circumstance fills the c.alibrr; of his
narrow vision, and he coneludes to t8ke what appears at first to be the easiest
course ; anrl thus dreams on in stupirl indolence, waiting f(w the day to come
when chance may throw in hi.<: way the business of two thousand dollars a year;
in the meantime living, perb:1ps, on a p:1Hry pithnce of less than one half the
acc.ount;wt's salary, a1Hl daily suffE:ring f<mr times his toil awl fatigue.
A ]mow ledge of the most judicious method of performing an act, may not gi•ie
a man couragr: to perf'orm that act, nor eyen judgment enongh to know when
or how to apply to advantage the means in his possession. Anrl lJec:mse all
Book-keepers do not turn out
schemers, and (enric.h themselves by tr;Hle, it
is no
to say that the science of account~ is of no material importance
to the young; inlendt•d merchant. How many of yonr collegians tarn out to be
great rnen '? The proportion is not so large among them as that of well-bred
accountants \Yho live :1bove boani and increase in wealth. Strip the accountant
of his knowl
of
and to what point do you reduce him'?
\;Vhy, Lo behind the counter to cut ribanrl at half price, or perhaps to a station
still lower-- that of
horne parcels.
That merehant who is not master of accounts, moves hut lamely in his busi~
ness; is always more or lcs~ harassed and perplexed.
Supposing a man was to tell you tbai the simple branches of mathematics
l 213 l
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were of no practical use to the merchant, and should undertake to prove it by
ea~cs

of those y.,rho

\YPre

in

suc.ces~·Jul trade~

and

:neYer

sltJdied tbe

first rule in arithmctie. His argument eoncludcd, would you become a connxt
to the opinion adduced? C~c~rtainly not; because you
the advantages of possessing this knowledge. And although you might accredit to him great ingenuity in argument, mHI admit the cases he had introduced
to prove and substantiate hi~ reasoning, yet you would say that his doctrines
would not answer as a general rule, f()r you had not only felt tl1e
of
ll1is knowledge to yonrsdf, but had seen it in others; and would seek to rebut
his
by attributing- the suece:3s of those instanced to some pec:uli:u
causes ; am!, the while,
that those he inst;mced, although in trade above
you, were yet iul(:rior in point of' general qua1if1c:alions. And as far heuealh
as you might rightly feel suc:h a merc:hant to be who lw:s no knowledge
of mathcmathics,
so Car above your present qualifications, as cl
you
will find
to lJe raised when you haYe ac.quired a complete ::md thorough
knowledge of Book-keeping by DoLthle
Men in most occupations deem it worth their while io seek out aml obtain all
information that has a direct or imlirect eonnection with their business. Clerks
in general, howe\-er, form an exception to this rule. They are too frequently all
perfection when they haYe rnee1sured a few dresses or weighed a few pounds of
tea. ·vVhat portion of yom clerks have ever traced the wheels of commet·ee
upon his chart'! Not one in ftYe. vVhat do the
mass of clerLs enr lcam
of the real intrinsic worth or demerit of your Banking
your Insurance
your broken-bank shaYing shops, your Manufaetures at home and
your dependants abroad '? Comparatively nothing. Y ct all this tends to the
elevRtion of commercial character. This knowledge gives the supremacy to one
merchant over another. Let it be universally acquired, and the effect \Yould be
most palpable and IJ(oneiicial upon the
whole. You would no longer be
the dupe of some puny editor, nor the commerce of your country subject to the
capriee of every designing, artful, and aspiring demagogue,
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this
both

EP

B

DO

every branch of

that branch of which it
and teacher.
can find on
other set of men in
that education
wants of the man.

1s

my

E

has had its advocate upon
or bad fortune to be

in this

nor among

wc•w•uu'""' it is the common breath~

the

of the

I h:we no beaten traek to pass
of that
pass down your memo~
recollection that the subordinate bids fair to excel his supeno Orations upon the science of
to

science of aecounts is
m some of
high schools of our
but it seems as
to be a little too f~H· beneath the
of too many of the
learned
of om semimu·ies to
to any
eornrnon as a man of ordinary
ean, by his own
, find an
substitute. No matter
whether the
antidote add health and tone to the
or, from the
it drives to a bloated surface
bmmds, would ripen into a natand a liberal refreshment to the waybut of a conscious and kno'.vn
from tbe blo:;som lo lhe fruit.
call upon this very elass of
for many a debt of
bestowed upon
to exaliline into the science of
and show us what
are best
to give the youn[~ m216]
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tended merchant a full aml compiete ktwwletige of the plan of business trans~
actions.
The wants of the
haYe discoYcrcd the material. He has shown you
its use, its value. But the schoolman's description is as yet too faint a shadow
of the
with lines too obscure to be seen by common
The sciutee of
by Double
, which has btccn well underorder of merchants for the last two
has
understood when handed down fi·om master to clerk; coBmass who
be
benefited
proper instrucof' even its first
anse frorn any
hidden
of the
not. Is it from a want of abundant materials m its
mary
to produce a meilwdizcd science ? lVIost
then, have we not
since had books so simplifted that
lhc
nation
learn it as ltu obtains other
and
olher useful branches of education
at sehool? In my
it is be~
cause the
men of the laud have not turned their attention to it.
hut little ercclit could be
smence
as this is to the Yast comthe materials hom whic.h to deduc:e the proper
but in acti 1·e
and are of
occurrence m
They are not to be found among
volumes and
an([
theories; but in the
and the
of parcels, in the cantons of
But
tbe cunning men of the nation
They
are too eontented in
a new
N
is the mother of invention. But that Glass of men ·who know the
materials and use of
by no means the men who will take upon themselves the trouble of instructing, or are lhe best
of imparting that information which they have
to
the unsdenced merchant what
he believes are best
to advance a young man in the
of
accounts ? If he supposes you would
information f(lr the purpose
a boy for the adin~
he will almost be inclined
to belie~o·e you are not of sound miml, but
But take
a boy to one of these men to enter upon a term of
and the ilrst (;uestions are
can you ·write '? can you
'? And if found
he is
to]d he heal better
to school a little
in the one case the schoolman
reeommenrled; in the other, with nine tenths of the merchants of the
. the id1:a of
auy iu1(mnation fl'Om a teacher
what does this arise from
hom the fac.t
men whose
learning renders them best
the raw Jnateria1s

[ :nG J
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proper
have rwver devoted to the

over every branch of art and
laden with both
crucible of your

now benei!cial to the Cew.
our discourse demands yo'Jl' attention.
your favors.
smce
intended merehanL Things
clouded and
be-

There
common and

cut tenets.

AI! ~nimate and inanimate nature
cast off their withered
RlHi
wild grass of the
afresh its bosom to the solar smiles,
the elevation of the uncc-ua"'"•

;,hiel(liheir branches with a new and
and
All is
and the stitlened sine\YS of the laborer.
There
bmnches of education useft1l to men
life; and among the number there
combine so many benefieial ef1ects,
it may distort the a~sumed
and
it may ap1war

and vrt.luable to the
not to add a routine of
the many with eonstant love of con vi ,·ial
in the form of our
in the
actions of our
\l'hich c.lash ·with the
and unsaint-like

IS

but to
an m~

deeds
Their viri:o

the stalesruan and tile man of
and so n:meh worse

business.
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that many are of opmwn that it had not better be
opinion is wdl foundl'd, there is no doubt; but
as Ettie.
~would not fain
brnnch of
~; but
T'ht r(~eon1 of business transactions
kHO\Vll
and value f1f

fore he Oh'omes a skilful
must first
; or, 1H:fore lie venture;; his bnrk upnil
himself wilh the ebcmical
of

use iL

Tht!nee we may

No one
say that a man must know hc,w to
in order to understand ihe mathematical calculation
to conclude a point wbieh is evident without
selves in the irrevocable bdief that the proper
of this
1s In
of any
I ~ay wdl-devised books. That the worl-::s upon this
1s undeniably e1ident, from the fact that men
the assistance of an
teneher, find
rant of
tlwt it is

from your n·<; ;nJ.

conclusion of my
this seiPnce as the most convenient and
r 218 -~
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Still further be it from 1ne to

riduaL

of

ln1ln1Jw,,) none
so mndl famenh;;i
of exemplary hahits 1 l:1

mtwh l-n:;dnve'l auil admirmL-··[N'ote Sth
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instinct of

the poor man,
be of inestirnable

the bloated arroganec

merit
Joss
To me the science of accolmt;> seerns to be one of those branches of education
that should he
inculcated in !he minds
the '"'"''vu•1~L•u
hRs been

instinct of
our nature. The scienee of aceounis is
The merchant's warehouse is,
most of the years of
a
and
These are among the many reasons
[ 220
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illnslc'rdion as in all ens<•s
upon the mind of the learner, such other
the mind in that st~ie of
whieh
of the
may be observ,:cd to be neeess:uy to

desired to
turn of

upon, within its

home to his own conn-

b!ous chnrar:ter.
comn1on-school stndies \vhieh
the

and we

when the habits
when
kindest iTeahnent, to makt: hirnsel nstJul to himseH~ and
benefit
to n,Rnkincl. Jt
at
that he
to bndden into
from
and stili
upon
He is at this

that may

when the

tr:nds to
has
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find that in nine

out of
the
rnnch of the instinct of his nntme is

should he not

ine!inalion in faYor of

in

transferred to the elements of
with double ardor to

of
is among the Arnerican eommon-school hooks.

when inslrueled us a

It should then be

1J e>chJeecl among those branehes that fbrm a finish to the ·"~"'""''''-''"

And if its eflec:t upon the mind be

in~

eel ucation.
constant

of
teaeher bef(Jre he has
lll
and

a

accounts has been too much neg~
upon the teacher, or a blush upon
take the young 1nen that net as c1erl{s in

first

machine of
fumes of some
heroes of their
when
the cup of intoxicf'hon ; or

of their in eli-
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that thae can
in that
poor human nature?

are so
leads men to believt~
and no nm~ic

of
'vVllo

of that
live
too
lence of your marked-out lives. \Vii! the sehoolman say

fruit of his

who can see in the

au unfortunate

JlHllng at the hard fate of
the sustenance of life anll a
the reach

into the

and
in such broad terms, be
be accused of ·
OI1e:;

netun
lest

\Ve

To
re-

?

with the

glory

taste of modern
smenee
valuable information
to all
called npon io transact business of w hatsoeYer
and will admit
the most eommon minds in·
of an illustration so

their

om; of the common-school

books in eve!'Y town and district of
H it be a
that Uwre is a
to undermine: a

in the fewJal notions acand the

\vhich is but an exl,ibit of the
eonnterba!anc.e npon the

the

live not for the
of
show hirn in the best miniature form he can
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omvard
the natured
merchant's record his re,
as he now beholds in their counte,
and
But
the
re,
\Ye en1anate.

of mind
ty, by

two distinct classes of young men.
to advnnee himself into an admired

other,

I say
a

of

their corn.,
could not, if called upon, rlr<nY off nn r;eeount-eurrent
were it to save theii'
exist-

mercia!

ence: nor

a

of books; and these

are of constant oeeurrenee in every commereial house. This
merchant that comes in

withhimself of the

You may
out any

common i(mn of

And in answer, I
con-

all
that
To
of a yowH~ rnan to
too much upon those homs of

\Vould pause

to the loeker of that man who shall torsak\' the

rnn. ny
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believe him to
will
gown ; for all
tells

to devote to th<:>
schf)OJ~

and the

and not

say he must han;

SO!Ilf~

author-

to what is

pro~

for

their

books;" or to where
Merchant

'oe

nwke this

to one in

would be
scienee of

that
no

him that doubts eorne down to the

quarry.
Vllho huiirls your churches'?
Merehant. vVho erect~ your
?
The Merchant. Who erowds your libraries? The l'derehant. \Vho pays
The Nlerehant. And f(,r the return of his bountifiJl purse,
into ac:tive life without even
how to

affairs ?

Is this

r1

Is

Is there no

from
conscious of the alrnost rewardless task of
nature.
and self-evident facts stir not
to
as when !he blood
made to boil from
men's souls
kindled in romance and fiction. But " the still small voice'" of
the artificial
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the schoolman wust
its solace should be in a communwn
ereation.

m

the

Norr..-TI1is
next which

to foihnv. 1\1r. Colt \Vas not
i( 1v:n~, h·om_ the ftwt thal

upon the

not been quite as 1vcll

ns 1 could \Vi:::-h.
]l:'cturcr attempt-·
Iloing {:OllS{'iotts of r.hi.s fur.t) l hrq·p

shol't of plca:smg uuy one.
lng to
on; nnd !unted at those principlt'S of enol" in education which T hart; often heard bitterly com!dainrd
of, and as b!t!Prly· f(:lt.
lt is
to kuow !hat a gn:;:H putt of the prcseut r!sin~ g.-n-:_'r<uion
mnEL-; .stored with the principlt•s nf :::.ueh rrrls nn1l
and tiwtr hearts: imbued with
Vv"rit. \Vh<n
rnnral
will produce upon
agrii:ulture: mnnufi:lclnrc 7
\\'hen
glory, and the t-oul l.Hl~lnttcd '.vith
lo,Jl~erl ifw a rt-•ig·u of
tmcq1.mHe,1 in a1i the pu:::t.
honorable
l11r; sdJ.ool·l'DDm, must
nsefl1iness,
c1.nd reuowll; beius
in the CQUt't·TOOtn) add
crease t1w
hnH ; nnc1 g;ve u 'i.t~.st and
\VC:ll as a 1nore correct estimate of the
i;mporta~,ce to society of those< persons who !lJl its lll:mblcr walks,
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which must
to some, than others.
lectures on the
of Book·

render

of the details of a
If I had the

go
my discouroe ·with any remarks
every individual \vho solicits
himself bel(n·e that
or bitter condemnatic>JL

1J

\vay marked out - I would rwt
one of those who ,;"""n''m
of

who have ever heard a Ic:cture upun
be my eil(wt to make a discourse rather
to the many, than
instrue!ive to
Should
ap·
accountant at any tirne to wander from wlmt may be
pear to
deemed our
proper, look rather to the
than ihe refi·active
i be:
and whieh \ve would scatter here and there as
the

upon olln,r brantohes

that has been bestowed
to the business

in which
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pear in theory, and how
their mind, we ean all
There i::: f'Yery due to the
of edueation ;

mauy
the success

C>f

ihost! !n fH:liYe

at the
walks of' literature.
Our CcJLtnlry owes the scboolnmn mueh; but: wheu he lws
lutionizecl 11H:
model of
f;;Ciencc·s
lilllCh

v.-hlc:h

are

more.
as we are, to become the
maritime and
the
our discourse is daily
lll

to wind their way amit1 our numerable rivers and
·whose warehotJ:ses spring
Ul•Sulxlucd for,"st
must feel alike the
the deuse popul·1lul
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their

the

or 1\.rabians,
Sir Walter

in another.

whieh oecurs
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of Isaac the Jew, whose adventure.' may be dated between the years 1190 and

1200.
From this

from
let ns through the progress

cormnerce eonnect.ul w itlt the crusades,
purpose of

in cl\!h:rent
!Ill=

ncniom and
from

which have ~ince fonnt~d ~l lmTaiivr· and
carried 011 trade with Egypt and drew tlH~nce the !'ieh
dies.
in Europe those arts and

eastern
me1·ce with
Red
This
upon the wor.ld

in~tilu·

cal.cul;\ied to encourcwe !hem
(·.limalts ~cvcral naiu~~al pro--

couw 1 erec.

.
the In·

their
upon the
when 1ll•· beruc:fits of
and the Italians priding tlJc:msel
if
had

dition.
of the rwdfth
23o J

r

a!l·t:sh to da-..vn
in its adnmcemenl, it looks

PUBLIC
became so c.elebra!c:d :•nd formidable rhat irs alliance

ages, and comlueted ir
(:onunon Ia ws enac:tcd in
The l:Ianscatic merehants assumed '' methodized order in
known to the Lombard;; or ancients ; and it
more
the Double
of
account;,:, tban tl11, Itulians.
TJw field of action of the Hanseatie merchants was not so much encumbered
with the
of old institutions. The
of their minds was left rather
than remodel old ones: which was not the
with the
Italians.
without a
of aeconnts became a
of

have
some modern historian ;

theme.

;\ nd

riYalled by the cities of their more
bors.
ana~
it, were
The business of the
ture to involve no more of
than faJls under the head of JVIerchan~
elise Account and whieh
shall soon
in contra-distinction to other
other branches that have in latet·
come into use. The trade of the ancient
and Arabians was of an extent suflicient to call into
this aewith ali its attendant conseqnencP:< and benefit0.
of
,_As

all

eYidence that we c.an arriYe
, or nation, i(H· the invention of the funda-

we are led to
from
that the scienee bas no common pa~

of many minds for the
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ruled
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the purpose.
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mto
and we find
the
century
attention was paid
to the study of accounts in all the C•)mmereinl coities of
; and many a
learned author devoted much time in
a series of instruction to be pursued
those young men that intended to make
their
The course of study then devised would take a lad or' fourteen at least
months to pass
The
was not confined to the subjeet
series of mathematical calculations;
\vhile the
proper of
formed a minor part.
By the commencement of the seventeenth
commerce had diffhsed itself
all the
highways of the
The luxuries of every climate
marts of 1Tade. The
mass were Jlrmly in the
belief that there were many
in trade which few understood. Curiosself-interest, was on the alert. Books then extant on the sub~
accounts were eonsidered of but little value ; and for the sake of gratithose who wished to make themselves distinguished in 1he counting-house,
on exehange, or
there were not wanting· men to publi~h the accumulated vohm1.es of a g·eneration
to commercial houses. The appearance of
octavoes and quartoes, containing their thousand pages,
the
beyond the reach of eommon industry, and generally excluded it as a
for youth.
In the latter
of this
the commercial mind seemed
aroused
among the better informed upon the subject. JVIerehants became desirous that
their :;;ons should be instructed
as a preparatory
step to the
in every part of
enlightened
elaiming no other merit,
than condeusing and
up in more modern language the seience as illustrated by their
sors. By this time the schoolman was abroad. 1\Iind was in a
state cf
ebulition. Principles were
inculcated in contra-distinction from mat
ter. And we iind the school-boy's sachel becoming lhe repository of all the
of all the sciences al1<l arts; and that,
without the least consideration whether feeble
eonld bear up under the weight, and matun~ to flourish in that soil and climate which in
a waited him. Amid the
crowd that then
advocating their favorite
u meager chance. The learned, unacquainted with its
eal
·would not admit tbtt it was a science:
it was n 'w'·'C'T'""
chine- an art weU
to be used among such traders as could raise suflieient force to
it. It fell into the back ground; but, most fortunately,
not long there to remain. About this time there
an artiele upon the
in the Edinburgh
with an i1lustration. Attention
aroused. Authors
started up; and their works, modelled from
of this
for the science of Book-keeping a permanent
place in most of the high schools of Hnrope.
E

[
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which
It is not until within the last two centuries that the
now form the
of
m,,,.,t,n,n.< that have ·within this time
we
great
and in the minds of many, the very
are indebted for mueh
have bad
the
intricate to tbe learner,

to understand our
eYery debit must have a
·L'ice ·versa,
In amount,
the rule; which means the sum total or
To illustrate
\Vc will suppose a man
and is debited with the same on yom hooks. To
make
you
value in
and
eash.
of cours;:, is credited for the amount of the two sums.
the
every credit must have a debit." In this case there \Ymrld be two ac: Cash and Merchandise ;
rule or

or any other account we ehoose
home
and

the case may
taken.

movements

the basis of the

upon which the whole
Before
out,

[ 2il4]
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uf emmneree, and there uc~.w'"'""'''
and shades may
but when that distance

m the disto aid the
must it be lost.
be
or
it
to its intrinsic worth.
in the

the
in the distanee; and
all could not be nided with
fined commercial
it has been lost to their

of re-

those
features
ami whieh have marked out to rJe septhe
and with reason.
of the five classes of accounts that make up
Address. See pages from 20:±

that are the: most common, and
the business
of the five classes that form the basis of the
are the Personal
with tmcb
accounts
I:1ills
these accounts are of constant
and Profit and Loss. And
becomes familiar with
of
upon,
in the same manner, the
featnrc:s of the science is
understood.
The miscellaneous entries thai oecut, and do not
of aca
divisions that form the
of the
are the entries made
and
books ; or rt tiiiseeilaneous
may be such as nevei·
classes of accounts. Ji~ntries of this
occur when
notes for their mutual aceommnrl;1tion. or tlw
that
R merebant wlwn two nf his

J
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customers wished to have what he might he owing to the one transferred to thc
credit of the other. l\Iisceilaneous entries are not of
oecurrcnee nDr
difiicult to be
as !hey embrace the first and
alone.
Bnt as the
mass of business transactions nm into and find a ualancc in
some one of the five didsions
and as there are no other
features of the seience that form a basis or foundation to any of its parts, 1ve may
with
embrace a course of
in acquiring a
of
those
whieh has both faet and
in their
Abecrombie
no better authority could
In
and the
arts which are founded upon
pfin,_
a careful observation of the natural and uniform
of bodies toward each other; and a
of those
of results. All art, therefore, must
tendeneies into operation for thf:
be founded upon
or a coneet
of these
; and ali seience must consist of such a careli.1l observation of facts in
as shall enable us confidently to pronounce upon those which are fixed and uniform. He who f(l]lows certain arts or practieal rules, without a knowledge of
the scienee on which
are founded, is the mere artisan or the
; he
cannot advance beyond the
rules vvhieh are
him,
for
new occurrenees and unforeseen diffieulties.''*
Thus are we eouJirmed
in the propriety of instructing the
principles of
in form of a science ; as \Yell as the great
advantages that may be derived to the learner from being instructed in this
method over that of any jumbled
The
difficulties that have hitherto been found to
by many teachers
in
a
of
as well as the learner in acquiring
its principles, has been attributed in a
measure, to a want of
knowledge
the pupil in the art of trade. I do not conceiYe this to be
the case, but would rather attribute the difficulties existing !o the mode of explanation that has been pursued: for surely there is no connection between the
quality of a
of
its
its measnrement, its intrinsic or numerical value, and that of the Day-Book and
record. The record is arbitrakept to show how and where property
but not to alter the nature or
the manner of holding,
nor
of said property.
VVhat would be thought of an author upon mathematics if he were to
the sums illustrative of tbe four fundamental rules in
Addition, Sub~
lVlultiplieation, and Division,
order ·which has long rendered them
steps. That is
the learner first from
under
and so on ;
m every nev/ sum
• No, 37, Harper's Family Library.
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to i1x first in his mind the
conas fast 8s his
and so on, ·"""'''0'"·
if not a
in the progress of the
after a rnetbodized
over any rnixed
as you may suppose there \Vouid be to one learning the four flmdamental prinof arithmetic from the two modes referred to.
vV e will not
upon the
of the one method of
a know]~
edn·e of DCJOJ,:-Keern
O\'er the other, although much more might be perhaps

'"'

in some few
after he has
the principles of
the science; a
that has not been before even surmised or hinted at by any
author with whieh I am
· whieh is that of "Praetical Forms" for
books as eireumslances may
l would
not
recommend them to young
but to old accountant:>. I conceive
the want of
the accountant h<1s heretofore been a
them now, I cannot but hope they
may prove, at least, a uc,,v.J•u-,
guarding his
through
the dark
the prineiples, and the sunshine of
may appear to some that the
of Practica: Forms may be iman additional encroachment upon the time of the student. But this is
not the case, when taken into consideration the whole
of instruction; as
the learner is enabled to
the
of the science from the methodized
order
in half the usual time
; and the
being
the
use of Practical Forms may be un;Jerstood in much less time than even acquiring the
Praetical Forms for
books are not particularly devised for
but rather intended for sudt young: men as have more
immetliately in view the
of
the
either on their own
account or that of others. Neither was the
the accounts more lo save time to the learner, than to
him a clear anrl definite
knowledge of
principles wh:ch form the basis of the seiPnce; that
in
life,
be able
to meet any
that may
anse 1n tbe
ramifications that are coincident
and adherent to, all the
soci~d business relations of the
and
age.
etfeel or Practieal Form~ is to do away with the Journal, in very many
lwuses where it is 110\V in use; and in others, where the old
method
still
·will be found so far to have simplified the seience as to render
it
both for ease of
and co!'reclness
result.
The exclusion of the Journal saves one half of the labor in keeping books
Double
[n
in most cases of practice the Journal is useless and
and should he rejected.

[ 2::l7
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the more rnorlern authors in the
deserve our attention; not from
that authors have attaeherl to
but from the fact
in most cases of
The t\vo distinctiol!s are f(mnd
works of Bennett aud l\Iarsh ; each

them
as
hooks ;
WlH2re the Journal is used at all in
· in the most common use.
advisable to make use of a
the amounts of the

that the

upon those accounts t:1at make up
record in aeconlance. Hut with all the adnma Journal upon which to
of the
dead

diiii:;r from thrc illustrations
the
nnd
in thc manner
we would not, if in om power, cast even a shade upon their merits but
would rather
m
rich recompcnse, frJr Hw
of toil
han: dcvCJtcd to the
The merchant 1nay well
on
there the
honesi
n

or
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book be each ruled with three columns, instead of one, as is usual. \V e will con~
fine one column on the Day-Book to the
another to the
of mer~
chandise, and the third to nJiscellaneous entries. These entries IYill all be
the same as in
Entry. But, says the rule of .DClOh:-Reeo
in amount, must have a
and v·icc versa." To
add up the amounts of the merchandising
at the end of a \veek or a
month, and
the sums total to Merchandise account on the
The
tries
of which there would
be a dozen in a month's
to
as they occur, to the two or more accounts
should be posted from
to which
confine one column to the sales of merchandise for
which you will enter on every day, or from time to time
you may eount it
out of your
cash drawer. Another column to the sums
out for
merchandise. These two columns should be added up, and the amounts
to the
accounts of Merchandise and Cash, in the same manner that you
conduct the Day-Book. The third column on the Cash book is confined to the
miscellaneous cash entries, ami posted the same as the miscellaneous entries m
the
The material difference of labor, between
plan of
all the
of Double Entry, and that of
up the columns and posting their separate
amounts
This extra labor is
; and one understandthe Double Entry form of
saves more than this ~ahor in the
laneous entries ; for the miscellaneous
"When made after the usual bung~
ling
Entry
about three times the writing as when made
after the Double :E:ntry form.
Thus do
forms reduce the Double Entry method
keeping
to a simplicity which renders it judiciously
to every man's business
and
In the time spent in proving a
of Double
in the tirne
which is
more than
of accounts of a set of
Entry boo];s. VVhen errors occur m
books
Double Entry,
are detected at the time and corrected. On the
contrary to
in any other method
to lawsuits and
books
reputation.
from
Entry, over any other method: 1st. You Hre enabled to
without
and with accuraey, how much you may l!ave sold your goods for aboYe or below
the
eost ; 2d. Your net
or total losses in business ; 3d. Yon are
enahle<l to
against future losse8 or expenses,
the source of every disto your
in
wealth remains
a landmark upon
from 'which you may steer dear in future.

: 240
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certain of success ; and the
from them as if
and hov~
Citizens under a

of tortune
acts are, to the immediate
ehanneb of trade become as
by no means
that men,
, find themseh·es occasion-

than those

in theit· commereial
embarrassed.
of the reverse of fortune
a
argument
'l'he
to induce men to seek all
that has any eonnection with
than the
to advance with
a young
man in his career as a merchant How often do we see men, when they have
men who have been smrounded with the mo,st flat~
and respectaas agents or clerks
and other incorporated establishments; plaees of
not be tilled without the
knowledge of accounts, and that
field of commercial insight
"which the
of
alone unfolds,
The human mind has
passed its day of fanatic glory; and we find
now the whole universe
to bring into practice things that
were once considered
of daily use in social
and
upon which the
and happiness of the
mass are dependent.
frorn a
disparagement in their own education, now enjoin it
upon teaehers to instruct their children in those branches of knowledge considered indispensable to certain success in practical life, The man who acquaints
himself with practical knowledge has nothiJ]i~ to
; while he who
all
though as learned as a
will, like a Johnson, have
to contend with.
Look around us what do we see? A busy populace rushing forward to fill
or lower position in society. The young rising with hope; the old
with disappointment. Of the mixed mass, how varied. A man
in penury and want, seizes tlpon some
and we see him to-day
with a rocket's rapidity, dazzling the circle of his
The sciences arc
forth with a torrent's
and
down the decayed fastness of the dead
with almost maddened fury. A few
and man will not appear in society as a selfish
in the horizon lighting its lone path of
; but all ·will be as noon"'The waters of ihc 1VI1ssonri are rdways in u turbid: state~ whkh
changing its channel.
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aided
of
whose
rays east
,same warmth and shade over tbe habitable
In the great rush of
the
of accounts vvill, most unquestionably, lind a
commensurate with its

n

m
that when a man fails in busi~
is an old and familiar
This
will not as
it is beeause he did not understand accounts.
as that of Clennany awl the old king"'
apply to traders in this

doms of Europe,
surptise, and the
of accounts is '''''I"''""
and
understood. There are numerOllS causes
embarrassrnent to the
and whose
is so well setlled as that of Germany
causes 1vhich
no knowledge of accounts whatever could avert:
causes
from our
institutions and the interests of so
extent of
as ours, which are en~
deavored
united as a whole. But of this I will not
This German adage,
no bad
being borne in mind ; for
tain
a certain e!Tecl:, it presupposes that a possE'SSJ:on
knowledge would avert that eilect. To say the least for its
must be a source of
whet1Jer the end be a
watch the various channels whence said gain ox loss arises, which
nected
and
from, the
Jlood of every man's uu"'L't'""·
of which the subject of accounts forms the delineator.
is much more of a science than hns
been accredited
of accounts, ·which I have
called your attention to
admit each of an illustration which would take a smart youth of
fifteen at least three months to become farniliar with. But it is not
illustrations so far as to
deemed necessary to
on
the
of the
in the onset <; the
11rst to Ex upon the
or tlk
mind of the

<which he
\Yhere the

fl'txn that
date.
Under the head of JVIerehaudise
of the five

Spectatol'~

the first division
that form the
of

Nu,

Sir Richard

[
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merchant and surveyor,
are to them alike common and necessm·y in
of accounts which is included under the
is alike common to the
and merchant,
If husbandman was
his books
Double
Farm Account"
would take the
of Merchandise Aecount The name or title alone would
altered; while the manner of
the account, and the effect
would remain the same. Farm Account would be an open
account, the
same as Merchandise. vVhen he
fruit trees, or
Farm Account would be debited. \;Vhen he sold the produce of
would be credited. So of a mechanic- say a
of IVIerchandise. \Vhen
Account is debited~
a job
is credited. The result in all cases
the same: to ascertain with accuraey, and without
the amount
ihat
made or lost fi·om time to time
and whence said
or
loss
to the
kind of business. The
of
or any name
it appear more
is in eflicet rm open account where debits and credits are
till the year runs
when as
to nseertain what has been the
result in
often as this
bnsmess for the time taken.
In the
of IVIereh;lnt!ise
Farm
Ac,;oun t, the accounts ealJ ed in to
and whieh are the most common, are your
Bills
and Individual aecounts.
in prehave been shown to
the
ar:eounts of the
diYisions thai
fanner's or
should he learn
it 'Nil! be
if he JS ever advaneed to the merchant's
division of
\Vill prove of
value to him.
he learns in it the first principles,
a
which 1vi1l rerider the
branches
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remaining part, should he pursue the subject, easy of acquirement and pleasant
to be understood.
I hope not to be considered unnecessarily minute in details, for it seems to me,
from the great backwardness in which the subject is held, that a minuteness
of explanation mueh greater than an evening's leeture admits of, is really
called for.
Interest has long inclueed the higher order of merehants to keep their books
by Dou1le Entry. If, by any proeess of reasoning, I should show that the like
benefits result to him of less extent of business operation, then I sh<1ll have gained
a signal victory, whielJ, though ol'ten desired, yet never has been attained.
Should a merchant of extensive operation, and of a mixed business, attempt
to keep his books by Single Entry, instead of one accountant, as he now employs, he would, in order to conduct business ·with the same accuracy, require
two or three, as the labor would he at least three fold.
Let three individuals join in an adventure; share and share alike. An expert
Double Entry accountant ·would make perfectly clear and intelligible this busi~
ness transadion, in one entry, and in 66 'words; while one of your Single Entry
gentlemen woulr1 take fom entries, and 220 words, to express the same business
operation.'''
I must tell you a story that has fa Hen in the path of my experience. It is a
rare case, and l would not relate it so much for the benefit of my argument in
aclrancing the science of accounts, as for the amusement of that class of individuals who hold in utter abhorrence every thing like science, and deem all
advantages deri-recl f!·om performing a practical art, hom the fixed rules or prin~
ciples of the scienee upon which it is founded, as useless, valueless, and cum~
hersome.
A gentleman of bowing acquaintance stepped into my office one day, and in
quite a catching, faltering, and ch:;jected voice, desired I should call, as soon as
possible, and examine some entries he had been making in his book;, ·which he

><-

DOUJlLE ENTltY FORlU:.

Shipped per Caroline, Hans]ltl.\Y 1 and consigned to Echvard Ralph & Co., Liverpool 1 to be §old
their acconnt and risk, ·\Villiant lVIay 1s, and mine, as folhrws ~
I\1'dse from Store•, as per I. B., tunount to
$1,600
1,000 bbls. Flour, a $3, bought by note
3,000
Cash pnid !<>hipping expenses
132
Ralph & Co.'s third is
Mo.y's
Do.
My (Co. 1<.) Do.

Oil

$1,544
1,544
1,544
- - - - 4,632
SINGLE :ENTRY FORM.

Edward Ralph & Co., of Liverpool, \Villia.m I\1ay, and myself, Jmve entered into a co-partnership
adventure this duy, of sundry merchanchse, each to s1uue and share alike, both in expense and profits 2
ox· loss, as the case rnay be. I nm to furn;sh the goods, and they are to pay me for the same. The

r 2H 1
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did not

and in which business transaction
was a youDg man of about
1n a
busine~s for four years
extensi n:
eonnexion and influential
itnl to start with of
his books
and ever ridiculed the idea of any
the record of business
and
emleaHJred to tbrow obstacles in the way of tbose
the
of the science ; nnd
too, not from any ill-will to its
hut
from an honest belief that he was
and those who dim:red from him were
.\,~rong~
I3nt
\vhich to this
had
in his
no\\: gnve \vny, and reason
act~ it was
fm a triumph. I
eallecl and examined his
And w lmt do you think,
Acconntants? There was "
tbe amount of
; mHl the
man, or the man of any means connected
was this self-same
This lJusincss transaction of
in two pages and a
; the whole of which could have been
and
in ten short lines Double Entry accounts.
this transaction was a sort of explanatory contract, written
f\l'e to he sent to 1Hessrs. Echvard Ralph[~ Co., to he sold on our joint account. In conformity
this under~tanrlin~:;; I have forwarded
rby, to
Edward Ralph & Co., of Liverpool> by
the shlp Caroline 1 Capt. Hnnsha\\' 1
fnllows, Yi7.:

goods
1.:0

$1,500

Sundry rnerchandise from Storr;, rrmotmting\ as per Invoice book 1 to

Also, J ,000 bhls. Fiour, rrt $3
pasf5ing to him lny
al

barrel, which J bought of Hopeful Smith, by
days, v.rhlch amounts to

3,000

Aggrf::gate mnount of itdn:~nture
Paid by ra~~h the shipping
total amount
Total

4,500
132

of ad\'Clltnrc

l?d.

t'hinl of the a hove. is
Do
Do

$1,b44
1,544
1,544

1\'fy third) whieh 1 call shipn1rnt lo Liverpoo1 7 is:

4,632

Ed. Ralph
o[
For one

Co.
ahovc sltipment

Dr.

WiJJi:tm ;vrny
For one third of t1w a hove shipment

Dr.
1,544

Dr.

NDT\:':,~lVIoslllh"rchan!s

Thz• example of Uor:h)P

the science.
Jn counting the

\Vordsl

wo1_dd nmke n1ueh more \vriting ln explaining this Single Entry Form.
not
to he intell)gibJe to those '.\~ho are lm:H·-qnainted with

<"'ach !'0'.1t

;Jf

!ignres is co1mti~d

r ::.>4:') J

n word, a_nd :1ll :1bbrevintions as a \VorLL
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nature of
Then
m
and then eonnter
Gash to be

prove successful
merchandise removed fmm the store. This was all on account of :1
lation in the far-famed queen of the vVest; ~md one would
the amount at
that then~ '>ntS
connected therewith that was
much ind!ned to go the 1vhole
Do not
howeYer, thaL intend to show any undue
connected therewith. It was
and the
upon blank paper, till all was
the party most
The entries themselves
well contrived to
I had
man_, gray with

and who had weathered

Sir, you see my son is ruined ; and in his ruin he has
want into his whole

has been
transaction."

·v1le are a11

ruined !

Produee of every

There

a
of success in this
on to relate that he had sold his all to start his
their united exertions had
a eontinued

same, and a fair
of clerk ; and

for
should the son
am~ sustain. JYloreover, to the :son, \''ho ltad remarked that
eral merdwnts of whom he h:d
advised
the balance of his
to take this course, under the
in the eyes of the iaw. At this

remained unsold.

whole trans-

Tbe

for the further fulfilment of the

r 246 J
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and
should the transaction prm'e a
the loss \Vould, as it
or furthered the
fall upon those who had connived at his
rneans of as heartless a transaetion as the vilest
wretch eould
be

of.

word or two of thank;
took tny leave.
\Vas I seated in my
and
and the easy and
Js
liable to pass out of his
venturer, balf in madness and half in sorrow,
sir, tell me what this and this
mean.
I have br"en
But I don't care; let aE go.
name he
these entries.;" which he
in his state of semi-madness. I looked
and without giving him a word of satisfacof
which I handed to him,
where I turned down
a
on whieh page he would i1nd an illustration of a similar transaction in
which he was
awl that
his
\VOU)d be
SOlved j
rnOl'CO\Cl', that he \VOU}d be in nnc'Q'"' 0 '
test of aU similar transactions. He received the
and held it in his
hand as if
A knock on the door at the time relieved the suspense;
and a silent lxrw made alone the last
and adieu of my unfortunate

client.
in mind, I
no more of my new friend, until, when
up a New Orleans paper, I found that
was still on the
and had come down ten pet· c.enL \Yithin a week About this
store of the young
I saw
father's name \Vas over the
in
of the son's. The eonelusion was, that the son's ruin had been consum~
mated.
Two or three monihs from this
quite late in the
who
should
announeed but this young adventurer. But I was not at bome. He
called a second time ; hut I was not at home.
the third time; still I
·was not at home. He next resorted to the medium of a
advice he had
that I had
remarks whi(:h alone hccome the
eration his
note it contained, as if
to devote any time to him or his
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h~Hl gained wisdom from
that he would
by it
re~
spectfu lly ," &c.
I have since
the gentlemen. He
and
but I am
in too big a hurry.
has a load
relief
upon his mind that he wishes to free himself oi: We ail kn(nV the
it is to one's
when ·we have received a
to make the person conf!·om whose hands it has
of the
·we feeL But

when em

at rest-- the

favor is too
was several years a
opposer to the science--- had done all the harm he could. He is now a
aclvoeate of
by Double
bis books after this
fonn- thinks if he had been
had traced out
upon his chart the uature, the
been so easily trapped and rui!lf:d.
ward instructed in the science. He is at this time the
cate of the
He receives claily relief in mind by
,
and should he live long, he may
do
enough in many years, to
counterbalance the evil he
in a few. At all events,
is on the
road. Tile medicine works well. Perhaps you may think it works too
well; for I must te] you bis ·whole
as I lmYe now gone so far. His mind,
like his
, seems tn have two extremes; and those \vho do not
by the
one, may be benefited
the other.
Our adYenturcr was a mewber of a
dub. The
was put upon the docket. The
metbod of the two is
most advisable to
m
that of
or that of
Double Entry ?" Sides vvere chosen. The Single
attaek.
seemed
No one could
who
question would terminate. All depended upon the last speaker
to be the hero of our
All eyes turned upon him. He was
thought to be
He was
to he
But he turned
out to go it Double ; and ckmbly hard did he bear down upon his
He
to all, that there was not even a scavenger in the
\>'ould not be
benefited
a knowledge of accounts; that
every man should uurlerstand aceounts. He stated many instances ·where a
of aceounts would proYe of
serviee to be understood. He
reiated his own
This was
The debate rose ; and
the
all
He was oslen-

So often it

vdwse
you the

JS

we are but
He had the night previous won a

over his
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I-Iad our ,young
that
of we

would not
sorne snch
I should not

claim no more than its title to that of
among other sc1ences
to
conceivab'e
notion of this but little short of madman

could

--a

morals and in

uope not,
too
Some four
boat hauled up for

of the neeessaries of
Irishman was the possessor.
pearance of thiR craft led on
half
half in
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m New

don't you'!"

This was

was overreached. He had
been a derk;
, he vms
1narle the butt. The he !
came ha' ha 1 ha! and burst into a roar of
lus

of a
now besoon
as the cry raised

But
back
It turned out that this was the identical boot-black that had led many to be~
lieve that his master was
from
had him instructed in aceounts. l
found him
as mueh of an enthusiast in the science
his old master was.
believed that no man could do business without a
of
~that it was the
that
to the
of it, every man ·would become rich- without knowl~
remam poor. These extreme notions are
ludicrous;
may seem, mueh
deduced
ease, 1n
the mind that is_, to sub
the control of the possessor.
that
the proper means to
certain desired
instance of the
the
effect the science of
upon a mind in its nalmal state.
is better than volumes in our
vVe see here a
unschooled in any other
upon, that to fulf1l the effeet of his

and so far from
that I considered
which
that thc
in the
at least upon this
many years in

of

not.
task
no rnore than to state the
whiie with you rests the decision.
I think it was in the year
of
who eonvene
and who are
of the kind as have ever met iu this or any other
~~

~

or rather to
whieh are attendant upon a il<>l'•'lrmrm,,:n
of our diversified
If I
been
no teacher of the science of accounts has
ever been able t 0 sustain himself .for any
of time in your
'Which eontains 100,000 inhabitanis; \vhile in the
of
York
teacher;;. It is said that. the New
their aecounts
have remained so
ot
to sho1v the
of the ,in statn quo estimate in
but will pass it over to tell you a story of one of the
eons of the sod-" a chip of the old blod:""--· a
of fifteen--· who carne from
somewhere down east (Maine, I
to enter himself as an
tc
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His letters were numerous and

ilntro~

'viw introduced him to his cousins'
interest the New Yorkers feel

i~Jr

til!
aH

of a

lad upon the studies he bad
to his
that for the
iour years he hall been confined to

and a
But of rnathe-

grammar he had never
nor written any
common to school children, Notwilb

ren~

them into the hahii:
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anecdote related in

the honorable
books have
been
and the modern method of
labor has never penetrated the
cesses of the
A fi·iend of Mr.
in convers2Jion with
reihat he still adhered to the old
of Single
and
not
by which the duties of
the office would be
I suppose,'
said the honorable
\vise look, 'it would be so ; but
in the
and the cry for retrenchment
I do not think
to sanction an appropri-

This

no comment. There is scarcely
on the part of the in~
m order to perform his
some kno\Yledge of accounts. Even
the members of
liable to be called upon to examine into the acw
counts
custom~houses, land-offices, land
I may
what farmer, what mechanic,
man. what office-holder, what American,
should not possess some
of the science
with
and with
his dutie,; to himself or to hi.':
You may think,
that I am urging this sul~ject in too strong terms.
In my
if it is worth
of at all, it is worth being treated of thor~
oughly. It is a truth that most of our wealthy merchants' sons have learned
the
of this seienee from select and costly teachers. I know of no
the same advantages at schools
those less fortunate may not
less noted. As far as facts and
can go,
the
in which th.e
has been held, the easy manner of
its
derived from
knowledge thereof~ I believe I
and the
" gained my case."
point, \vith the assurance of
an officer
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